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GEOFFREY BEWLEY

Passage from India

The first morning at sea, the breakfast bell woke them. Lindsay turned in his
bunk. Becky was stirring with her fist in her mouth in the cot by the porthole.
He heard Sylvia moving in the bunk under him.
"What time is it?" Sylvia said.
"That's the first bell," Sylvia said. "We're the second sitting."
"Oh. Oh, God, I'm still so tired."
He saw her lying with her head aside and one thin hand pushing her dark hair
off her forehead. "How do you feel now?" he said. "How do you feel inside?"
"Oh. Still kind of bad."
"Take one of those things again."
"Yeah, I will in a while."
Lindsay reached for the bunk ladder and the daylight in the porthole caught his
eye. The sun was rising on the other side so the sea out there was in the ship's
shadow. The wave from the bow was cutting calm water. The fiat brown band
across the horizon had to be the Indian coast south of Madras. The yellow sky
was clear of cloud, and it looked like a baking hot day coming.
He bent and kissed Sylvia. He felt bone under the skin of her shoulder. "How
about breakfast?" he said.
"I don't know. No, maybe not."
"I was thinking of going up on deck for a look."
"I was thinking I might read a while."
One of the paperbacks with the fat smiling Indian's face on the cover was on
the shelf by her head.
"Okay," he said.
"But you go on up, anyway."
He'd already pulled on his shirt and jeans. Becky was asleep again. Sylvia was
smiling. He eased the door closed behind him as she took up the book.
He found his way to the port side under the bridge. A few passengers were on
deck. Most were Indians from cabin class, going to visit Malaysia. There were a
few white faces. There were the British family he'd seen with a Land Rover,
migrating to Australia the hard way. There were a middle-aged couple who
looked American. A tall sun-tanned girl with reddish hair had just come up.
The bell went for the second breakfast sitting. In the saloon meals were served
at long tables and people sat where they liked. Lindsay ordered the English breakfast, cereal, egg, sausage and toast. The sausage was overcooked and he put it
aside. He'd been vegetarian for too long now. He remembered the time in the
Delhi place six months ago when he'd ordered the mixed grill and argued with
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Sylvia about food for Becky. He'd been strictly vegetarian since then and by now
he was used to it.
An Indian family were sitting along from him. The two teenage sons were
opposite him .. "I beg your pardon," the elder boy said. "You are from England?"
"Australia," Lindsay said.
"Oh, yes. Our brother is in England, you see."
"I was there early this year."
"Have you been to America?" the younger boy asked.
"I was there a couple of years ago."
He didn't say that his wife was American. They looked impressed enough,
anyway. The father and mother watching were smiling too.
"So you have been in India," the older boy said. "I think you must have found
much to interest you."
"Quite a lot, yes."
"I think you must have found it very different from what you expected."
"Well, you know. I really didn't know what to expect."
"I think perhaps you hear that India is not a very progressive country. But
then, once there you see that there is progress everywhere. Now it is a nation of
vast achievements in its development."
'There was a lot, yes."
"Our Indian science is very ancient, you see. Your Western science is quite
recent compared with it. Now we are developing again, our engineering and
industry is making vast strides."
"He will be engineer B.A.," the younger boy said.
"But also our learning is much greater, because it is so much older, you see.
All your western learning is quite recent by comparison. Now we are making
great progress not only in science but also at the spiritual level. We are making
vast achievements in philosophy. I believe in the West your philosophy is not
very good any more, isn't it?"
"It's probably getting that way."
"And now many Western people are coming to India to study these things. So
India is the great world centre of spirituality, you see."
Lindsay finished his tea. He decided against another cup.
"Well," he said, "anyway, it's been great talking to you, but I'll have to be
going now. I've got to go and see somebody."
"It was my pleasure," the boy said. His family all smiled again.
Below in the cabin Becky was awake. Sylvia was feeding her the last prepared
food from Madras.
"How was it?" Sylvia asked.
"Not bad," he said. "I could take her next time."
"No, she'll be fine. We still have plenty of this green stuff left. That's the
way," she said to Becky. "All up. Oh, you messy kid."
He watched Becky finish the meal. 'That's good," Sylvia said. "Okay, what
would you like now? Would you like to play with Daddy?"
Lindsay smiled but Becky shook her head. "You read me, Mommy," she said.
"She's really into this reading," Sylvia said. "Okay, how about some Baba?"
Becky nodded. Sylvia picked a book from the sack by the locker.
"This is a nice one," she said. "These are all songs."
Becky sat cross-legged as she'd been taught. Lindsay sat still in the other chair
in the far corner.
"Seeing the rose," Sylvia read, "separating it from the thorn and the shrub,
is concentration. Plucking the rose, separating the heart from the mind, is contemplation. Offering the rose at Baba's feet is meditation."
6
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"Is that a song?"
"It's a song in Baba's language. Listen. Eleven seconds of attention make one
concentration. Eleven concentrations make one meditation. Eleven meditations
make once trance. Eleven trances make up the transcendental state."
"Is that a real song, Mommy?"
"That's one of Baba's songs, so it's a very good song."
Lindsay crossed and uncrossed his legs. "That might be a bit advanced for
her," he said.
"Would you like to read her one?"
"I was thinking about going up on deck, actually. I was wondering if you'd
like a look around."
"Oh. No, I don't think I could make it, you know?"
"Just an idea."
"No, but you go on up. You want to. You don't really want to listen to this."
"I don't mind, honestly."
"No, go ahead. Don't worry. Baba will reach you too when it's time."
"I won't be long."
"That's okay. We'll be fine on our own. Won't we, Becky?"
On deck now it was very hot. Lindsay crossed to the shady side of the ship.
The Indian coast was still in sight four or five miles off. He noticed the sails of
a few small craft away off the starboard bow. Then he noticed the ship wasn't
making a wake. He hadn't noticed the engines stopping, but now she was dead
in the water. Along the deck a white man was pointing at more sails in the distance.
They were all coming out to meet her. The first few boats were under tow
from tubby launches, and off the big ship's bow they dropped their long yards
and nosed in against her side. They were rough double-ended things, decked fore
and aft, with sacks of cargo heaped in open holds amidships. The boat crews
loaded these into slings and the ship's deck crew hoisted them in.
"Those look like onions," the white man said.
He had an American voice. He was tall and crew-cut. Lindsay remembered
him from breakfast.
"Funny place to stop," he said.
"Ah, it's as good as anywhere. I guess this is how it's always been."
More boats shoved in alongside, like piglets up to a sow. Ten or twelve slings
emptied the first, and the boatmen fended it out among others trying to butt
closer.
"Look at the pump," the American said.
Water was spurting from an outlet pipe in one boat's stern. Through a hatchway Lindsay saw an Indian with a tin scoop bailing into the trough that fed it.
From sea level it would have seemed that a mechanical pump was going.
They watched the work a while longer. The American pointed out an overloaded sling spilling, and a fraying rope just before it snapped and let a boat swing
adrift. He said he was an engineer from Connecticut, stationed in Madras with
the United Nations aid service, taking his wife and daughters to Malaysia for a
break. They'd have a week at Penang while the ship was at Singapore and they'd
catch it on the way back.
"That's not all the leave I'm owed," he said. "It's all the time I can take."
"Things are busy?"
"Well, I can't trust them, is what it amounts to. One guy is a Sikh, I can trust
him, I guess. The rest of them, no way."
"We had a bit of trouble, travelling."
"You didn't see anything. You wouldn't believe the way that country is run."
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"They're really that corrupt?"
"Well, it's their whole damn system. You give a guy a job and the next
thing you know he's got half his damn family on the payroll, doing nothing, just
taking a wage. Then the big money goes on contracts where they rig the price.
Then you have to wait months for the material to come through, and then there's
always something wrong with it when it does."
"Nothing you can do about it?"
"There's nothing you can do. Like, one thing you find, no project that's started
ever gets finished. Too many people don't want to lose their piece of the action."
More boats were coming out from the shore. The American's wife came out
with a camera and leaned over the rail for shots.
"We used to be pretty liberal before we came here," the American said. "Rich
countries help the poor, foreign aid, like that. Now we've seen what happens,
where it goes, we've turned right round against it. We ought to let them work it
out for themselves, or not, because we're wasting it here the way it goes."
"This was all like a big adventure at first," his wife said. "Now we can't wait
to get home."
"My wife is an American," Lindsay said. "We were there last year."
"Is she here now, on the ship?"
"She's down in the cabin. She's been a bit sick."
"Well, I hope she's better soon. I'd like to meet her."
Lindsay went below before lunch. Sylvia was reading one of Baba's books and
Becky was asleep. Sylvia said they'd eaten already. She'd persuaded a steward to
bring Indian food on a tray.
He saw the used plates. "I should have done that," he said.
"Oh, I know. You want to be looking after me."
"Well, it's sort of my job."
"Oh, Lins, I'll be fine. I've just been so tired, mainly. The bug's gone. There's
nothing really wrong with me any more."
"Pulling through."
"Reading Baba pulls me through. You don't think so but he does."
"Yeah, good old Baba."
"But remember I didn't believe either? I was only curious. And then we were
standing in the compound with all those people, and then suddenly in front of him
it was like feeling a wave of love flowing out just to me and pouring inside me."
Lindsay nodded. He couldn't look at her.
"Then they were pushing, and then he smiled at me and let me touch him.
Lindsay, you should have touched him."
"He didn't ask me."
"He could see you weren't ready. I can't explain it. But once you know it,
you don't need to explain it."
"I just didn't feel it," he said. He was trying not to see her starved body and
crazy smile.
"It'll come," she said. "You've only got to wait for it."
The meal bell sounded before he could think of anything else to say.
"Go on," she said. "I'll be okay here. I'll see you later on."
On the way to the saloon, he realised that had been the bell for the first sitting.
He went out on deck instead. The ship was still stopped with the boats butting
alongside and the winches going. They were something to watch, instead of going
back below.
Somebody stopped at the rail along from him. He saw the red-haired girl he'd
noticed before breakfast. She saw him and smiled.
"They are very slow at this," she said.
8
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She had a European accent, like German or Dutch. She was tall and well built.
Her face and arms were tanned brown.
"More coming too," he said. More sails were off the coast. The launches were
towing back empty boats with their sails down.
"Why don't they do this properly in a harbour?"
"I don't know. Maybe they grow them over there."
She laughed at that. "I saw you before," she said. "Last night after we came
on the ship."
"I saw you at breakfast. Small world, eh?"
She laughed at that too. She was a nice healthy girl and she was cheering him
up. It came into his mind that that was probably a good thing.
They told their names. Hers was Elsa. She was an accountant from Frankfurt
on a long holiday between jobs. She'd had a month in India and she was having
a few weeks in Malaya and Thailand before flying home from Bangkok.
"I'm just a tourist," she said. "But you're a real traveller."
"Down the old hippie trail."
"Yes, I did that once, fours years ago. But then I only went to Istanbul."
"You didn't miss a reallot."
"But I wish I'd seen it when I had the time. Now I can only do a little bit
with the time I have."
"You've done all right. You've got through India without any trouble."
"Oh, you didn't like India?"
Lindsay shook his head. He didn't want to talk about it.
"But there's so much to see. Was it something terrible that you saw?"
"Well, look, how did you feel about it? About all that stuff?"
"You mean all the cripples and the dying people and the dirt?"
"All that, yeah."
"But that's India, you know. You go there and you see it, there is nothing you
can do about. You get used to it or maybe you don't, I suppose. Was that what
it was with you?"
"Not exactly."
"But you had a bad experience."
"Well, it wasn't so much me. But I guess it was an experience."
Elsa was looking at him in a different sort of way. Her hand was next to his
on the ship's rail.
"I was with my wife," he said. "We went to this religious place to see this
guru. Really, we weren't even into that sort of thing, only some people said it'd be
interesting. But we saw him, and then all of a sudden she got seized by it."
"No. Really?"
"I don't know. I mean, I don't know what the trick was or anything. She just
got taken in."
"You saw this guru too?"
"I was there and I saw him, and, you know, there was nothing. He was just
this fat little guy with frizzy hair."
"So, what did he say to her?"
"He didn't say anything as far as I heard. There was a big crowd waiting and
we were in front. Then we saw him coming and she leaned forward for a better
look, and she was pushed nearly in front of him with all the people reaching out
to touch him. We'd just seen a guy trying to touch his feet. And he stopped just
in front of us, and I think he might have smiled at her. And then he sort of
waved his hand, and then she bent down and touched his feet."
He couldn't look at Elsa while he was telling that.
"She put her forehead on his feet," he said. "It was like she was kissing them.
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He just went on smiling as if that happened all the time. Well, I guess for him
maybe it did."
"But what did she tell you after?"
"She just kept saying, if I didn't feel it I couldn't understand it. I don't know.
Maybe she's right."
Elsa rubbed her hand along the varnished rail. "So now she is with this man
in India?" she said.
"No, she's here. She's down in the cabin. She's got some stomach thing."
"So you are lucky she's still with you."
"But all she does is read this guy's bloody books. He's not a man, by the way,
he's a god-man. He's God in human form, like Christ, you know, like that. They
get a lot of them in India. It's a very religious place there."
Elsa leaned with both elbows on the rail. "Was your wife religious before
this?" she said.
"Not really. Well, she came from a very Jewish family in New Jersey. But
she never used to worry about any of that."
"It would be better if she was still Jewish, I think."
"No, we talked about that but she wasn't interested. It was like it was all too
long ago. And I mean, I'm not an expert about any of this. I could go and see
a priest, and he'd just say I should have married a Catholic girl and that's it."
"But I think this could also happen to a Catholic girl."
"But then at least I could try and convert her back. I mean, this way I don't
even know what to try and convert her to."
"It's a problem," Elsa said.
"I couldn't convert her anyway. She's too serious about it."
"So, what are you doing now?"
"Just trying to hang on. You know, maybe she'll snap out of it. She snapped
into it easily enough."
The second lunch bell sounded then. That saved him from talking about it any
more. In the saloon they sat together. Lunch was cold meat and salad and they
didn't take too long over it.
"I was raving on a bit back there," he said. "Talking too much."
"But I think is was good for you to tell about it."
"I'd better go back down now, anyway."
"Yes, of course. I'll see you later, then."
In the cabin Becky had already had her meal. When Lindsay came in she was
curled up in the cot. Sylvia was reading again.
"She was a little difficult," Sylvia said. "She didn't want to eat. I think it was
the motion."
He saw she was sound asleep now. "How about you?" he said. "Do you feel
like going out for a bit?"
"No, not right now, you know."
"You ought to get some exercise."
"No, I will later."
"Because it's no good, down here like this all the time."
"But it's air conditioned. It's cool. It's fine."
"It's tinned air."
"No, tomorrow. I'll go out tomorrow, okay?"
He kissed her for an answer. She rested lightly half against him and he held
her bare arms. They felt too thin and light. Her face had a stretched look and
there were rings under her eyes. She'd lost her tan and the Baba medallion round
her neck stood out on her white skin.
10
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He realised she'd seen how he was studying her. He kissed her again. "I'll
stop in here too, then," he said.
In the top bunk he picked up a Baba book, by an Indian university professor.
It opened at a page he'd read before.
"T.S. Eliot's Prufrock wishes to cross the sea by turning himself into a pair of
ragged claws," the professor wrote. "Here are a pair of blessed feet that descend
within easy reach of every swimmer in the sea of life."
He shut the book and put out the reading light and turned his face toward the
bulkhead.
Becky woke in the middle of the afternoon. She was restless and he took her
up for a walk on deck. A wind now was blowing white caps on the sea. The ship
was still stopped and the last shore boats were still alongside, thudding together
in the chop. A few dozen more bunk class passengers with bundles and baskets of
luggage were crowding up a gangway.
He held Becky up to see. "Baba, Baba," Becky called. "Look, Baba."
One of them coming up was a fat dark man in a loose white cotton shirt, with
the same kind of big shock of fuzzy black hair. Becky was pointing. Lindsay
pulled her back.
"No, that's not Baba," he said. 'That's not him."
The man passed in the entry port, out of sight. "Not Baba?" she said.
"No, it's like Baba, but it's not Baba."
Then the boats were casting off. The ship's deck trembled as the engines came
on. The bow swung to port and they steadied on a new course, south of east toward Malaya. Then Becky didn't like how high it was, and he took her back
below.
"Mommy, I saw Baba," Becky said.
"What was this?" Sylvia said. "What have you been telling her?"
"Nothing," he said. "Just a guy with that sort of hair."
"You said it was Baba?"
"I said it wasn't Baba. I said he wasn't there."
"That wasn't Baba," Sylvia told Becky. "Somebody just looked like Baba. But
really, Baba can be everywhere. even though you can't see him. He's even inside
us, in our hearts all the time."
"In here?" Becky said.
"Deep down in there, baby."
"She might be a bit young for an idea like that," Lindsay suggested.
"No, she has to know it. The sooner the better."
"Just a thought."
"You are the light," Sylvia recited. "Say it. The light is in you."
"In you," said Becky.
"The light is in you. You are the light."
That evening Lindsay took Becky to eat in the saloon. Going in they passed
Elsa, and she smiled and raised an eyebrow. They found seats with the American
family.
"Hey, we were hoping we'd meet you," the American's wife said to Becky.
"We've heard a lot about you."
"She's been a good kid," Lindsay said.
"So, how was you wife today?"
"She's a bit better. She'll probably be out tomorrow."
"Oh, that's good. It'll be good to talk to another American."
Dinner was roast lamb. He cut up Becky's vegetables and a little meat and
encouraged her to eat piece by piece with a fork. She finished most of it. "Is
that good?" she said finally.
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They walked back to the cabin hand in hand, with a side trip to see the red
sunset sky darkening astern. The Indian coast was far out of sight.
In the cabin Sylvia was more active. She made Becky ready for bed and Lindsay lifted her into the cot. He played with her a while, but Sylvia said he was
making her too excited. He kissed her good night and Sylvia read aloud from
Baba until she was going to sleep.
Then they took turns in the shower. Sylvia went first and came out in a towel,
with her wet dark hair stuck on her shoulders, and he put his hand on her arm.
"Skin and bone," she said.
"Your skin and your bone."
The towel slipped a littie. He put his arm round her.
"No," she said.
"Not yet?"
"No, not yet."
"Okay."
"But soon, really."
"No, that's okay."
He steered her toward her bunk and let her go. After his shower he kissed her
in the dark before climbing into his own.
They were in bed early and next morning they woke before the bells. Lindsay
rolled over and reached down, and Sylvia took his hand. She looked happy now.
"I feel good all the way through," she said.
He watched her dress in a blouse and white slacks. Then she looked less thin,
not so sick, just a bit too fashionable. He thought, less like a Baba follower,
anyway.
They walked Becky hand in hand to breakfast. Lindsay looked for the Americans, but their table was full. He picked another, and then the Indian family from
the day before sat down opposite.
"My wife and my daughter," Lindsay told them.
"Excuse me," the older boy said to Sylvia, "but you have been to America,
isn't it?"
"Well, I am an American."
"So, please, what is your opinion of India?"
"Oh, great. It was really great."
"You found it interesting?"
"No, it was more than interesting. I've learned more there than I've learned
anywhere else in the world."
"More than in America?"
"Oh, much more than in America."
"Excuse me, please," the younger boy said. "That is Sai Baba you are wearing?"
Sylvia touched the plastic picture on the shiny frame round her neck. "Yes, it
is," she said. "He's the one I've learned most from."
"Yes. Yes, but actually he is an avatar. So he is a god as much as a man, like
Shri Aurobindo or Christ or Buddha."
"Yes, I know."
"Although actually I wonder if Christ was truly an avatar. In any case Christ
is a bit out of date, you know. There is not really so much learning and culture in
the Christian religion. I think it will probably die out quite soon."
"Yes, it's dying in America now."
"But in India there is a vast rebirth of spirituality because of god-men such as
Baba. He is forming the future greatness of India by his spiritual power."
12
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Sylvia listened and smiled. Lindsay finished eating. He and Becky finished
while Sylvia's plate was still half full.
"I'll give her a walk," he told Sylvia. She was listening to a story of something
bad the British had done, and she only nodded.
The morning was sunny but not yet too hot. There was a breeze over the port
bow. The Americans were on the boat deck behind the bridge, pointing out flying
fish to their small girls.
"That was your wife at breakfast?" the American engineer said.
"That's her. She'll be up here soon."
He lifted Becky to watch for the silver fish with wide stiff fins skipping and
gliding into the wind. In a few minutes Elsa stopped at the rail beside them.
"Good morning," she said. "Was that your wife with you? She's very pretty."
"She looks better when she's not so sick," he said.
Then Sylvia came up herself. Lindsay saw her along the deck and in the sunlight she looked very pretty. As she walked she didn't seem so thin and in the
light she didn't look so pale. She moved only a little less surely than usual.
"There are fish, Mommy," Becky said.
He steered her to a seat and introduced the others. They talked about America,
whereabouts they were from and how long they'd been away. They talked about
living and travelling in India. Lindsay leaned on the rail and tried not to appear
to be watching Sylvia too closely. Elsa listened and smiled.
The American wife told a story of trouble with a servant. Lindsay saw the
change in Sylvia's look.
"Did you stop to think you might have been unfair about that?" she said.
"But it was our food he was taking," the American wife said. "It was our
property."
"But they have totally different ideas about what's right and what's wrong.
They do have a totally different system of values. Have you studied Indian
culture?"
"Well, I've seen it. I haven't exactly made a study, but I've sure seen it."
"Have you heard of Sai Baba?"
"Yeah, he's one I have heard of. He's a good example of it. I mean, that guy
is a total fraud. He is an absolute phony. He gets all these suckers in with his
so-called philosophy, and he does his little magic tricks for them, and then he takes
them for everything he can get."
Lindsay saw Sylvia's eyes were wide. The American wife wasn't noticing.
"The amazing part is the way they all take him so seriously," she said. "He's
got all the politicians eating out of his hand. They print his speeches in the
papers and they're crazy. They don't make any kind of sense."
"These are your friends?" Sylvia asked Lindsay.
She was already getting up. He took her arm but she whipped it away. She
pulled Becky from the seat, and tugged her away along the deck. He started after
her and then stopped, and she turned out of sight inside the ship.
"I saw the picture on the necklace," Elsa said. "You didn't see that?"
"Only when she stood up," the American wife said. "I mean, it never occurred
to me."
"I'm sorry she was like that," Lindsay said. "She's a bit serious about it."
"No, I'm the one who's sorry. I mean, really."
"You'd better go after her," Elsa said.
He knew they were all watching him go. ]n the cabin he saw Sylvia face down
on her bunk and Becky sitting up in her cot watching. Becky's brow was wrinkled
and she looked ready to cry too, and he comforted her first.
"Hey, come on," he said. "It's okay now. Come on."
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Sylvia wasn't moving. He rested his hand on her back and scratched the back
of her neck under her dark hair, the way she'd used to like it.
"Come on," he said. "It's okay. It's all right now."
He felt silly using the same words again, but he felt her starting to relax.
"They don't matter," he said. "They just didn't understand."
"You don't understand," she said. "You're fighting against it all the time."
"Honestly, I'm not."
"You don't feel it."
"I don't know how."
She was talking with her face half in the pillow. He felt her hug it tighter.
"Let me try now," he said.
"You don't want to try."
"Look, I'll read to you. Maybe I'll get it. Do you want me to try?"
She didn'l answer. At least she didn't say no. He picked up some of the
books.
"Which is best?" he said. "This one?"
Finally she looked round. "The red one,"
He opened it at an account of Baba's ideas on education. That looked a bit
dry. He looked for something more spiritual.
"The world is not imperfect," he read. "There is no remote perfection towards
which it will evolve in the millenia to come. We see that it brims with perfection every moment."
Sylvia had turned round. She was rubbing her eyes. "Show me that," she
said.
He handed her the book. She flicked over the pages.
"Read this," she said.
"Duty without love is deplorable. Duty with love is desirable. Love without
duty is divine."
"Okay. Now look at this and say after me. You are in the light."
He glanced up from the coloured picture of the fat fuzzy-haired Indian. He
tried to smile. He would have liked her to smile back.
"Look there and say it," she said.
"You are in the light."
"Okay. Now, the light is in you."
"The light is in you."
"The light is in you."
"You are the light."
"You are the light."
Sylvia's dark eyes were wide and steady. Lindsay saw Becky looking on.
"Now again," said Sylvia.
"The light is in you. You are in the light."
"You are the light."
"You are the light."

14
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ADRIANA ELLIS

Waiting It Out

He asked the hostess for a glass of water and a whisky and soda.
'You want anything?' he asked, cramming the pills into his mouth.
'No thanks,' Lexie said. 'Don't you think that's a little stupid taking them all
at once.'
'No man, it's alright.'
She looked past him. The passenger across the aisle didn't seem to be taking
any notice. Jesus, she thought. Of all the people 1 could have picked, 1 had to sit
next to this one. Perhaps 1 was being set up for it. Too late to move now.
'Fasten your seatbelts ladies and gentlemen.'
'Travelling make you nervous?'
'A little.'
'I got a couple of valium if you want.' His voice was starting to slur.
She thought briefly of taking another one. No really, 1 have to be in control.
I'm alright. A bit nervous, not too bad. No point in being stoned out of my
mind. She held her hands out. No shakes. She smoothed the beige material down
over her knees.
'America the beautiful. New York man ... .'
As the plane taxied in she undid the belt and reached up for her bag.
'See you round.'
He was still looking out the window as she moved down to the exit.
'How long are you visiting for?'
Two months.'
He stamped a month on the passport. 'There's no extensions.'
Thanks.'
The red sandals tapped smartly down the long corridor. My red Roma sandals.
He said no dogs. There would be no dogs. How do you know? Trust me, he said.
Luggage was moving slowly on the belt. She was tempted to walk away, claim it
was lost. Get out of it at the price of a ticket less the luggage insurance. The
brown leather was moving slowly towards her. Automatically she picked it up,
hesitated, then walked away from the belt. Customs. She skimmed the faces
quickly. No point. Blind luck, that's what it boils down to. She picked the shortest
queue. Three people in line. Now where did I buy those sandals. She tried to
remember the shop, the way the street looked. Via Veneto. Via Venuto. Del Rue.
No dogs, he said. No dogs. The customs man was at the luggage in front of hers.
A short blunt efficient looking man. Just a risk, that's all. You win one, you lose
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one. Have a go. Nothing to lose really, everything to win. Nothing to it. London
to New York, no worries. Safe as houses, everything's arranged. Just walk the
tightrope for ten minutes that's all. You can do it. She slung the bag on the bench.
He was unzipping the brown leahter. Short blunt hands pushing aside the tampax,
the underwear. 1 should have made sure they were dirty. He started on the
shoulder bag. A brief glance at her neat well dressed figure after the untidy bags.
'Next.'
She zipped them up, picked up the shoulder bag, slung it over her shoulder,
slowly picked up the suitcase. Gripping the handles tightly, she moved towards
the door. Just like carrying a packet of sugar through, that's all. Just think of
it like that. A packet of sugar. There was a queue for taxis. She got in line. All
we have to do now is see if he doublecrosses you. The driver was out and opening
the boot for her.
'Don't worry, I'll put it on the seat.'
'As you like lady.'
'I once lost a camera in Hong Kong putting it in the boot.'
She gave him the address of the hotel then sank back into the broken springs.
The taxi jolted a few inches above the road. Bulletproof glass was printed in black
at the bottom of the glass partition. She resisted the urge to tap it with her fingers
to see if it felt different. They were travelling faster on a highway. Buildings
stretched out to the horizon. There was a cemetery on a hill to her left. She
caught the sun's rays through the headstones then they were past it. On the next
hill she could see the city skyline. The excitement was starting to rise in her again.
The driver saw her sit up.
'Greatest city in the world,' he said.
The next day, after the deal was completed, she moved into a hotel down the
street and called San Francisco. Amalie's voice was far away and small, a child's
voice.
When Lexie first saw her she looked exactly the same, even the clothes were
recognisable. Only up close she looked a little tired, a little older.
'You look like shit!' Lexie said, hugging her.
'You haven't changed,' Amalie smiled.
'What is it? A man again?'
'Yeh. Gerard.'
'Gerard? A man is bad enough, but the same man?' She started walking briskly
toward the exit. 'What's the matter Amalie? Why don't you just go down and
sign up for a course of acupuncture. Get whipped for a living. Get a stage act
together. I mean really-which way are you parked? You're an intelligent girl,
attractive, smart, all those things - '
'Okay Lexie. How was your trip?'
'The trip was okay. It was fine actually, and everything went alright. I'm really
glad to see you. Now, 1 would say we're looking for the oldest car in the row,
right?'
Amalie made a wry face.
'Not a bad neighbourhood,' Lexie said. 'I hope there's a slum around the
corner so you don't get homesick.'
'For London?' Amalie fumbled, looking for her key.
'Yes. Those miserable little bedsits. 1 don't know how the English stand it.'
16
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'Watch out for the dog,' Amalie said.
A small mongrel wearing a nappy leapt at them. She skittered on the polished
floor, then leapt again, her tail wagging behind.
Lexie couldn't hold her laughter. 'I'm sorry,' she gasped, 'but if only you hadn't
cut a hole for her tail.'
'I'm tired of her bleeding all over the floor. It's okay Cassie, okay. I take it
off before people visit sometimes, but as you're staying with me, as long as you
like .. .'
Lexie patted her. 'A toast. A celebration of the future.'
She pulled a bottle of drambuie out of a duty free bag. They toasted each
other's health with sake cups. Lexie let the liquid roll round her mouth, then
down her throat. There was a pleasant burning sensation after she swallowed.
'Wow!' Amalie breathed noisily in and out, waving her hand across her mouth.
Lexie laughed then. 'It's not that bad. You want some more?'
Amalie lit up and they settled back into the couch to swap histories.
They took a tramcar to Chinatown.
'Not many people on the streets.'
'Yeh. I think there's a sniper started up again. This is our stop.'
Lexie swung lightly off the tramcar. She felt pleasantly immune to danger.
They sat in a corner of the restaurant beside a red and gold screen, ordering by
number. Afterwards they went to a bar where Amalie knew a lot of people.
'I've got to go. I'm too speedy to stay here,' Lexie said. 'There's too many
junkies here. Sometimes junkies are too much of a bummer.'
Amalie got some friends and they went to another bar and then a strip joint.
They watched the smooth brown stomach of the stripper, the tassels swaying.
'She's a grandmother,' Amalie muttered. 'Got five grandchildren.'
Lexie visited the park and the zoo and the galleries. At night they went out.
'I'm not sure about your friends,' Lexie said, almost apologetic.
'It's okay, you don't have to like them.'
She booked a flight to Mexico. Amalie got postcards twice a week at first.
Then once every second week. She taped them to the kitchen wall. The colours
were brilliant against the white. She started spending more time hanging out in
bars again.
'I have this recurring dream,' he said. 'I am walking down a beach. There is
no one else on it. As 1 come closer J can see that 1 have a hole in my right hand,
right in the centre of the palm. The wind is blowing through it and when it comes
through it makes a beautiful sound.'
'Yes?'
'That's all.'
'What a beautiful dream,' Zandra exclaimed.
'Maybe it means you should be a composer,' Amalie said. 'You should compose
this music.'
'Aah, that explains it,' Zandra gushed.
Amalie left her to it. A man leaned back to let her pass. He had sharp pointed
features. His shirt was unbuttoned to the waist and the hairs on his chest were
shiny and tinged with silver. Somehow he reminded her of a seal. He smiled
showing sharp pointed teeth.
'What are you on?' he asked, teeth glinting.
'Whatever you want I can get it for you.'
The next day Amalie had no memory of how she got home.
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Jay took her home one night. She smoothed back his long sandy coloured hair
as they moved into the bedroom. Dandruff fell soft on the chocolate satin sheets.
Amalie lit two cigarettes and passed him one. He brushed the pillows and plumped
them up in a matter of fact way. Amalie fell in love with his brisk sure movements. Just before she fell asleep he kissed her on the cheek. In the morning he
was gone.
'I don't think I was made for this time,' she said to Gerard. She paced out the
livingroom, stretching the telephone cord to its length. She cradled the phone with
both hands.
'Strangers come into your home, you give them everything. They fuck you,
then kiss you on the cheek before you go to sleep. I can't take this kind of
rejection. I couldn't stand to be a virgin or a teenage bride, but there must be
some kind of reasonable alternative.'
For a while after that she went out with a computer programmer, Saturday
night at the movies, sex on Tuesday nights and Sunday mornings.
'What's wrong with me?' she asked Gerard late at night, a little drunk. 'Why
do I choose the men I do? Why don't I get what I want?'
'You're a wonderful woman and there's nothing wrong with you.'
'Then why don't you love me,' she whispered.
Lexie came back suntanned, her hair lightened by the sun.
'You look so pale Amalie, why don't you get out in the fresh air.'
Amalie had taken up wearing djellabas. She drifted through rooms in black
or white.
'You can't lead a decadent life in Marlborough country. Anyway, why don't
you get a job like everyone else?'
'I'm living off my private fortune. Waiting for the grand gesture. Except there
only seems to be a series of small one, and no audience.'
They shared a smile.
Lexie found a place that used to be a dance school. She threw herself into
painting and decorating, then got a job in a gallery. At parties she described
herself as a wellpaid babysitter. Amalie visited erratically, restlessly.
'Why don't you take up meditation and stop screwing around?'
'It's all so meaningless. Life is so boring.'
'You ask for too much.' Lexie didn't look up from painting her nails.
'Some people settle for less. I won't.'
'We've got that in common. But you let it ride you Amalie. You've got to stay
in control.'
'You're so fucking rational!' Amalie said, throwing herself into the pile of
cushions. Lexie blew on her fingers. Amalie leapt to her feet and started working
out on the bar.
Lexie didn't see her again for a few weeks. A new round of shows kept her
busy. Amalie was always out when she called. Gerard called one night.
'Have you seen her? She hasn't been to work for a while.'
'I've called but she's never home. Why don't you call her?'
'She's pissed off with me, has been for months. Go round and see her.'
There was no answer to the buzzer so Lexie let herself in. Cassie whined
crazily, slobbering on her.
'Amalie?'
Food was lying out on the kitchen table. There was mould on the bread and
a closed in kind of smell in the air. She stepped across the livingroom, Cassie
18
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on top of her. Amalie was sleeping peacefully in bed. Her head was buried into
the pillow, a hank of her hair snaked down the red cover. Lexie watched for a
moment, then turned to clean up. Dark hair clogged the bathroom washbowl.
She checked the cupboard for rubber gloves. Nothing. She tried the cabinet.
There was a syringe on the bottom shelf. Her eyes moved past it, then she
stopped. Amalie? She almost said it aloud. Amalie. No, not Amalie. Not one of
my friends. Lexie went out to check her again. She was breathing. The pulse was
okay. Lexie sat on the couch. She lit a cigarette and drew on it, filling her lungs.
Her hands were a little shaky. She tapped the cigarette on the ashtray. There was
chaos all around her. Her eyes wandered over the dirty coffee table. She found
herself cataloguing the mess she would put to rights when she got up. Even the
paintings were off centre. She sat as the room started getting darker. Her cigarette
was a pinpoint of light. Shivering, she got up to make a cup of coffee.
When Amalie finally woke up she had a temperature. She would lie scratching
and shivering for hours. The cover was thrown onto the floor when she was hot.
Lexie nursed her with a brisk efficiency and the fever subsided. She was allowed
one visitor at a time while she convalesced on a mountain of pillows, dark hair
massed around her pale face. The at-home period stretched on. There were headaches and some pain in her lower back. Lexie encouraged her to eat but she
didn't seem to put on weight. They never discussed the syringe, Lexie had thrown
it away. One day, on her way to the bathroom, Amalie's legs gave way. Lexie
half carried her to bed then rang the doctor. After the doctor's visit, Lexie hired
a wheelchair and they went down to the clinic for X-rays. Lexie then wheeled
her down to the park. Amalie bought a hat in case of sunburn. There was nothing
wrong with her spine in the X-rays. They visited several specialists. One suggested
they see a psychiatrist. Amalie became very upset and they stopped seeing doctors.
Lexie moved the rest of her stuff into Amalie's apartment. She had decided to
wait until things righted themselves.
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VON KRUMP
Blanketty Blanks
Sally's got the blue eyes,
Laura's eyes are green.
They're drinking gin and bitters
in a swinging singles scene.
One puts on her makeup.
One's not what she seems.
Sally's in the alleyway,
and Laura's on her knees.
Blanketty blanks.
What we've got is lots and lots
of blanketty blanks.
What's the answer?
What's the score?
At the exhibition,
where fashion flirts with fame,
where homosexual actors
stuff their noses with cocaine,
will you, won't you, make it?
Will you play the game?
Once, there was a name for it
but now it's all the same.
More imagination than skill.
All investigation proves nil.
This communication can kill.
More imagination than skill.
Sally'S got the hot eyes,
Laura's eyes are keen.
Thinking of the children
and marriages they've seen.
One has gone bananas.
One has spilt the beans.
Sally's gone by chemicals
and Laura by degrees.
Blanketty blanks.
What we've got is lots and lots
of blanketty blanks.
What's the answer?
What's the score?
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ADRIANA ELLIS

Literary Lowlife

Amalie lived downstairs with Gerard. After a while she moved upstairs. She
cried a lot at first, a red nose and mascara running down her cheeks. Gerard fell
in love with Saiko. Amalie spent nights alone crying, until she found another
lover. Paka was a pleasant roly-poly person with very dirty extremities. He had
rosy flushed cheeks and a veined nose due to his tendency to drink whisky straight
out of the bottle. He'd read a lot of Bukowski and wanted to write like him.
Amalie sometimes wondered if she would get YD. Paka never washed and his hair
was a brown mat tied with a shoelace. When she stayed over she would wake
about four in the morning. The garbage truck would be making its rounds. Slowly
it skirted the square. The sound was loud in the quiet. It was only after the truck
had left the square she could go back to sleep, melting into the noises of the TV
next door.
Paka got up as soon as he woke in the morning. He lit a joint then stumbled
out to the comic shop. Amalie rolled into the middle of the bed and stretched out
on the dirty white sheets. It was bright day when she finally got up. She sat on
the edge of the bed, feeling for her sandals with her feet. She felt dizzy. This
happened if she got up too quickly. She sat waiting to get used to the daylight.
The bareness of the room hurt her. There was a sweater hanging on the door and
a spare pair of pants. These were Paka's only possessions. And three paperbacks
by Bukowski. There wasn't even a chair in the room. Just a cooker and a box
of food. The hotel was quiet except for the TY next door. On the other side they
never got up till sometime in the afternoon. Then there would be a stream of
people knocking at the door. The guy was dealing.
'Crazy sonofabitch!' Paka would growl and bang on the wall if the music was
too loud. 'Bringing all kinds of crazy junkies here, he'll get busted. Cops '11 bust
his ass.'
Amalie dressed quickly and hurried out on the street. As usual, she crossed
her fingers as she stepped over the bloodstained carpet in the lobby.
Gerard and Saiko lay on the bed. Gerard was stroking Saiko's long black hair.
Amalie was looking down on the traffic.
'The money's going down.'
'Relax Amalie.'
'We'll have to do something soon.'
'My parents'll send me some money.'
'For me your rich parents wouldn't lift a finger.'
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'Let's go to the Chinese restaurant for breakfast,' Saiko said.
'You haven't had breakfast yet?' Amalie picked up her pocketbook.
'You two are going to get bedsores.'
'Gerard, what are you going to do about it?' Amalie said one day.
Gerard crossed the room to the sink and began to piss in it, staring dreamily
out the window.
'Gerard?'
'She has already decided to have an abortion.' He zipped his jeans then ran
the tap.
'Shit. She's only a baby. An exchange student!'
'I don't like it. You don't like it. She doesn't like it. Okay Amalie?'
Saiko sat on the bed, black eyes moving from one to the other.
Paka passed the hipflask to Gerard under the table.
Amalie toasted: 'To the search for the literary lowlife!'
Paka gave a clumsy bow in her direction. 'Paka T. Puppy bones at your service
ma'am.'
He was getting very drunk. Saiko gave a nervous laugh. Two men were playing
chess at the back of the room. It was a slow night in the bar. Paka got up and
lurched toward a table of out-of-towners. The barman gestured to Gerard to get
him out. The out-of-towners were giggling apprehensively, ready for anything.
Paka bought the ticket then they went for a drink. The Greyhound Terminal
sat squarely opposite in the dirty street. Amalie bought a round. The beer spilt
as he lifted the glass. Amalie mopped at his knee with a tissue. He had the shakes.
He took the hipflask out.
'It'll be nice to see your wife again.' She sipped her beer.
'How long has it been?'
'Two years.'
He ordered more beer.
'Not for me Paka, it's too early in the day.'
'Not for me Paka,' he mimicked then drank both glasses.
'Take it easy, you'll throw up on the bus. I never did get to comb your hair
out, did I?'
He was putting on weight from the booze, or maybe the small tables made his
gut look bigger.
'You look like you're putting on weight.'
'It's been nice but you fuck like a dead sheep.'
'Excuse me?'
She didn't hear him the second time. There was no point, they would never see
each other again. Bukowski would have approved of his honesty. They kissed
goodbye at the Terminal.
'Write,' Paka said.
'Yes,' she said.
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JUDY DUFFY

Minding Bubby

Mist and fog, heavy and indomitable, soak the Otway Ranges for nine months
of the year. It is like seeing the world through fine white gauze, a bandage that
binds you into it, damp and inescapable.
Like responsibility.
The folded edges of mother's letters have frayed with use, and with dampness.
In places the ink has dribbled like dark tears but they have not obscured her
words.
'Mind Bubby for me darling. Don't take your eyes off him, even for a moment.
Keep him alive and well until I can come home to him. To you all.'
The stove fire is almost out. The kitchen is cluttered with greasy plates, milk
rimmed cups, a dripping jam tin. An empty milk bottle is smeared with butter
and beside it crude bread crusts curl stiff and discarded.
In his high chair, droopy eyed, Bubby sucks at a biscuit.
I light the lamp. Even in summer night comes early.
Last summer, when mother was home, I would sit sometimes in the cavernous
mouth of the dead tree and let lizards dart over me reckless and free, tiny silver
glints. Some wore black patterns finely etched on their skins. Because mother's
nerves were bad and she was always tired and crying, I would take Bubby with
me to the tree, piggy-back him there, giggling all the way.
Flies would mass about his mouth, settle persistently on his snot candles giving
him a buzzing black moustache. And Bubby, funny little baby-man, would always
try to catch one of the scurrying creatures. Once, to please him, I caught one but
it escaped, leaving its tail, a tiny wriggling snake on Bubby's palm.
He ate it.
I worried for days that he would die.
No one knows that Bubby and I went to the lizard tree. When Bubby slept I
could hear the river, far away, running hard and purposefully. It can go and stay
at the same time. The town celebrates summer with a picnic. A new energy is
born with the sun. Summer dries up winter's vagueness, reveals the earth's colours,
sharp-edged and clear. People seem to notice each other more. People have
noticed that our mother is away. Pour Souls, they say and their pity trickles over
you like a sticky syrup. Yesterday T told Widow Sullivan that we were managing
very well on our own, thank-you. She smiled at me, smiled as if she know something I didn't know.
Mother wrote.
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'I am very much better. 1 should be at home with you all but your father insists
1 am not fully recovered. He says everything is going splendidly. Keep Bubby's
shoes on. You know how easily he catches cold.'
The others, the little ones and my brother Paul, are outside playing in the cold.
Teasing Miss Issy probably, hiding in the gully waiting for her to walk past with
her cow so they can shout,
"Issy! Issy! Gone in the head!"
"Pull a tit or a tail!"
They will huddle together laughing while Issy, in her dirty black skirt, peers
through the descending night waving her stick, wailing, cursing,
"Frogs in your heads! Snakes in your beds!"
Yesterday she said,
"It is your mother what's mad. And little wonder."
They raced inside to ask dad was it true and he said,
"Your mother is worn out with you all. She is suffering from nervous exhaustion.
You mustn't listen to crazy talk."
Tonight dad is drinking beer with Widow Sullivan. He opens another bottle.
The tin top sails, plops, lost among the table mess.
Last night Widow Sullivan said,
"Your wife will return to you when she is rested. My AU is gone forever."
Dad held her hands and wiped her tears.
Tonight she moves about the kitchen cleaning, poking wood into the narrow
smoking rectangle that is the stove's mouth.
"You see to Bubby love," she says to me. She nods pointedly sensitive to where
dad sits holding his head in his hands.
1 unfold mother's letter, prop it against the jam tin so they can read the words,
'Your father seems depressed. 1 hope Widow Sullivan isn't making a nuisance of
herself.'
One of dad's elbows is centred in a splat of plum jam.
The sun is warm through the glass of the car and the air is clear and fresh.
The road curves, leaf-patterned, lined with lush ferns and rocks carpeted with
trembling moss.
But that is only one side of the road.
The other droops sharply down past giant tree trunks into dark shadows, into
absolute blackness, down into the centre of the earth, into Hell, perhaps.
"Hundreds of feet, love, but we'd hit a tree before we hit the bottom_ Keep
your eyes straight ahead if you're scared."
Rock and sway.
Close and away.
Bubby's face is white. He has gone pale about his mouth.
"He will vomit soon, dad."
"Then get the bag ready. 1 can't stop. 1 can't turn back. Not on this road."
"Poor little Bubby, dad?"
"Yes, love."
"Throw the bag out. Careful it doesn't spray back on us."
"He's asleep now, dad. So are the others. Except Paul."
Paul grins at me. Once he told me 1 was the only person in the world he loved.
Bubby looks like an angel when he is asleep. That's what mother always says.
There are two bright red spots on his cheeks. Tiny droplets of sweat stretch along
his upper lip. His nose has stopped running.
"There! There Bubby! We'll soon be there!"
The day is yellow and green and blue.
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"Even Bubby's nose has dried up, dad."
"Uuum."
I have made cakes for the picnic, a whole suitcase full of cakes. It is in the
boot with dad's esky of beer. Dad needs to relax with a few beers these days
because there are tensions running a business and a family without a woman at
your side.
"Mrs Sullivan has organized a few things for us today, love. I hope you won't
be rude about it. Mrs Sullivan said you were abrupt with her last week."
We were at the wood heap when Mrs Sullivan dived at Bubby's nose with that
tea-towel she always wears over her shoulder. Plump Mrs Sullivan dodging among
the wood, leaping over logs trying to catch Bubby but he ran to me and hid his
face in my skirt.
"He'll get cold sores if you let it run like that," she said and Bubby's face
emerged from my dress, snot spread in a straight green streak across his cheek.
"I'll wipe it, Mrs Sullivan," I said.
"He is my responsibility," I shouted after her bustling blue body.
She would talk to my father. She was only trying to help.
"People like to help. They realize life is difficult for us at the moment."
"Food? Dad? Have they prepared food?"
"Just the odd bit of meat and bread. We certainly don't need cakes, eh Beth?"
Dad laughs at me.
"Will you mind Bubby for a while today, dad?"
"Sure I will love, and the women will help out. Mrs Sullivan will be only too
pleased. It will give you some time to yourself, time to play with your friends.
You deserve it. You have been a wonderful help."
"Not the women, dad. You, dad? Dad?"
"Uh Huh."
"Want to swim in the river with me, Paul? With the sun on your body and
the mud squelching through your toes?"
We spread the rug and Bubby runs about in the sun. Dad helps with the suitcase.
"Made them all herself," he tells everyone. "I'd be lost without her."
The women bustle about us offering little 'somethings' they think might help
out a bit. Must be hard, they say, especially on the little fellow. Been gone a long
time, hasn't she?
Poor little mite! Poor little fellow!
"Bubby's not a poor little fellow. Is he dad?"
I hate them. Dad frowns. The women ignore me.
I watch Paul and the others devour Mrs Linton's pies, huge chunks of Mrs
Davidson's meat on Mrs O'Brien's bread. They even eat Mrs Sullivan's cakes,
fancy cakes full of frothed cream and decorated with fine strips of red jelly.
I feed Bubby his custard on the rug and because everyone seems to be watching
me I carefully scrape the spoon across his face after every mouthful.
Father Davis says I will make some lucky man a wonderful wife one day and
T glare at him until he looks away and dad is about to say something to me but
Father Davis tugs gently at his sleeve and takes him off to drink some more beer.
In the distance I can hear splashing in the icy running water, splashing and
screaming as the river numbs their bodies.
The sun is directly above us, a blazing yellow ball that glares on to the earth
and laughs full faced at these people. It engulfs them in a harsh brilliant scorn
while they fill their faces with food and gulp beer into their open smiling mouths.
It exposes their silliness in its penetrating light. Dad has begun to slur his words.
Mrs Sullivan doesn't seem to mind. She is leaning even closer to him, absorbing
him into her ever widening eyes, guzzling up his every word.
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I let Bubby run towards them, a game, so I can hear their conversation.
"I, too, know loneliness," she whispers, feeding him with sympathy so I thrust
Bubby between them.
"Mind him, will you, dad?" I say, but Bubby has pressed his little fingers into
the glowing bowl of dad's pipe and he is screaming.
"You burnt him, Beth. Be more careful. Poor little boy."
Mrs Sullivan forces Bubby's rigid body against her ample breasts and yells for
butter.
"Butter!" She screams, "Get butter for the burn!"
But Bubby wants me, his little arms stretch out for me, his mouth open in a
contorted wail.
I snatch him, grab him from her.
"There! There Bubby! Beth has got you." I suck his fingers as mother would,
suck them, suck them hard and rock him.
"He is not used to strangers," I tell the silence. "I'll take him for a walk."
Dad is pleased to have us out of the way.
At the edge of the river, I take off Bubby's shoes and let him paddle. The
water is quite shallow close to the bank.
Paul is swinging out from a tree rope, flying, landing close, splashing us both.
Bubby is laughing, his pain forgotten. but his little fingers are held up high, blistered white.
He is wet now anyway.
The Hopper twins are swimming across the river, a wild water spraying race
and from the other bank now Paul waves, showing-off.
Suddenly mud splats into his face and he hurls himself out of the water, off
after Helen Davidson, into the bush.
And Bubby is floating away face down, nappy bloated with water just out of
my reach, and the water is muddy with my panic.
Everything is tight and closing in but Bubby surfaces near me and I grab him
up spluttering and crying for more, more water.
I take him away from everyone.
"Shut your head! You little shit face!" I yell at him and he wails on and on.
I take off his wet clothing and put my dress on him. He is shivering. His cries
ripple endlessly over the surface of the water.
I tie my dress into bunches about his body so it will fit him better and he
watches me, quieter now, but sobbing still.
I wring the water from his clothes and spread them out in the sun, over rocks
and ferns and shrubs.
I wait, drinking sun into my naked body.
Soon Bubby sleeps.
Icy water runs away from here, far away, free, cutting its own path.
I lift Bubby gently and spread my cardigan under him. I knot the sleeves tight
about his body then stretch them still further about the trunk of a small solid
tree. I tie Bubby to it, securely, a good firm knot.
And I am free. Swimming, floating, diving down where the trees root in the
dark water in the shadows at the centre of the earth.
The current is strong but I am stronger. It carries me away with it often but
always I can swim back to the place where Bubby is, a place clearly marked by
his clothes, coloured beacons in a golden sun.
And when I tread water close to where he is I know he is alive and well
because I can hear him sobbing, sobbing for his mother.
But I am a sea-nymph. a water-sprite, a she-demon. I am not his mother.
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BILL Y MARSHALL-STONEKING

Conversations with the Old Men

NOSEPEG REMEMBERS THE WAR
"Tell me about the war," I said.
"Oh," he said, "that's early days, olden times, long long time when I was a
little bit middle-aged-a young fella."
"What happened?"
"Well, Yankee 'Merika and Japana-two fellas-been fightin'. Lotta fightin'
from north, everywhere!"
"Where were you when this fighting was going on?"
"We lived in Hermannsburg. And Yankee been come in Hermannsburg. Yard
em up. Take all them telephone, big tall telephone-dig em up, dig em up, dig em
up. 'Merika mob, tear em to pieces. chuck em 'way!"
"Telephone poles?"
"Yeah! That man been send em all the time to Japana! Oh! Maybe 10,000,
too much soldiers been there, Hermannsburg, too much. Oh, Army! Yard em up,
yard em up. 'Merika mob been tell us: we need you fella, we together; we all
'Merikan."
"Did you work with the Americans?"
"Oh, we been sit down there and they said they'd run us to Alice Springs.
Load em up bomb! Bomb! Alice Springs we been workin'-Army-Ioad em up
all the time: Bomb. You know-bomb? Yeah, we been workin' there."
"What about Darwin? Did you go to Darwin during the war?"
"Yes, Darwin. I didn't wanna go to Darwin. They said Japana mob was comin'
up close. Japana. Japana been chuck em Wyndham: DJUUU! DJUUU!
DJUUUU! So we ran away. We didn't stay at Darwin long; come back along
Alice Springs. Too close! Japana been come too close. And the Yankee mob been
push em again. 'Merika been push em. push em right back. Broken Hill: DJUUU!
Broken Hill!"
"Broken Hill?"
"Hmmm. Really! Everywhere! Japana come inside. 'Merika there-top! And
chuck em: DJUUU! DJUUU! Finish em alonga water. Burn em airplane. Burn!"
TALKING ABOUT GIANTS
"Well tell me this. You said before that there were giants living out there,
around your country, remember?"
"True!"
"Are they still there? Do giants still live in that country?"
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"Oh, too many giants! All the time they're sitting there: lotta different places:
Tjukula, Rawlinson Range, Blood Range, Warlartu, whole lot!"
"Are they dangerous?"
"Yeah, they bite! Properly! They eat people: men, women and children, no
worries. Proper big buggers. Their kids are as high as your house."
"Are the kids dangerous too?"
"No, they're quiet. The kids are quiet and the women are quiet too, mostly.
But these giant men, they're crazy in the ears. They'll tear you apart for fun.
We're like kuka for them, you know, like meat. One mob lives under Warlartu
(Lake Hopkins); they go in like through a rabbit hole, like a cave. They live under
the salt."
"Under the lake?"
"Dry lake, yeah, you know. That's a big dreaming, that place, Warlartu. That's
in Aboriginal law: Tingarri. All the young men have to go through that law,
learning songs, everything. When a young man goes through that law he learns
about Warlawarlara, those giant people who live under the lake. He just can't go
walking out on that salt lake, wiya; those giants might grab him, take him down.
They might take him away. That salt lake's proper dangerous. He might go for
a drink and get eaten. You can't drink that water anyway; you gotta stay away."
"Are there giants in other places too?"
"Plenty of giants! Bloody hell! We got giants walking everywhere in this
country: Warlawarlara, Pangkalangka, Namputarkatjarra, Kungka Pampa. Lotta
different giants. That Kungka Pampa mob, they're two women, two single women.
No men."
"What do they do?"
"They go everywhere, walking all the time, around and around, getting kuka.
They got big digging sticks, like trees!"
"Are giants really smart?"
"Oh, too much! For bush way. okay; not for whitefella way, wiya. They don't
know motorcar, government, or comics. They got no bible book, no trousers or
dress, no pension cheque. They're just bush people, proper big bush people!"
'They don't wear any clothes?"
"No. No clothes poor bugger. Just naked way, in the bush. That's all right."
"Have you ever seen one of these giants?"
"Why do I want to go looking for giants? We don't want to go looking for
them. We gotta leave that mob alone, mind our own business. A lot of people
have been taken away by those giants. Terrible! But we got a lot of songs; we
just sing the songs and let the young men know all about where those giants go
and what they can do. If the young men listen and learn then they'll be okay.
Those giants won't get them. no way!"
KILLING EMU IN OLDEN TIMES
"You were going to tell me how you used to get emu, you know, in olden
times. What's that story?"
"Walykalpa. Walykalpa kills em. Emu can't run away. Nothing. He can't run
away. Many times, emu, you can't get him with a spear, can't get him with a
boomerang, nulla-nulla, anything. No way. But this walykalpa, it's a dangerous
one-it can kill two or three emu quick, too much! Too strong, walykalpa. Emu
can't run away, nothing. As soon as they drink, two or three emu, they drop right
in the water; right in the water they can die. Can't run away long way little bit,
can't run much. Then we can give him a spear, kill him."
"Did a lot of Pintupi people hunt emu like this?"
"Plenty! Plenty in olden times. Plenty of old men around here can show you.
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I can show you. Some young fellas might have forgotten, but old men know.
True. And when young fellas see that walykalpa workin, they believe it."
"Is it very dangerous?"
"Oh! Too dangerous! Walykalpa's very strong. You can't eat emu guts, you
know, guts-you can't eat em. You gotta clean em, pull em out, pull em out, and
chuck em. Chuck em away. Then you can cook that emu. Cook em, eat emnumber one!"
"Where does walykalpa come from?"
"We find em in the bush, in bush country. Tree. You know tree. But we don't
get the black one-we get white one walykalpa. Getting them all the time from
bush country. I'll take you sometime and show you."
"Do you grind it up and sprinkle it on the water?"
"That's it! You're right! And then everybody's got to hide, everybody's gotta
plant 'emselves-can't let that emu see em. They gotta lay down, watchin em
watchin em, quietly, quietly ... oh, there. They comin up, emu comin up, two fella
comin up, gettin close up, close up, gettin close up. Emu's thinking: oh! this good
rain water, really rain water. And another emu comes up and another, and they
go around that water, and the men, everywhere, are hiding and they're thinking:
come on, come on emu, you gotta drink, gotta drink properly. And emu drink,
drink, drinks and (coughing) and then they fall down, everyway, everyway. Then
get up and can't walk much and fall down again and can't get up, everyway,
everyway, and then we can walk right up and spear em. Proper really strong that
walykalpa! Not like a flagon, not like plonk! No. Really strong. Really!"
"Does that mean that once a waterhole has been poisoned with walykalpa that
no person can drink there?"
"No. Nothing. No drinking."
"What about after a year or two?"
"Oh yes, next year okay, if rain water's washed em out. Plenty rain water fall
down, wash em out, okay. That's why they can drink. Anytime, maybe Christmas
time, we can go see waterholes."
"Have people ever died from eating walykalpa?"
"Yeah, they've died, no worries. If you crush em up, that walykalpa, and get it
on your hands, well, you gotta wash em. Wash em, wash em, wash em, all the
way, clean em, clean em, clean em. Other way, you might die. You gotta wash
em first."
"Did the people in olden times ever use walykalpa to kill people, like their
enemies?"
"Oh well, sometimes kerdaitja can come up and when kerdaitja comes up and
don't know, he drinks that water-night might be-he'll die no worries. That's a
strong walykalpa that one. If we go sandhill, you know sandhill this side of Mt
Larrie? Well, I'll show you walykalpa."
"That's close by."
"Ummm. Camel, bullock, anything, any animal. no worry: if they eat it, they'll
die."
KARLYTALYKUNU TALKS ABOUT HIS BIRTH
"Jingalas me," he says at last, "you know, T was a long time getting born."
"Why's that?" I ask.
"I just wanted to stay inside; no worries then. But my father said: 'Hey you,
pipirri, how come you sleeping so long? C'mon. time to come out'."
"Were you the first child?"
"Oh no. I had two brothers and two sisters waiting for me."
"What was your mother thinking?"
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"My mother? She thought J was a lazy bugger. Really lazy. She just wanted
me to come out."
"But you didn't want to come out."
"No, I didn't want to. I didn't know that country; I didn't know nothing. Just
dreams. And my father, he kept saying: 'Cmon, come out, you gotta learn how
to eat kuka and find bush tucker and walk on your own'."
"And did you come out then?"
"No .,. but a little bit later I did, at a place called Wirrilinya, in West Australia. My father called me 'Karlytalykunu'."
"What's that mean?"
"Son of Karlytal, son of the one who dreams breaking branches from trees.
Then my father saw these two bumps here. See? One on each shoulder, tjilka
kutjarra, you know, two prickles, one on each shoulder, see?"
"Yes."
"They're dreaming, my dreaming."
"Did you get them from taking so long to get born?"
"I dunno. But my father said, after he saw these two bumps, he said that I
was a tjilkamarta, a porcupine, and that's why J was a long time getting born."
"Because of those bumps?"
"No! Not because of the bumps. I'm a tjilkamarta man! You know, spiney ant
eater. Well, porcupines are really slow, all the time, really slow."
"And those bumps, they're what makes you a porcupine?"
"Yeah! Two bumps, two tjilka, alatji!"
"Are porcupines lazy buggers?"
"No, not lazy buggers. Quiet. My mother was very happy after I got out.
She was happy. Tjilkamarta sometimes really hard to be born. Too much prickle.
But not lazy, wiya, only slow."
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MARION HALLIGAN

The Power of Words

I suppose if some inspiration, or catalyst, or even just a beginning, were to be
identified, it would be that enthusiastic teacher getting us to read 'Tis Pity She's
a Whore, devising a very serious course of Elizabethan and Jacobean Tragedy
because she was so proud of us, an exceptionally and quite amazingly clever
group of girls in an already academic private school. Anglican, it was, but more
in name than deed, and we the daughters of the affluent: nouveau riche or established middle class, or even faintly aristocratic, like my father, who is a diplomat,
here on a posting from our native land, which we've almost never lived in.
I'm particularly good at English, as is doubtless apparent from my vocabulary
and my control of syntax, and of course punctuation, though I suspect I am overly
fond of the semi-colon. But I can learn to control that. I am going to be a writer,
indeed I am, witness the setting down this; one must remember all experience,
and find the words for it; until then it doesn't exist.
I imply that teacher and her delight in mind expanding was to blame, but that's
not really true. It would have happened anyway. But nevertheless I think of that
night, sitting with Simon in the library, doing our homework, me reading 'Tis Pity
She's a Whore, as the beginning.
But first, the play. Nobody much reads it any more-in fact George Steiner
says that one of the great problems of literature these days is that nobody is wellread any more, you can't assume acquaintance with Dante or Milton or even the
Bible. So all those great windows opening on the endless vistas of other people's
minds, and giving an extra dimension to quite ordinary writings, are thickly
curtained with ignorance. Each book is its own little dark cell, claustrophobic.
Thus is appreciation cabbin'd, cribb'd, confin'd. Shakespeare, you see; but even he
is little more than a series of peepholes these days. Of course I am not going
to let this ignorance happen to me; already I read voraciously, and always real
literature. Certainly, 'Tis Pity isn't a really great play, not a patch on Shakespeare's, or things like The Duchess of Malfi, but if you don't compare it with
such towering works of art, then it's really very good. It's about a sister and a
brother who are in love with one another; everybody else around seems boring
and ugly in comparison. But alas the girl gets pregnant and has to marry one of
her suitors, who discovers her condition, hardly surprising, and swears revenge.
But pretends friendliness, and invites everybody to a party, intending to unmask
the lovers. The brother goes, although he knows what is planned, but first kills
his sister and turns up with her heart on his dagger. Of course he's killed, though
he has his revenge on the husband first, and there's quite some carnage to end
the play. It's really powerful stuff.
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So there I was, in the library, thoroughly enjoying the blood and violence and
dramatic speeches, unable to keep quiet about it, so that finally Simon's attention
was drawn. We always sat diagonally opposite one another at the long refectory
table, which ran across one side of the room. On the other was a sofa, in front
of the fireplace, but we mostly worked at the table, with all the dictionaries and
reference books to hand. It was-indeed it is; I find I have trouble with tense
here, wanting to write in the past because that is where events belong, and yet
the house still is, the table still there and the sofa, quite unchanged-so, it was
and is a very fine room, and our favourite in the house, partly because we felt
that it was the one most thoroughly ours. Our parents hardly ever went there;
they were out a lot, endless dinners, receptions, functions of one sort or another.
Daddy had a study off the bedroom; he and mummy spent a lot of time up there.
Or else entertaining, in which case unless it was a really big party the library was
a good quiet place to be. The house was quite nice, though not the best we've had:
rather dull architecturally but very large and comfortable. Of course it belongs to
our government. It had-the past tense still insists-a pool in the back garden,
which we'd made use of all summer and for the first time in ages we were suntanned. I remember looking at Simon's arm lying across the table, and the delicate
golden brown colour of it, and the way the fine fuzz of hair was aureoled by the
lamplight.
Simon and I are twins-still, still-and very beautiful; that's simply a fact.
We see it when we look at each other. Of course it's emphasised for others by
there being two of us. People are always being amazed by us, so beautiful and
so alike. I've heard it said that twins never really separate, that their early closeness remains with them always, at least so often as they live together, and often
even apart. Simon and I never quarrelled, and always liked the company of one
another better than anybody else. All the more so because we'd moved around so
much, every few years in a different country, and it was easier to be friends with
one another than always be about the wearisome business of forming new relationships. Of course we're not identical twins, since we are definitely of opposite
sexes, oh quite definitely; we are not halves of one egg, but from the moment of
conception we have been together, and our bodies and our minds are very alike.
We're both slender, fair, the sort of structure that is considered aristocratic,
with fine bones and delicate features, nothing coarse or peasanty. Grey eyes and
fair hair, silvery fair, not yellow, not at all gaudy, and it pleases us to wear it in
the same style, short and in curls all over our heads. And that summer, with our
suntans, we took to wearing white, because it was so plain and simple and
dramatic against the brown.
Although I was a beauty I was not much followed by boys. This didn't worry
me at all, since I met very few, and they were quite immature. I knew that when
I went out into the world and met real men they would know what I was worth.
Of course the girls at school raved over their immature boys and were always
getting violently involved with this or that one, but it all seemed so very crude
to me. Crass. In the Christmas holidays mummy suggested we have a pool party
for our schoolmates but Simon and I talked it over and decided it would be so
noisy, such a bore, all those kids hanging about. Simon has the same view of the
locals as I. So we swam, and lay in the sun reading, and were quite content with
ourselves. Simon enjoys serious reading as much as I, though he has to concentrate on languages, since it is intended that he follow daddy's profession.
That night he looked up from the French translation he was doing (we were
both in our second last year of school and it was important to do well) and
pretended to sigh.
"Well, come on Nell," (he always calls me that, but no one else can, my real
name is Elinor) "don't keep it to yourself any longer. What's so fascinating?"
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"It's a 17th century play, on a very trendy subject."
"What, love and death, I suppose. All those old plays are."
"Yes, but with a difference ..... "
"Well?"
"Incest. "
"Ah," said Simon. "Very trendy."
"Not the kind the papers are full of, the ugly violent raping kind, with people
forced against their will, but a beautiful loving kind, the couple in love, in fact,
all quite mutual."
"What are they?"
"Oh, brother and sister, of course."
"Ah," he said again, his grey eyes shining across the table at me. "I must
read it." So I stretched out my hand across the table to pass him the book, and
saw my arm, haloed with delicate hairs against the brown, reaching out, meeting
his, his arm so like mine and yet not mine, his.
He read the play too. It was autumn, the weather was chilling. We covered
up our lovely golden flesh against the cold. Sometimes Simon would light a fire
in the library fireplace, and we would sit on the sofa and read, and make toast
when the logs were red and glowing, and drink tea. I loved the fire, it made the
room so much a world of its own, a world absolutely ours, full of mysterious
life like the flames that leaped in the chimney piece. By the time the winter came
we'd both read the play several times (I wrote a brilliant essay on it and got a
very high mark for it) and talked it over endlessly. Talked about ourselves
endlessly. And did not confine ourselves to talking. Perhaps it was my hand that
first stroked the springing virile hairs of his arms, perhaps his fingers that first
explored the intricate curves of my ear half hidden under silvery curls identical
with his; neither of us had the sense of being first. As always, we moved together.
Our story, this record that I am writing now, has hardly an unexpected climax.
A sensitive reader has surely seen where it is tending. I am not writing it as a work
of fiction, to catch unawares with the surprise of its outcome. Fiction will come
later, when I have dealt with my life, our lives. But I want the reader to understand as well as perceive, to see the inevitability as we did. We didn't become
lovers without knowing what we were doing, without discussing it first, without
feeling we could no dothing else. We had always loved one another absolutely,
and now we were in love with our almost mirror images. We touched and
wondered and probed the depth of our own grey eyes. We lay before the fire and
made love with our delicate beautiful bodies, caressing our whitening skins
voluptuous on the oriental rug. It pleased us to see our bodies so alike and yet
with such amazing differences lying together.
We were very careful of course not to be caught. When our parents went out
we would fall to, and by the time they came home would be quietly at the table
working, or drinking tea on the sofa, or chastely asleep in our own beds. But the
excitement of our relationship filled our lives. There was the passion and the
sensuality of our physical connection-17 is a great age for sex, though Simon
teased me with being an old lady compared to Juliet who was barely 14, and he
just right for Romeo-and as well another kind of dark and creepy excitement.
The pleasure that comes when you do something you know is wrong (our morals
were as cultivated as our manners) not because it is wrong but because that dark
and shameful excitement that the act gives you makes you realise why it is
forbidden. You think of pacts with the devil and selling your soul, and then you
think of the soul residing where the heart is and you feel it already constrained,
already nervous as if it knew you had contracted it away. It's an intermittently
aching tooth, that you can't resist trying for the frisson even of pain that it gives.
We are gluttons for experience to seek the dreaded so greedily.
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But it was a kind of luxury, that guilt. The luxury of lechery, and incestuous
at that. A gilding with guilt. We enjoyed it, but did not entirely believe in it. It
was the least important part of our relationship; the real part was the congress of
our body and minds, and the real fear was that someday we might be separated.
We both knew that we could not think of anyone else as lover. The slightest glance
at the idea filled us with disgust. But we were mostly confident that we need never
be parted.
We weren't superstitious either about comparing ourselves with the unluckily
incestuous Giovanni and Arabella, or Romeo and Juliet the star-crossed lovers.
Fate after all has to work with the manners and problems of the time, and we
had circumvented or solved such as were their downfall. I'm not much of a
believer in progress-after all who has bettered Shakespeare-but in some things
the world has improved. Annabella's dreadful end came from getting pregnant;
I profiting from that warning had been to the Family Planning Clinic of infinite
discretion and got the pill. Both unfortunate heroines fell foul of that bad old
parental habit of marrying daughters to the most attractive bidder, which would
not at all be my problem. My parents had no intention of marrying me off to
anybody, and would be most put out if I married myself before my university
education was finished, and for a while after that. Meanwhile, Simon and I could
live perfectly well, under our parents' roof, and must only take care that when
we left it we could be together. Through university, and even through Simon's
diplomatic career. Spinster sisters keeping house for bachelor brothers are an
archaic custom that could well be revived. And I could go on with my writing
and reading, both richly fed by my private and public life. All in all, our romantic
and rosy future seemed as feasible as our passionate present.
Yet we were caught, and not by carelessness or anything that we could have
avoided. Fate, or accident: call it what you will, it put an end to us. Our parents
came home unexpected and caught us. They'd had a collision with another car on
their way out to dinner, minor but frightening, and by the time the police business
had been gone through wanted only to come home. They returned in a taxi which
we might have heard but which did not impress itself upon our ears as would have
the Mercedes crunching up the drive. They walked into the library-they knocked
but didn't wait-and found us naked on the sofa.
Simon was sent to boarding school in England, and after all the harsh wordsthe vocabulary was sometimes different from the finale of 'Tis Pity She's a Whore
but the meanings were the same-and the anger came my mother's sorrow.
"Elinor, tell me please. I want to understand. Why did you do it?"
"Because we love one another, and people who love one another make love
with one another."
I could see that was not an answer that helped. She tried another question.
"Didn't you know it was wrong?"
Wrong. I remembered the dark shameful excitement. The pleasure of guilt that
was finally irrelevant. We'd known it was wrong, but it was also so right for us
that the right prevailed, absolutely. But I did not say that.
They sent me to a convent in Melbourne to finish my education. A convent, in
the second last decade of the 20th century; in the midst of modernity we are
medieval, and I suppose the fact should please me. They didn't want to have me
near them any more. Not being able to believe in fact that I am their child. Of
course they mean metaphorically. But why not literally? Call me changeling, devil's
spawn. Suppose my mother coupled with an incubus disguised as my father, and
the beautiful twins the offspring of that demon possession.
Not that I believe that. My sense of our innate and perfect virtue is so strong,
the guilt is simply decoration, the idea of evil simply a flirtation with words-a
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temptation I can never resist. But incest is no different from eating pork, forbidden
only for the health of primitive societies. An anthropological anachronism. We
should have been princes in Egypt.
Instead, a convent, and a boarding school. A dull end, you might say. Not like
Juliet's, or Arabella's. No daggers, self-inflicted or wielded by a raging brother.
Simon did not rip me open and turn up at one of the parents' parties with my
heart on the end of his weapon. But then I wasn't pregnant, nor did I have a
husband seeking revenge. We live according to the mores of our time. So, though
our story began with 'Tis Pity it doesn't end with it. It hasn't ended yet. J am a
writer and I write in a happy ending. Future joy from present suffering. J cannot
write to Simon, but I can write down that. One day our two halves will be made
whole and life will have meaning again.
So there it is, in words, it exists, nothing can undo it.

JOHN GRIFFIN

At Last
Bleeding to death
in the tank trap at the border
I have this consolation only:
when your searchlight melts
one half of me to brilliance,
then will my shape create
such blacker shadows you'll not penetrate
and my life leaks from me
and I escape.
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By "John Miller" (William Lane)

Part I.-The Woman Tempted Him.
Part II.-He Knew Himself Naked.

Box 675, G.P.O.,
Sydney
1948

VAN IKIN

Political Persuasions:
"The Workingman's Paradise"

William Lane has been called the "heart and tongue" of the labour movement;l
he propagated the "New Unionism" which eventually supplanted the isolated craft
unions, he created the Australian Labour Federation which swept the majority of
Australian trade unions into one powerful organization, and he founded and
edited Australia's first labour newspaper, the Queensland Worker.2 His novel The
Workingman's Paradise first appeared in 1892, its contents having reference to
events in 1888-89 and culminating in the Queensland bush strike of 1891. According to E. H. Lane (William Lane's youngest brother), "the background to 'Working Man's Paradise' comprises, perhaps, the most significant and momentous
events in all Australian historical development".3 More importantly, the novel's
"foreground"-the ideas and character-types which it promulgates-provides a
clear statement of the metaphysical basis of Lane's belief in socialism, and thereby
sets out ideas that were to influence later writers as diverse as Katharine Susannah
Prichard, Xavier Herbert, and David Ireland.
The Workingman's Paradise recounts the steps in the political conversion of
young Ned Hawkins, a Queensland bushman come to Sydney to visit his girlfriend, Nellie. Being an ardent socialist, Nellie decides to show Ned "a little bit
of real Sydney", taking him on a tour of slums and park benches. Afterwards
they attend a socialist meeting at which Ned learns the difference between his
naive, undirected unionism and the committed socialist position which Nellie
hopes to foster. As a backdrop to the tale of Ned's development, the novel also
outlines the early stages of the development of the union movement, for whilst
the first part shows unionism in its formative stage, still untried, the second section
shows the response to the shearers' strike of 1891.
Lane readily admits that his purpose is didactic; he states that the novel was
designed:
(1) to assist the fund being raised for Ned's mates now in prison in Queensland, and (2) to explain unionism a little to those outside it and socialism
a little to all who care to read or hear, whether unionists or not. 4

In articles for The Worker Lane had tried to educate the trade unions to see
socialism as a broad political platform, going beyond a mere concern with wages
and working conditions, and in The Workingman's Paradise, as Michael Wilding
asserts, "his intention was to expound the basic ideas of socialism and communism
in a readable and accessible form, to raise his readers' consciousness for the next
round in the battle".s In accordance with the didactic intent, the plot is contrived
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so as to provide a step-by-step introduction to socialism. Lane firstly establishes
the need for reform, taking his reader on a tour of injustice and suffering, then
he demonstrates that the perfect programme for reform is already in existence,
being known as socialism. To ensure that the reader will respond in the manner
required, the conventions of romantic fiction are applied to the major scenes and
incidents, especially the set-piece illustrations of working class suffering. (The "setpiece" nature of these incidents is indicated by Lane's chapter titles: "Sweating in
the Sydney Slums", "Saturday Night in Paddy's Market", "The Slaughter of an
Innocent".) To be absolutely certain of his reader's sympathies, Lane usually
dwells on the sufferings of women and babies: in the chapter on sweating, the
suffering is embodied in a Mrs Somerville; at Paddy's Market it centres upon a
blind beggar-girl; and the unfortunate "innocent" is a very young (male) baby.
There are, of course, sound political reasons for dwelling upon the plight of
women. The socialist spokesman, Geisner, asserts that one of the "two great
reforms which must come if Humanity is to progress" is "the Recognition of
Women's Equality" (p.123), and Michael Wilding observes that "The women's
issue is of central significance in The Workingman's Paradise".6 Nevertheless, the
plight of women is also being used as a strategic ploy, designed to win instant
sympathy.
Other scenes employ "scare tactics", or involve the use of strategically ironic
invocation of stereotypes. The scare tactics are used early in the novel, when
Nellie meditates on the apathy of the working class, wondering if Australians will
continue to bear injustice passively "until they vanished altogether as a people,
perhaps to make room for the round-cheeked, bland-faced Chinaman". Gazing at
a Chinese storekeeper, she reflects that he-like all his race-seems to be "always
watching ... , always waiting" for the chance to enslave the demoralized white
race (p. 9). Granted the racial fears of Australians at this time,7 the spectre of the
waiting Chinaman seems designed to frighten the reader into the arms of socialism,
seeing this as a means of overcoming the workers' apathy. In a later scene, when
Ned first enters the house where the socialists meet, Lane ironically juxtaposes
sweet Nellie's obvious acceptance of these people with the conspiratorial air of
their meeting. This strategy forces the reader to revise his stereotyped image of
the active socialist as a cloaked conspirator. Despite the chapter title which asks,
"Were They Conspirators?", the socialists turn out to be affable, merry people
who sip sherry and discuss literature, feminism, and music.
This strategic blending of realism and romanticism extends to the portrayal of
the major characters as well. Nellie and Ned are romantically conceived:
[Nellie] was twenty or so, tall and slender but well-formed, every curve of
her figure giving promise of more luxurious development. (p. 8)
Nellie is "so like a blessed saint that one feels as if one's in church when she's
about, bless her heart" (p. 4); her saint-like activities include crusading for socialism and kissing the face of a prostitute sleeping in a park.s Ned Hawkins is "a
Darling Downs boy" of twenty-five (p.8), "a sunburnt shearer to whom the great
trackless West was home" (p.9); he is ruggedly handsome, swaggering, and
assured in his grip on life. Ned and Nellie are sweethearts, having grown up
together on neighbouring farms. Thus the conventions of romantic fiction are
used to secure the reader's respect and sympathy for the central characters. Yet
unexpected tinges of realism are worked into the portrayal of hero and heroine.
Despite her romantic attractiveness, Nellie's face is "pale" and "sad", the droop of
her conventionally red lips reflecting "a sternness generally un associated with conceptions of feminine loveliness" (p. 8). Similarly, Ned is an unconventionally weak
male, allowing himself to be led around by a girl whose understanding of society
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is far more comprehensive and accurate than his own. In the second part of the
novel, when Nellie has aged two years, she is realistically described as being
"broader of hip a little, ... not quite so slender in the waist, fuller in the uncorsetted bust, more sloping of shoulder as though the pillared neck had fleshed
somewhat at the base...." (p.140). In this particular description Lane may have
his eye fixed squarely upon the object, giving no thought to strategies that will
better suit his purpose, but in general these touches of realism are of a strategic
kind, being used to create an undercurrent of suspense. The reader is asked to
wonder why Nellie is so pale, and why Ned's views may be naive, and this form
of non-insistent suspense sensitizes the reader to those issues which have bearing
on these questions. Nellie's paleness is attributed to her workaday sufferings and
her zealous campaigning for socialism, whilst Ned's naivete is attributed to his
ignorance of socialist ideals.
Lane is a socialist for two reasons, one being far more important than the
other. The lesser reason is based upon the humanitarian argument against human
suffering. Ned's tour of the city gives Lane the opportunity to present numerous
illustrations of human suffering (most of them centred upon women and babies,
as noted). The children usually exemplify physical discomforts (they feel the heat,
have nowhere to play, and often die as babies) and the women exemplify the
psychological trauma created by poverty and unemployment. On the first page
of the novel, for example, Mrs Phillips complains that although her unemployed
husband has had "pretty fair luck so far" in finding casual work,
"nobody knows how long it'll last. There's my brother wasn't out of work for
fifteen years, and now he hasn't done a stroke for twenty-three weeks come
Tuesday. He's going out of his mind." (p. 1)
Other incidents reveal the insecurity of living on a precarious income in the face
of rising prices, or the heartbreak of saving for luxuries only to have to pawn
them to buy food. In each example Lane's plea for socialism rests upon a humanitarian aversion to the pain and suffering which has been described, and he pleads
for the relief of these ills for the sake of the people concerned.
Yet the details of the novel indicate that for Lane this argument seemed inadequate, like a foundation that has only been dug down to clay, not to bedrock.
When Nellie's companions hurry off to see a new-born baby, Nellie acknowledges
the typicality of such feminine concern, but asks: " 'What's going to become of the
innocent little baby? Nobody thinks of that'." (p.5). The words "innocent little
baby" are no doubt designed to stir the reader's emotions, but they also serve a
deeper intellectual purpose by drawing attention to the stereotyped emotionalism
which is inherent in the humanitarian viewpoint. Nellie is suggesting (albeit tacitly,
for this is only page five of the novel and Lane does not want to alienate his
reader) that it would be better if that "innocent little baby" had not been born. Yet
such a judgement rests upon an objective socio-political (rather than humanitarian)
outlook which requires the baby to be seen in terms of the demands it will place
upon society (for it will need food, clothing, employment, medical care, and so
forth). Such social criteria are ignored by the humanitarian emotionalism of
Nellie's friends. Thus the humanitarian approach is implicitly criticized for its
failure to take account of any model or concept of a functioning society; it does
not get down to basics.
Nellie's own thoughts "get down to basics" as she watches a group of children
playing:
More children being born! Week in and week out they seemed to come in
spite of all the talk of not having any more. She could have cried over this
holocaust of the innocents, and yet she shrank with an unreasoning shrinking
from the barrenness that was coming to be regarded as the most comfortable
state and being sought after, as she well knew, by the younger women. (p.9)
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Although deeply affected by the human aspects of this situation, Nellie is primarily
aware of a perversion of the natural order, and thus the word "barrenness" sounds
a harsh, morally evaluative note in an otherwise conventional meditation. The
author's point is not to suggest that women should continue bearing children
despite their economic problems, but rather to demonstrate that economic injustice
(itself a breach of the natural order) necessitates further breaches. Similarly, Lane
is not wishing to suggest that Nellie is cold or unfeeling in her approach; by
grappling with the cosmic dimension of the problem she is reaching to the heart
of the matter, and therefore taking the first step towards finding a soluton. By
contrast, Ned's humanitarian kind-heartedness is shown to be meaningless. Overcome with pity for a blind beggar-girl singing hymns on a street corner, Ned
offers her a half-crown, not realizing that this is only a short-term solution to the
girl's problem, and no solution at all to the social problem of poverty. (To prove
this point, the girl resumes her begging song as soon as Ned is out of sight.) As
the socialists say, the only solution is to alter the system itself.
Lane's plea for reform goes beyond humanitarian argument and is based on his
vision of the nature of the universe. At bedrock his socialism rests on metaphysics;
it is not merely a political system but rather a "religion", its principles being
decreed by the constitution of the universe. In 1896 Lane asserted that socialist
belief "is not merely expedient but is right",9 and two years later he declared it
to be "part of God's law".1° Lane's metaphysical vision is expressed in terms of
the Eden myth,1l with man having "fallen" from his naturally ordained state of
grace. Believing in "the eternal fitness of things" (p. iv), Lane sees the world as
"fallen" because it has deviated from its natural Edenic state, with men losing
sight of their natural brotherhood as they become more competitive and unjust.
As each day passes, as each new child is born, the state of natural perfection
grows more distant, the Earth more perverted. For Lane, social injustice represents
a rift in the universal order, a degradation of that essentially noble creature, man.
Everywhere I've been it's the same story, men out of work, women out of
work, children who should be at school the only ones who can always get
work. Everywhere men crawling for a job, sinking their manhood for the
chance of work, cringing and sneaking and throat-cutting, even in their
unionism. (p. 177)
Lane argues that all men should be socialists, not because their hearts bleed for
beggars, but because as human beings it is their duty to aspire to their rightful
position in the universe, and to strive to make their world the Eden that it was
meant to be.
In his description of the Sydney slums, Lane begins with the humanitarian
argument, emphasizing the more obvious causes for indignation-the grime, the
ugliness, and the physical and economic mistreatment of the poor. He describes
streets which are narrow and dank, shops which are "greasy, fusty, grimy". In
the butchers' shops, he says, "flabby-fleshed carcasses" are "surrounded and
blackened by buzzing swarms of flies":
The roadways everywhere were hard and bare, reflecting the rays of the
ascending sun until the streets seemed to be Turkish baths, conducted on a
new and gigantic method. There was no green anYWhere, only unlovely rows
of houses, now gasping with open doors and windows for air.
Already the smaller children were beginning to weary of play. In narrow
courts they lolled along on the flags, exhausted. In wider streets, they sat
quietly on doorsteps or the kerb, or announced their discomfort in peevish
wailings. The elder children quarrelled still and swore from their playground,
the gutter, but they avoided now the sun and instinctively sought the shade40
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and it is pretty hot when a child minds the sun. At shop doors, shopmen,
sometimes shopwomen, came to wipe their warm faces and examine the sky
with anxious eyes. The day grew hotter and hotter. Ned could feel the rising
heat, as though he were in an oven with a fire on underneath. Only the
Chinese looked cool. (pp. 15 -16)
At first this passage appears to continue the humanitarian argument, for it invokes
the plight of children. Yet closer scrutiny reveals that the passage looks beyond
the physical ills to reveal an underlying metaphysical malaise. The second paragraph is essentially a record of "unnatural" behaviour (children are lacking in
energy and are weary of play, the sun is avoided, and only the foreigner seems
at home in the land 12) and this implies that social injustice is destroying a preordained natural order. In the words of a poem written by one of the socialists:
And the harmony of heaven and the music of the spheres,
And the ceaseless throb of Nature, and the flux and flow of years,
Are rudely punctuated with the drip of human tears.
(p. 83)
The effect of this destruction is recorded in Lane's description of
... the young girls in their sallow youth that was not youth, with their hollow
mirth and their empty faces, and their sharp angles or their unnatural busts;
the wizened children that served at the stalls, precocious in infancy, with the
wisdom of the Jew and the impudence of the witless babe; the old crones
that crawled along-the mothers of a nation haggling for pennies as if they
had haggled all their lives long. (p. 36)
The men, too, have lost the stamp of nobility:
... they were wearied also, or sharp like ferrets; oppressed, overborne, or
cunning, with the cunning of those who must be cunning to live; imbruted
often with the brutishness of apathy, consciousless [sic] of the dignity of
mankind, only dully patient or viciously keen as the ox is or the hawk. (pp.
36-37)
Lane insists that these people have been cheated of their right to enjoy life, and
he implies that this represents a breach of the natural order because life was meant
to be enjoyed. Describing the scene in Paddy's Market on a Saturday night, Lane
observes that "buyers and sellers and passers-by alike were hateful of life" (p.36),
and this unnatural plight is epitomized in the description of an old shopkeeper:
One old man's face transfixed [Ned] for a moment, clung to his memory
afterwards, the face of an old man, wan and white, grey-bearded and holloweyed, that was thrust through some hosiery hanging on a rod at the back of a
stall. Nobody was buying there, nobody even looked to buy as Ned watched
for a minute; the stream swept past and the grizzled face stared on. It had
no body, no hands even; it was as if hung there, a trunkless head; it was the
face of a generation grown old, useless and unloved, which lived by the
crumbs that fall from Demos' table and waited wearily to be gone.... It
knew itself no good to anybody, knew that labouring was a pain and thinking
a weariness, and hope the delusion of fools, and life a vain mockery. It
asked none to buy. It did not move. It only hung there amid the dark draping
of its poor stock and waited. (pp. 35-36)
In contrast to this old man's helplessness, Lane's socialists are imbued with an
optimistic faith which derives from their conception of "what might be if things
were only right" (p. 116).
The Workingman's Paradise, then, employs two strategies to promote its
message. The first is deliberate reliance upon the conventions of romanticism in
character-portrayal, and it is fair to say that this strategy has not survived the
development of a "social realist" movement amongst subsequent writers. The
second strategy, though, is an insistence upon the unassailable metaphysical basis
of the plea for reform, and it is this aspect of Lane's work that has generated
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an intriguing line of descendants. In her early novel The Black Opal (1921),
Katharine Susannah Prichard allows the socialist opal-miner Michael Brady to
endorse Lane's views:
Most of the real sources of joy were every man's inheritance; but conditions
of work, which wrung him of energy and spirit, deprived him of capacity to
enjoy them. If he was too weary after his day's work to do more than sleep
or seek the stimulus of alcohol, what good was it to him? Besides, conditions
of labour ... denied him leisure to appreciate the real sources of joy.l3
Subsequent Prichard novels (especially Intimate Strangers and her "Goldfields"
trilogy) refine and develop these ideas. Xavier Herbert's Capricornia (1938) is
more ironical and cynical in its views, yet even Herbert seeks to place his
"political" subject matter in a wider metaphysical context.1 4 And though David
Ireland's The Unknown Industrial Prisoner (1971) abounds with incidents which
present the humanitarian argument for industrial reform, the novel's primary
aim is to discern "man's true function"15 and to focus upon reforms that are
congruent with this more abstract metaphysical notion.
The legacy of The Workingman's Paradise has been to require that the novelist's political views be the product of vision, not mere humanitarian compassion.
NOTES
1. Ian Turner, "The Social Setting", in The Literature of Australia, ed. G. Dutton (Ringwood, Vic.: Penguin, 1964), p. 35.
2. E. H. Lane's Preface to the 1948 Cosme edition of The Workingman,'.\" Paradise, p. vii.
3. E. H. Lane, Preface to Cosme edition, p. iii.
4. William Lane's Preface to The Workingman's Paradise (Sydney: Sydney University Press,
1980), p. iv. All subsequent page references are to this edition.
5. Introduction to The Workingman's Paradise (Sydney: Sydney University Press, 1980),
p. [16).
6. Introduction, p. [51). Wilding goes on to say that "Lane is in advance of most of his
contemporaries in his awareness of and stress on the women's issue". My own research
has shown that Lane is also notable for discussing "the women's issue" in a realistic and
contemporary fictional context, for other writers were more fanciful. In his 1889 novel,
Anno Domini 2000; or, Woman's Destiny, Sir Julius Vogel K.C.M.G. resorts to futuristic
romance to expound his thesis that "a recognized dominance of either sex is unnecessary",
and Mary Ann Moore-Bentley (Mrs H. H. Ling) ranges much further afield in A Woman
of Mars; or, Australia's Enfranchised Woman (1901). (See also the Introduction to my
Portable Australian Science Fiction (St Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 1982),
especially pp. xiii-xv and pp. 87-91).
7. Michael Wilding cites Lane's loathing for "these heartless yellow men" who, by their use
of opium, "will bury our nationality in a deadly slough of sloth and deceit and filth and
immoralities from which the vigorous white race man now shrinks in horror" (Introduction, pp. [33-34)). Lane's first novel, White or Yellow? A Story of the Race War of
A.D. 1908 (serialized in The Boomerang in 1888) shows white unionists fighting 01I the
Chinese. For further comment on the "racial invasion" novels of the time, see the Introduction to my Portable Australian Science Fiction, pp. xxi-xxv.
8. As Wilding notes, "The Victorian fear that venereal diseases were transmitted by such
contact as kissing provides the frisson of horror here for Nellie's gesture" (Introduction.
p. [50)).
9. Cosme Monthly, September 1896, p.4.
10. Cosme Monthly, September 1898, p. 2.
11. In his Preface, Lane discusses his various allusions to Eden, stressing their ironic and
allegorical function:
The intention of the plot, at first, was to adapt the old old legend of Paradise and the
fall of man from innocence, to the much-prated-of "Working-man's paradise"-Australia. Ned was to be Adam, Nellie to be Eve, Geisner to be the eternal Rebel inciting
world-wide agitation, the Stratton home [where the socialists gather] to be presented in
contrast with the slum-life as a reason for challenging the tyranny which makes Australia
what it really is; and so on. (p., iii)
Lane goes on to explain that 'this plot got very considerably mixed and there was no
opportunity to properly rearrange it" (p. iii). Vestiges of the original ironic plan can be
seen in the notion that the socialists are "conspirators", as suggested by the title of
Chapter Five.
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12. The Chinese are not merely foreigners; they are seen as a lower level of being, a race of
virtual sub-humans able to live in appalling conditions, and it is a serious breach of the
natural order when such people are more comfortable than their white "superiors".
13. Katharine Susannah Prichard. The Black Opal (1921: Sydney: Angus and Robertson,
1972), p. 59.
14. This is persuasively argued by Vincent Buckley in his essay "Capricornia", in Australian
Literary Criticism, ed. G. Johnston (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1962).
15. In the section of the novel titled "Functional Man", Ireland asks.
We know man is alienated from his true function, but what is he? What is his true
function? That is the hardest question. What should he do? What should he try to be?
(The Unknown Industrial Prisoner. Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1971, p.25.)

ROD MORAN

Against the Era
(In memory of Eugenio Montale
1896-1981)

What can save us from this time
against our many forms of death,
(the Gestapo of a perfect wisdom
and agents of the hidden hand)?
Imperfect love might suffice, or
counterpoise to each human form.
the sun that sheens to amber slate
along the sky's sloped scree.
Let us establish a deathless pact
with the beauty of inert rock,
the grain of wind that benignly quarries
starkest stone for its hard truth.
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An Island Queen of Torres

Straits~Queen

Ine. The Land of the Hibiscus Blossom.

PETER COWAN

A View of Race Relations: Hume Nisbet

Racial feeling was not forced to hide under the surface of late nineteenth
century Australian life. In a tough and vigorous society it found free expression
in newspapers and public debate!. A few novelists shared this candour. Among
them, Hume Nisbet's individual, at times eccentric, approach to racial prejudice
did not win much approval in his own time, and contributed to his views being
largely ignored in a later period.
Nisbet claimed to be the first painter to visit New Guinea. He was one of the
earliest to see its possibilities for a writer2. His first novel, The Land of the
Hibiscus Blossom 3 , in 1888, was an obvious exploration of his travels in New
Guinea for Cassell two years earlier. New Guinea, as he remarked in his preface
to the book, was 'that as yet considerably dark island.' In Australia it was best
known for cannibals and fever. His experience of the country gave him a start in
what was soon to become an overcrowded field, one which he was accused of
trying to make his own. He wrote quite widely of the natives, and his views,
which colored his first novel, were the subject of some controversy.
The Land of the Hibiscus Blossom held a loose narrative around a number
of characters, combined with sketches, yarns, travel and description. It was deliberately descriptive, the narrative a frame for representative characters and events
- white traders, explorers, native villages, tribes, warriors. If this became a stock
recipe for South Sea fiction, Nisbet was at least very early in the field. He claimed
he did not exaggerate its violence and brutality, though he was accused of allowing this aspect to color his journalistic writing. His awareness that, to Europeans
at least, native tribal massacres and warfare were no less brutal than anything
practised by outsiders upon them, prevented him from drawing a too facile comparison of corrupt white-innocent savage conflict. But he was in no doubt what
the clash of cultures would bring.
I admire the missionaries, as I admire the traders, when I can place myself
on their different platforms and look as they do; they are working faithfully
and well in their different ways to civilize the savages. Yet this is not a missionary tale, but the words of one who believes as Professor John Ruskin
believes, that what the savage gains from religion and civilization is not
equivalent to his own benefits when left alone.
On the whole, I think we civilized savages murder as much and as obviously as the so-called savages do in dark lands, even though we may not eat our
victims; and, aside from this evil, I fancy that they are happier in their simplicity than we are with our vaunted civilization.4
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With a sense of drama, he met the first aspect usually pointed to with disgust
in popular consideration of the New Guinea natives.
The other day I heard a school teacher wondering which foreign mission
would be the most profitable, in a Christian sense, to endow with the savings
of his pupils. It was a cold, miserable day in London, and the unemployed
workmen were starving to death in the streets and East-end dens by thousands. I did not like to suggest New Guinea, with its warm sunshine and
utter absence of want or privation, as our English savages understand the
words, simply because I had travelled through those lands.
Cannibalism is much more frightful to contemplate than starvation, when
we stand back and view them both from a safe distance; but when close
enough to the two evils I am inclined to lean in the matter of opinion towards
starvation as the bigger horror. Murder, of course, is rampant all over the
world, and not a whit more revolting as to detail in New Guinea than it is in
Christian England. Starvation thrives in this land of fogs and ice, and cannibalism in that atmosphere of warmth and quick passion.5
In a later sketch in an anthology Nisbet titled his contribution My Friends The
Cannibals. 6 While it was a journalistic title, is was a reasonable expression of his
attitude. He had a painter's eye for their physique, a regard to some degree idealised, and for the intricate and beautiful carving and coloring of their weapons,
utensils, and ornaments, and he had some understanding of this.
There are no rude or grotesque imitations as we see in other savage carvings, but an idea caught and elevated, or mystified, to bring out a hidden and
significant meaning which may be read only by the initiated ... (this)
reveals them to be possessed in a very high degree of the gift of imagination
and poetry, as well as artistic power of adaptation and imitation. 7
These perceptions were very much less common then than they became later_
This awareness, friendliness, a sense of equality in difference, might sum up
Nisbet's attitude not only to the New Guinea and Island natives, but to the Australian aborigines. It applied as well to that despised race of nineteenth century
Australia, the Chinese.
The Land of the Hibiscus Blossom succeeded in its time for a description of a
new and strange place, rather, it seems, than for its attitudes. The sub title,
A Yarn of the Papuan Gulf, suggested the imposed narrative which submerged
the incidents of the book. Some of these could well have stood alone, as individual stories, in the form and manner used later by Becke. The incident with which
the book opens, is complete in itself, though taken into the yarn structure. The
story of Queen Ine, wife of a trader, Carolina Joe, forced to oversee the remnants
of her tribe and suffer the trader as husband and master, is a sympathetic portrayal of a native woman Nisbet sees as inevitably degraded by contact with white
society. Nisbet's training as a painter, and experience of the gallery schools of his
youth, produces an over-ornate but real enough description of this member of a
degraded Torres Straits Island tribe.

Queen Ine was a magnificent specimen of womanhood, tall, black as coal,
upright, and where exposed, with flesh as firm as marble; she was attired in
the loose blue single shirt-gown which the missionaries gave to the native
women as a token of civilization. It was fastened at the shoulders and open
in the neck, the rest falling in the graceful clinging folds with which sculptors
drape their goddesses ... while beside her like a showman at a fair exhibits
the points of a leopard, hung the half-intoxicated ruler of her life, with his
dirty, torn red shirt open to the waist, his ragged patched trousers, and his
bestial expression as he laid his heavy brown hairy arm across that satinlustred jet-black shrinking shoulder .,. the two tokens of her own degrada46
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tion were lying against her breasts, and were held carelessly up with one
strong, lovely-modelled arm. She appeared to represent an ebony statue of
indignant Nature, protesting mutely against that bestiality of so-called civilization, which degrades where it cannot slay.8
Nisbet finds it difficult to penetrate that level of generalisation, his artistic
rather than his fictional regard may have been more successful. Yet he does see
the woman as something other than a conventional or simply representational
figure, and the final scene when she mourns the death of her child manages to
suggest the complexity as well as the hopelessness of her position.
The character of Ine remained with Nisbet. In The Savage Queen,9 1891, he
finds a similar figure, based this time not on what was apparently a real person of
the Islands, but a figure of history.
The Savage Queen - A Romance of the Natives of Van Diemen's Land was,
like most of Nisbet's early novels, overwhelmed by its plot. The story began with
the shipwreck of a boat coming to Hobart Town. Free settlers, military, and convicts attempt to save the ship, but once it is driven ashore, they split into two
parties to make their way to whatever the new settlement has to offer them. The
party of free settlers and military meet an aboriginal tribe led by a woman,
Mathuna, and find their way to the convict port.
The novel establishes a series of contrasting and conflicting characters and
groupings which hold a promise the writer never fulfils. The complexity of the
action demands the groupings be solved by invention rather than through the
conflicts that have been quite effectively established.
Nisbet saw in the history of Van Diemen's Land the same richness of material
that had drawn Clarke.lO. Without Clarke's sense of a dominant theme, and the
kind of involvement with his subject Clarke revealed, the richness overwhelmed
Nisbet. He collected convicts, ticket of leave men, settlers, bushrangers, government officials, and a number of real life figures, notably Governor Davey, Robinson the native protector, Michael Howe, and the figure from whom the book took
its title, the aboriginal woman, Truganini.H
The complex of figures and events were telescoped into a short period of time,
a practice which caused informed critics to level harsh judgements at falsifying
history for dramatic effect. General readers appeared to accept the device.
Truganini had become, even when Nisbet wrote, very much a legendary figure.
Most records of her were from people who saw her in old age, and who knew
at second hand of her exploits in helping George Robinson to bring in the last of
the aboriginal tribes. Robinson apparently gave her more credit in his discussions
with people than in his detailed official reports12, but she was seen in her time and
later as a dupe of Robinson, or as his decoy, the saviour or the betrayer of the
last of her race. She lived long enough to become, in fact, the last individual of
that race, dying in 1876.
Her age was disputed. She was said to be 73 years, which would have brought
her within the span of Nisbet's narrative, but as a child of ten. Nisbet placed the
novel in 1813, and admits to compressing several years into one, apparently to
enable the action to take place during Davey's Governorship. This in any case
falsified historically the involvement of Robinson and Truganini at this time.
Truganini's date of birth seems uncertain. Calder13 claimed, shortly before her
death, that she was not 'nearly so old' as 73. At the time of her capture in 1830
he believed her to be only about 18. Yet there was something of legend in seeing
this last representative of a sadly destroyed race as having been born in the year
in which the island was taken possession of by Lt. Bowen.
Whatever her age she was known as a woman of exceptional appearance. She
was believed to have had five husbands, however that term was translated, and
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Title page vignette from Bail Up! (enlarged)

those who spoke of her in old age always referred to her liveliness, attractiveness,
and natural dignity.
In this sense Nisbet had probability on his side in choosing a figure of accepted
beauty and position for his fictional character, however little she may have been
in fact known to his readers. But he ran counter to general expectation, and to a
degree acceptability, in offering an Australian aboriginal in this role. Calder wrote
probably of the general attitude.
Judged by European standards of beauty, our natives were not generally
a good looking race. But then the custom of both sexes to disfigure themselves - the men by smearing their heads with a compound of grease and
ochre, and the women by shaving the head, so as to produce the appearance
of absolute baldness - gave a repulsiveness of look to them that was not
natural. Some of the youths of both sexes were passable enough, and one
woman, whom I remember, who attracted crowds to see her when Robinson
brought in the tribe she belonged to, was reasonably handsome. 14
That was a more favourable depiction than many. The general conception of
the appearance of the aboriginal, man and woman, was, during the nineties, much
closer to the endless caricatures of the illustrated journals.
Nisbet accepted the more favourable view of the appearance of the aborigines,
and of Mathuna, as she appeared to his shipwrecked travellers .
. . . a magnificent specimen of womanhood of the aboriginal type, and appeared to be about twenty years of age - possibly she was younger, largelimbed, muscular, with finely-modelled arms, which she displayed with the
same unconsciousness that a fashionable lady does in a ball-room. Her neck
and bust were, however, less lavishly exhibited than our civilization permits
during the evening, for she had wrapped about her shoulders a toga-like
garment of dressed skins, made from the native tiger. A soft, light, bronzy
complexion, with full ripe lips, snowy teeth, regular features, and large liquid
brown eyes ... Her tresses were massive and jetty colored, saving where she
had plastered upon the crown a curious head-gear of clay, sun baked, and
stuffed with feathers, for what had appeared to be helmets in the distance,
were seen to be fixtures ... 15
A degree of accuracy, and of idealisation, sat not too uneasily with the accounts
of the model for this figure. The note of satire in the likeness to the society lady
implied the direction in which Nisbet was to take the unfortunate Mathuna.
From this first meeting with the white party Mathuna became infatuated with
one of its number, Wilfred Tregarthen. From the beginning she wishes to have
him as lover, husband, or companion. Nisbet compares her simple and guileless
manoeuvres to gain Tregarthen's regard with the more intricate and deadly planning of four of the white women who from their different positions in this rudicentary society involve the men about them.
Mathuna is taken in to the white society, adopts its dress and and manners, and
tries to learn its language. What this involved was clear.
The gentlemen, from Governor Davey down to the youngest subaltern,
made much of la belle sauvage, and treated her in much the same affectionate
style that they would have done with a fine St. Bernard dog. As long as she
remained with her own people, and wore her own costume, she represented a
power, and was treated with a certain amount of deference; but when she
retired from her own people, and abandoned their ways of living, with one
fell stroke she cut dignity from her, and became like the tame dog of the
settlement. 16
The effect on her own people was worse. Nisbet shifted the historical perspective, to make Mathuna responsible for bringing the tribe in to the confines of the
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town and the power of the settlement. Whitehouse, Nisbet's fictional counterpart
for Robinson who in reality effected this, deplores what he sees happening, but
cannot prevent it.
While Mathuna was learning the language and habits of her lady friends,
her men and women were equally busy acquiring the habits and morality of
the vilest criminals. They no longer kept strict guard over their camp, or
attended to their camp fires. The keeper of the fire brand had wantonly
allowed it to go out, laughing at his former anxiety as an exploded superstition. Now the convicts and the natives were the best of friends with each
other, and at night used to drink and shout, where before silence had been
rigidly observed in the native camp,17
Mathuna is reduced to a pathetic figure in her pursuit of Wilfred Tregarthen.
This has the elements of farce rather than credibility, though there is no mistaking the satire. On occasion Mathuna is raised to something of her former power,
as when she rescues her friend, Marion Carter, from the triangles, returning the
brutality of the prison official, or when she takes command of a group to rescue,
ironically, the Governor and his drunken party from bushrangers and escaped
convicts.
It would be easy to say that Nisbet makes Mathuna an acceptable heroine by
seeing her not as an aboriginal, but as in effect a white woman. He sees her in fact
as a would-be white woman in a corrupt and superficial - but deadly - society.
As long as she is engaged in that attempt she is destroyed as an individual and as
a member of her own race. She abdicates her position and her personality, as
some believed her real life counterpart had done.
It is a pity that in the interest of his plot Nisbet also deprives Mathuna of her
fictional integrity. She is betrayed by her white lover, as was inevitable, but her
death has the worst elements of Victorian sentimentality.
In finding a fictional figure for Robinson, Nisbet produced a 'little commonplace steerage passenger', with a great gift for oratory and religious passion, but
a passion wide enough to deny the 'right to take a life, be it bird, beast, or man'.
He had something of the longwindedness and fury of the revivalists of the period,
but was totally convincing to the convicts and aborigines. The convicts might at
least sketchily have understood his message, while the aborigines could have had
no understanding at all, yet he used their own language to sway them to follow
him to a fatal exile. If this seemed far fetched in the novel, as it probably did to
readers unfamiliar with the story of Robinson, it was what Robinson actually
achieved.
Nisbet has little to say about the long and difficult journeys Robinson undertook, and very little about the result of his persuasion of the aborigines to accept
the truce that led to their exile. 18 He suggests this through the degradation of
Mathuna's tribe.
Ten years had passed since the first consignment of prisoners and overseers
had taken possession of the land, and now the cruelties practised on the too
trusting natives by these ruthless men were producing a harvest of retaliation
and bloodshed . . . no longer trusting and open, but developing great cunning
and ferocity, retiring to their wilds as the whites advanced, and treating them
as avowed enemies, at the same time taking along with them the vices which
their debased masters had bequeathed to them, and improving upon the lessons of cruelty which the settlers had taught them ... of those who had come
to the town as Mathuna and her tribe had come, many stayed on, sinking
daily from savage independence to bestality ... John Whitehouse saw what
the finale of this evil drama would be - the degradation and extermination of
the entire race. 19
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Whitehouse realises he is powerless to affect the state of the ruling white society,
and so begins his plan to gather the tribes and bring them to a place where they
will no longer be 'outraged or contaminated'. Nisbet extends Robinson's aims and
position in making Whitehouse a commentator on the white society, and for
dramatic effect distorts the historical position to divide the picture of the destruction of the aborigines between Mathuna and Whitehouse, with the emphasis going
to the Savage Queen. Among the many characters was Musquito, a real figure, a
New South Wales aboriginal employed as a government tracker, used in the hunting of bushrangers but dismissed when his services were no longer required.
Rejected by officials, vilified by convicts, Musquito joined the Oyster Bay tribe to
become a ringleader in a number of attacks against settlers.
It would not have been difficult to see the novel as a comment on an era
safely past, as Clarke's novel could be seen.20 Yet while Tasmania might have
solved its aboriginal problem, the rest of Australia had not. That Nisbet intended
his novel not simply as a historical romance, but as a social comment is evident
in the context of his other work. A Bush Girl's Romance in 1894 suggested the
practice of extermination was not over, while in The Swampers, 1897,21 the aborigines were seen as the helpers of white criminals, like themselves outcasts. Before
these books Nisbet had approached the fact of racial prejudice in Australia from
a different, and unusual, angle. Mathuna may have seemed an odd choice for a
heroine - the central figure of Bail Up! 22 was even more unlikely.
As part of his work for Cassell Nisbet in 1886 visited Little Bourke Street one
night with two detectives. A Chinese quarter, it held eating houses, opium dens,
gambling houses, places of lodging, brothels, and evidently thieves' lodging and
hiding places. Nisbet, in opposition to the popular view, was outspoken in favor
of the cleanliness and industry of the Chinese. He offered a strongly worded contrast with the few places in the quarter run by Europeans, which he found vile.
The number of women of all classes in the eating places, and the opium dens,
evidence of a drug culture widely based, and the women thieves, some of them
young, intelligent, attractive, seem to have suggested some of the women he
depicted in similar roles in a number of novels.
He noted one particular Chinese keeper of a 'lodging house'.
In one house, called a lodging house, we found the keeper, a splendidlydeveloped animal of a Chinaman. We were told that he had broken the banks
several times, and only last week had lost at Fan-Tan over £2000, his whole
filthy earnings. He showed us over his premises, kept and cleaned by him
alone, and looking like a man-of-war for order and neatness, with one narrow
stair like an upright ladder. Men could be pitched down and their necks
broken very easily. He was proud of his establishment and showed no regret
over his 10sses.23
The figure was evidently the original of a character Nisbet used in three
novels.24 The first, Bail Up! appeared in 1890, subtitled A Romance of Bushrangers And Blacks. Coincidentally, a year earlier E. B. Kennedy had published
Blacks And Bushrangers,25 set, like Nisbet's book, partly in Queensland. The
Australian eighties and nineties novels, particularly of this genre, held so much
together that any reader might at times wonder who took what from which probably an unfair suspicion, since they shared after all the same backgrounds,
characters, views and attitudes to an extent, and often a common body of accepted
mythical and factual incidents. Yet amidst this Nisbet often sounded an iconoclastic and individual note.
In the preface to Bail Up! Nisbet says he met the central character, Wung Ti,
in Little Bourke Street one night in 1886, and saw him again in the East-end of
London 'enjoying his pipe two years ago'. Bail Up!, a popular success, had most
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of the conventions of its romance form - a young man, Raike Morris, defrauded
by a worthless son of a decent squatter, a girl with whom Morris falls in love,
a woman betrayed by the squatter's son, assorted criminals, tribal aborigines, and,
as later advertising would have phrased it, much, much more - all forming a
complex and episodic plot, effectively handled, of the kind still exploited in the
crime novels of the present time.
With these ingredients readers were familiar. Nisbet added some others that
may have puzzled them. In the first place, Wung Ti, a 'Cornstalk Chinaman'.
Wung Ti was not the stereotype acceptable comic Chinese, usually a cook - a
figure that lasted into the movies of the nineteen-thirties - nor the sinister, mysterious Chinaman then becoming popular rather in overseas than Australian fiction. Wung Ti was tall, well proportioned, 'for a Celestial exceedingly good
looking'. He was also a thief, murderer, gambler, not only the equal but frequently the superior of the Europeans he meets in his wide ranging and usually
dubious activities. Nisbet does not suggest him in this novel as one of the super
figures then emerging in popular fiction. Wung Ti remains one of the ordinary
and largely disregarded members of the lower reaches of colonial society. He
makes and loses money equally without scruple or regrets, at one time amassing
close to a fortune as a fence and owner of a gambling and opium house on the
outskirts of Brisbane. He is presented without censure or praise. Nisbet may not
be entirely certain of his creation in this novel, but Wung Ti points to the world
of later fiction where there is no valid judgement, everything is grey, and old
values are not so much suspect as without meaning. In a subsequent novel Nisbet
works his character free of the uneasiness of his first appearance, to become remarkably like one of the power brokers of later crime and spy fiction.
If this is a reversal of the comic or despised role of the Chinese in Australian
fiction of the period, Wung Ti shares one of the conventions popularly attached to
the Chinese - he is a member of a secret society. In this Nisbet provides a very
odd twist. Wung Ti is soon revealed as a Mason. He and Raike Morris are brothers in this, and overcome a number of obstacles by the protection and assistance
of their Order.
It is not easy to see what readers made of this, nor to see quite what Nisbet
intended. He plays it quite dead-pan. The Masonic brotherhood unlocks doors
and commands assistance, whether the member is a Chinaman, a murderer, a
thief, or a bushranger. Nisbet does not stop at this. Hiding from the police,
Morris is discovered by a tribe of aborigines who at first threaten him since he is
on one of their sacred sites - in fact a vast cave - just possibly a temple?
He (Morris) also knew a little more than many Australians about their
habits, and had proved once before, by testing one of the natives, that some
of the tribes belonged to that universal order which included Wung Ti and
himself amongst its numbers; at least he suspected that many of the mysteries
of Masonry were known to them, if not all ... 26
So it proves. The chief returns his sign, leaves him alone in the cave. The
possibilities for satire would appear endless, but Nisbet restricts himself to a matter of fact presentation, avoiding comment. On one occasion he can not resist a
cynical remark by a thief that he had often thought of joining the brotherhood
since 'it seems to make men trust one another'. It is in any case a minor aspect
of a narrative that finds satire in the clergy, politicians, squatters, land speculators,
and in fact all establishment figures. It is a novel which favours the have-nots,
who are by no means the deserving poor, or the melancholy if stoic dispossessed
of some of the Australian writers, but those who take what they can get, and taking usually puts them outside the law. That Nisbet refuses to condemn them as he
condemns those above them, disturbed some readers and critics. If they were less
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disturbed by Wung Ti it may have been because Bail Up! offered readers and
critics a choice - they could take its central figure of a Chinaman as a comment
on racial prejudice in Australia, or they could accept him as a prop of the
romance adventure novel. Though Wung Ti obviously gains on his creator as the
novel develops, Nisbet is not concerned to attempt a realistic portrait of a Chinese
in an Australian colonial society - indeed that was a task no other writer showed
much taste for. Nisbet worked against a strong prejudice, plain enough in his
fellow practitioners. Guy Boothby, whose novels scored an extraordinary success
through the nineties, and lasted until the nineteen-twenties,21 reflected the extreme
attitude when he wrote of the Chinese as 'the most despicable race under the
sun'.28 The Bulletin rejected them outright in its terse manifesto. 29 Nat Gould,
perhaps the most prolific novelist of the period, shared Boothby's general distaste,
and a distaste for the opium craze which could be conveniently blamed on the
Chinese. But Gould reflected even greater fears:
It is by means of opium that girls are lured to destruction by these yellow
fiends. There are women and girls so degraded that life with a vile, low-bred
Chinaman becomes possible. Can anything more horrible be conceived?30
It was an attitude widely shared and often as plainly expressed. Nisbet turned
it about, making Wung Ti the lover of the storekeeper's wife, and her partner in
smoking opium. Near the end of his writing career Nisbet brought Wung Ti back
in Children of Hermes, a novel mainly of interest in its reflection of the development of the crime novel, though the social comment is more outspoken. Ironically, while Nisbet returns to his condemnation of Australian racial attitudes, he is
himself violently prejudiced against the French. The novel touches on the issue of
French convicts at Noumea, a source of some distress to the Australian colonies
even as far west as Western Australia, where the problem had been debated with
some irony in the Legislative Council. There is brief reference to the aborigines,
'those astute natives of Australia, whose intelligence and habits anthropologists are
only now beginning to comprehend. Who prefer to be counted the lowest of savages rather than reveal their elaborate rites'.31 His emphasis is now not on the
increasing awareness of aboriginal culture that was to find another generation of
fictional representation, but the increasing awareness of social division and injustice, an increasing disillusion very much of the nineties in Europe and England.
Wung Ti is still a victim of 'those narrow and ridiculous prejudices which
degrade the colonial' ,32 but beyond Australia he can win some acceptance. On a
ship going to London he becomes one of the most popular figures on board, but
only after establishing himself by some of his old skills.
No neater nor cleaner figure appeared on deck than Wung Ti ... It seemed
strange that the unwashed, uncombed, and foul-mouthed Europeans who
swarmed in at Townsville, could possibly take exception to this gentlemanly
and wholesome Mongolian. But they did, belching out their oaths and
scratching themselves suggestively, while they cursed and polluted the air
with their odours and language. 33
The popular novel could, if it chose to do so, offer a savage criticism of contemporary attitudes. Its readers could choose between romance and realism. Yet
Nisbet was no doubt right in his comment:
When I lately re-visited Australia, in search of fresh facts for my work,
a bookseller there said that my books were much too realistic already for the
fancy of some Colonials. He said 'we like truth best out here when it is in
praise of our manifold virtues, noble institutions and generosity'. Another
sage observed, The whole duty of a novelist is to amuse, not to instruct, or
criticise'.34
At the end of the century the popular novel in some hands at least was still
trying to have it both ways.
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NOTES
I. The Bulletin Feb. 14 1891 for example:
We have amongst us so many filthy whites that we cannot afford to welcome to
Australia the East Indian, our fellow-citizen under the glorious British flag. We
must deal with him as we have dealt with our beloved fellow-citizen the Hongkong
Chinaman. The Indians are terrors to unprotected women and children, whom they
always contrive to interview when the males of the family are abroad. The city dens
that shelter these spindle-shanked niggers are almost invariably lazar-houses of filth,
vermin, and infamy. At Sydney Police Court last week Mahomet Something was fined
£10 for keeping filthy premises. In five rooms he herded 40 nigs. In one room, lying
on a vermin-infested mattress on the floor, were one woman and two girls, 'stark
naked and covered with hideous sores'. The house reeked with stenches from putrefying animal and vegetable refuse which littered the floors, and the back-yard was a
bog of heterogeneous corruption. Yet this was the place where sauces were made,
to be hawked round town. Just fancy eating roast fowl stuffed by a Chinese cook
and served up with MAHOMET sauce!
2. This article written independently of New Guinea Images in Australian Literature, reviewed
in this issue.
3. The Land of the Hibiscus Blossom, London, Ward and Downey, 1888.
4. ibid IX.
5. ibid p 274.
6. Lala Fisher ed. By Creek and Gully, London, F. Fisher Unwin, 1899.
7. ibid p 128.
8. The Land of the Hibiscus Blossom, p.20.
9. The Savage Queen, London, F. V. White and Co., 1891.
10. Nisbet admired For The Term of His Natural Life, and claimed to have had access to
people known to Clarke.
11. There are many spellings of the name.
12. N. J. B. Plomley ed. Friendly Mission, Tasmanian Historical Research Association, 1966.
13. J. E. Calder, Some Account of the Wars, Extirpation, Habits Etc of the Native Tribes of
Tasmania, Hobart Town, Henn and Co, 1875. p 107.
14. ibid appendix.
15. The Savage Queen, p 41: at odds with Calder's description, but contemporary accounts
offered some choice. Mathuna's infatuation for Tregarthen may have been suggested to
Nisbet by Peron's account of the young Tasmanian aboriginal girl Oure..Oure and Freycinet (considered in a funer account of the novel: also American writing, Hart Crane and
others).
16. ibid p 80.
17. ibid p 80.
18. see Friendly Mission.
19. The Savage Queen, p 76-77.
20. For a recent novel which considers Robinson see Richard Drewe, The Savage Crows,
Collins, 1976: Truganini is the subject of a novel by Nancy Cato and Vivienne Rae Ellis,
Queen Trucanini, Heinemann 1976.
21. see Peter Cowan, A View of Colonial Life - Hume Nisbet, Westerly No.4 1982.
22. Bail Up! London, Chatto and Windus 1890.
23. Cassell's Picturesque Australasia, London, 1889, Vol 1 p.80.
24. Bail Up! : The Rebel Chief - A romance of New Zealand, London, F. V. White and Co.
1896 : Children of Hermes, London, Hurst and Blackett Ltd. 1901.
25. E. B. Kennedy, Blacks And Bushrangers, London, Sampson Low 1889.
26. Bail Up! p 30.
27. For a recent discussion of Boothby see Paul Depasquale, Guy Boothby, His Life and
Work, Pioneer Books Monographs, Adelaide, 1982.
28. Guy Boothby, Dr Nikola, London, Ward Lock 1896 p 133.
29. The Bulletin March 7 1891 p 19, for example.
30. Nat Gould, Town and Bush, London, Routledge & Sons, 1896, p 110.
31. Children of Hermes, p 47.
32. ibid p 148.
33. ibid p 139 Nisbet disposed of Wung Ti with perhaps a final gibe at the writer whl)~e
success he knew now he was never to approach. Wung Ti, in saving a woman thief takes
her enemy with him in a struggle in which both fall from a cliff.
34. The K"b"l Chief, preh,,("
This article from a study of Hume Nisbet's writing, and work as an illustrator.
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HAL COLEBATCH

Autumn mornmg
The jetty is deserted in the sun. Warm light
streams to the river-bed, catching
the lines of feeding fish, bright
on the warm sand, seen clearly through
unruffled water, their movements matching
the slow currents, threading the new
growth over tyres, cables, cans, all shown
lying still in growing weed, changing fast
into the stuff of the river. Bars of gold sun
fall on them, holding the shrimps, the mussel shells,
the lives all overlooked. Swallows dart past
to their nests under the jetty. The morning smells
of sea-air, and new-mown grass, as ripples run
on this calm day. Even those cans and tyres
are full of life, each harbours its own crew
of living things. Ripples like cool fires
wander the sunlit surface. lines blown
by some unfelt wind. At the shore a few
people are wading. A few dogs and children run
on nearby grass. Over its little commonwealth of lives
of the hardly interesting, the marginal. the small,
the hardly beautiful, itself part of them all,
and happily ignored, where so much thrives,
the jetty stands deserted in the sun.
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ANDREW DONALD

Kings Cross, Sydney
The Caprichos of Goya live here
in this sweaty, flesh-city
of harlots with blind leers
sunless sins
twitching strippers
ass-eared voyeurs with hollow phallus.
There ought to be Utrillo
with his cathedrals and towers of snow.
Like a child to a toffee apple
people come with small minds
big hands
can't get unstuck by the stuck
coming and banging around,
their mouths contract like a birthday.
I beg for Velazquez
his impassioned objectivity
to put it right.
I run from this city
through Alice's Looking Glass,
there to be the old White Knight
with the mild blue eyes and kindly smile.
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STEPHEN FRAMPTON

Alice J.
We took the old timber getter's road
walking in knots mostly
strung out other times
on the bad bits
Whip birds calling
made me think of
thin loose suspension bridges
linking the hills
& Gentry raved on
about 'The Web of Reason'
& the air smelt cold
like musty cellars
or raked loam
Higher up on the tops
the mist was blue
-it may have been smoke
She still had the shotgun
in her mouth
she was still warm
sitting in a hole
with earth & stones piled neatly
at the side
as if she'd expected
to climb out
& fill it in
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KERRY STEWART
Jackson Pollock's Shoes
The critics cannot agree
whether they should remain a pair,
or be worth more separately.
They are in the presence of art
unquestionablylook at the delicate tracery,
the careful layers of paint
built up year after year!
One thing the critics agree on:
it was poor taste on his part
to wear them out of the house
and to die with blood on the left one.

Wittgenstein says Language
is like Ice
The perfect glass of language waits,
white gloss on experience,
inert, unstrummed
and hardly awake.
Uninvited, I slide on,
gliding on one blade,
cutting an are,
a statement carved in white.
Faster still,
spinning and turning with consummate skill,
revelling in my mastery.
Leaving the ice, my poem complete,
I see it scored and scarred
and largely untouched.
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JUDITH WOMERSLEY

Mirror Image
Caught at a meeting with a half-strange woman
insisting she knows me from somewhere
I conclude I've either got everyone's face
(hate that)
or she's carried mine around in her head
undusted for years.
Looking in the mirror that night
I suddenly know where she's seen me.
I look just like her.
God she was plain and dull.

Last Day - Nursing Home
Finally
deaths merge into deaths into deaths
a friend's, my husband's, my own.
Each one grunted out like a birth.
I'm confused
by the surge of energy
underneath
my dead crust.
I swim bubbling towards it
a snatch of memory, a dream.
I can't catch it.
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JOHN GRIFFIN

Cabo Verde Orange Song
We found
our islands of fruit
mountains dependent from cloud
lumped above surf
eggs in a calabash
guinea-fowl eggs
pawpaws and mangoes
and onions on strings
Look! look
at the shearwater islands
these birds dive like dream
so many, on one slow wave
pineapples dangling
heft them on board
bananas on rope-yarns
coconuts, limes
The women
of Porto Praya flow
like moving silk, trim
the step to the load
up and down gangways
sacks full of oranges
baskets of oranges
stowed in our cabins
The aloe
conceals the spider
his web on early mornings
feasts on the sun
o! bounce the oranges high
suck the oranges dry
tease them at dolphins
and toss them at sharks
The ship
is anxious at anchor
creaks at the tide
we will take
oranges, coconuts,
pineapples, limes
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HELEN WATSON-WILLIAMS

French Images of Australia

In 1972 when Michel Butor, contemporary French writer, made his third visit to
Australia as writer-in-residence in the University of Queensland he considered
himself to be pioneering the French-Australian connection: "how do you translate
Australia into French?" ... he asks in his structurally experimental essay, Courrier
des Antipodes. 1 "There are very few books in our language about this country;
it's like a blind spot on the other side. I only know the fine texts by Jules Verne
in Captain Grant's Children and Mistress Branican. So I feel like a pioneer"
(p. 139).
Yet French interest in the unknown southern continent is apparent, for one
reaso~ or another, from at least the early sixteenth century. When Paulmier de
Gonneville claimed a mysterious and amorphous continent for France in 1505 as
a Terra Australis Incognita he aroused a hitherto unrecognized imaginative need
in the age of explorations and discoveries which has continued ever since and of
which recent research pUblications furnish evidence. The most detailed of these
is Leslie R. Marchant's France Australe 2 which brings together in a most rewarding
fashion historical training and interest in the frequency of French explorers' names
along the Western Australian coast, personal familiarity with land and seaways
and a clearly dedicated and informed enthusiasm for the ramifications of French
intentions, constantly modified until the British established a garrison in King
George Sound in 1826 and thus closed a practical phase of French experience.
However, this commentary is not intended to review either of these two considerable though divergent works concerning France and Australia. They may, I
hope, illustrate some of the ways in which the French imagination has played over
the Terra Australis Incognita, how France has seen Australia. Two recent papers,
read to a conference in Canberra in May 1981 on "Australia and the European
Imagination",3 examine the impact of French voyages, in fantasy or under sail,
on the French reader.
Nor does the impact on the French imagination cease with the British political
possession of the antipodean continent, as the Jules Verne and Michel Butor
works confirm, again operating through the media of fantasy and fact. We might
also, I think, justifiably include the Robinson Crusoe literature which continues to
multiply and of which Michel Tournier writes so well propos of his own Friday.4
Despite the historical fact of Selkirk's sojourn on the island Mas a Tierra in
the Pacific, despite Defoe's transplantation of his Crusoe into a Caribbean setting,
the essential appeal of our remote island-continent, lying between Pacific and
Indian Oceans, may well resemble the mythical attraction of the oft-told tale. As
Tournier says, every generation seems to need to retell the story of Robinson

a
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to understand itself better in its terms; Robinson Crusoe transcends the hero of
fiction to become myth. 5 What that myth means for Tournier we hope to discuss
later when we consider what a thrice repeated experience of this country does
for Michel Butor. Once again then the meaning of the Australian images may
originate in fantasy or in fact, in fiction or in the physical experience.
Indeed, fantasy alone governs the French voyages towards the South land for
over two centuries. Despite the mirage created by Gonneville's claim of the land
for France at the beginning of the sixteenth century 6 (a land now generally believed to be BraziF) and despite the hint given in an early French map of 1542
that the incomplete coastline of the land south of Java indicates French familiarity
with the west coast of Australia 8 the voyages remain literary and serve ideas rather
than sailors, traders or settlers.
And those ideas remain utopian whatever the evidence given by the Dutch
explorers and their British successors whose knowledge of the land and its people
grew greatly, and unflatteringly, during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Garagnon points out the powers of human imagination in the French concept of
Australia which despite all evidence to the contrary was persistently visualized as
a fertile tropical paradise south of the East Indies, the ideal setting for UtopiaY
Such an historical paradox is yet one further example of the constant desire for
Shangri-la in the human mind, a mental bias of which Michel de Montaigne was
well aware in the mid sixteenth century. Writing of Villegaignon's landing (in
Brazil in 1557) in the place "he called Antarctic France", Montaigne with characteristic scepticism observes:
The discovery of a boundless country seems worthy of consideration. I don't
know if I can guarantee that some other such discovery will not be made in
the future, so many personages greater than ourselves having been mistaken
about this one. I am afraid we have eyes bigger than our stomachs, and more
curiosity than capacity. We embrace everything but we clasp only wind. 10
By the late eighteenth century France was sufficiently convinced of the existence
of another so far "boundless country" in the southern hemisphere, many degrees
"east of Paris" as their calculations ran, to undertake several exploratory voyages;
it is not stretching the facts to see curiosity of one kind or another as the common
motive underlying them all. The climate of opinion that led to the succession of
French discoveries of Australia has been well analysed by Leslie Marchant. l l
Political and colonial rivalry with England, domestic disturbance and disappointment at home, desire for international prestige as well as a growing desire for
knowledge among the Encyclopedists and the later scientists; all contributed to
France's exploratory ambitions.1 2 Gonneville's mysterious continent became a land
to walk on, to lay political claims to, to use at a later date, if need should arise:
Utopia was to be grounded in terra firma, no longer incognita.
So in 1772 Fran90is Alesno, comte de Saint Allouarn, in his ship the Gras
Ventre, separated from the expedition led by Kerguelen-Tremarec, sighted Cape
Leeuwin at the South-West tip of Australia, and mapping the unknown coastline
sailed north to Shark Bay where, on 30 March, he and his crew ceremoniously
took possession of the land for France. By burying a bottle containing two French
coins and a parchment record of the action, he was, in his belief, annexing the
territory for France in perpetuity. That such prescriptive rights could be overthrown by the pragmatic British views of territorial occupation (as happened in
1826) is one of the historical ironies well brought out by Marchant. 13 With the
mounting of a major scientific expedition in 1801-1803 curiosity of the French
spirit took many forms. Under the command of Baudin in Geographe and his
supporting captains Hamelin and de Freycinet (in Naturaliste, Casuarina respectively), the coast was mapped from Esperance to Shark Bay and shore expeditions
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had their first experience of beach, bush and the inhabitants. For, even more
important and interesting to us, were the scientific records of the flora and fauna
of the new land. But even here the power of expectation, the dominance of
imagination may distort perception. French interest in the newly prestigious study
of man may have thought a first encounter with an aboriginal couple repulsive15
but the most distinguished of the scientists, Franf,:ois Peron, interpreted cut rushes
placed in patterns within a semi-circle of paper-bark trees and tracings in the sand
as evidence of a highly evolved civilization employing Runic figures and Mexican
hieroglyphs. "I love to lose myself in a mystery" ... says Sir Thomas Browne.16
With the return to France of the abundant evidence of the scientific expeditions
(and later confirmation) the French encounter with Australia was for the time
being complete. The utilitarian proposal to found a small settlement in Western
Australia, along the lines of Britain's successful Botany Bay, never came into
being. And the exquisite silver settings and muted tones of Louis Auguste Sainson's
paintings of King George Sound (1826-29), for all their accuracy of blackboy and
eucalypt scrub, find their natural accompaniment in the world of Watteau or
Corot.
To all intents and purposes therefore Michel Butor's claim of "pioneering" a
country strange to the French imagination in the last quarter of the twentieth
century is justified. "Australia has a poetic magnetism", he writes ... "The curiosity of children has long been regaled by the uniqueness of its mammalian fauna
-marsupials and monotremes-which seems expressly created to sanction the idea
or the illusion of a lost world" .. ,17
Indeed, the very remoteness of the southern continent exercised its own pull
on Butor to bring about his first visit in 1968. Invited through the cultural services
of the French Embassy to take part in Writers' Week at the Adelaide Festival he
accepted, as he writes, "because the whole trip was a kind of challenge, a game".
Distance seemed less tyranny to him than attraction. 'The idea of going all
those kilometres for just one week had something very exciting about it. I wanted
to experience a new kind of fatigue: the change of time, the giddiness, the intoxication of feeling all those countries, all those seas gliding silently beneath my
uncomfortable sleep" ... (p. 118). The long flight in itself promised the spell of
the unknown. And his own discovery of Australia after his initial impressions
which were fleeting, "blurred" as he himself says (p. 125) has been extended over
his two succeeding and more prolonged sojourns here.1 8 It is as if the voyager in
the exploratory longboats of the earlier expeditions had come back again and
again, if not to settle, at least to learn to know the country more closely. His own
account stresses an increasing intimacy with the country entailing as it does both
physical contact and psychological familiarity.
"The first time I was only in planes and capital cities",-he writes, "-no
kangaroos, koalas, orchids or tree grass, very few wattles or eucalypts, only a few
beautiful Aboriginal artifacts in a museum-but this time (i.e., in 1971) I was
greeted by rain-forests, banksias, crimson rosellas. I had a week's holiday in the
Centre .. " I felt morally obliged to go and see with my own eyes this navel
(Ayers Rock) of Australian strangeness. So I flew with a friend from Melbourne
to Alice Springs, where we hired a car and plunged into the redness". (p. 139)
But he also got to know Australian beer and pubs (as he later knew wine and
enjoyed growers' country talk about viticulture) (pp. 134-5) and went home again,
"always thinking of Australia, ... very excited when [he] talked about it, but unable
to write anything at all about it. That's why [he] had to come back a third time
to become slightly Australian [himself]". (p. 139) And out of that last and more
extended visit he brought together his personal impressions of Australia today, as
one section of his overall book of travel and experience Boomerang,19 the selfWESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1983
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contained section entitled in translation Letters tram the Antipodes. That that
section is distinguished from the global work by red print, typographical idiosyncracy,20 personal punctuation of which the most obvious is the use of a word as
a punctuation point ("red") or a phrase ("Marie-jo darling") and many and varied
reiterated refrain lines or repeated questions: none of this is our chief concern
here21 although the refrain lines particularly contribute richly to the characteristic
tone of the text as we shall see.
What Butor set out to do was to bring together his personal impressions of
this continent strange to him, define as he could "'Ie genie du lieu". Of his second
visit of five weeks (1971) he writes
This time I knew that one day Australia would certainly play an important
part in one of my books. So I looked at everything with new eyes, with one
question always in my mind: how can I speak and write about what I am
seeing and learning, trying to collect any useful information like the satin
bower bird gathering things in blue for his twig-lined house of love red ...
(p.135)
And when he finally set himself to express that information and those impressions
his sources of reference were numerous. (Spencer notes some thirty-five sources
of reiterated strands of interest (pp. 158-60) as he calculates the proportion of
quotation as 80-90% and its incorporation within the main text, the "intertext"
(p. 162) and sums up one aspect of the whole work as "a rewriting of written
Australia". (p.161)
But our concern here is preeminently with what Spencer calls Butor's "perspectives on Australia ... windows in the wall of information surrounding us" (p.161)
and just what those windows reveal will largely depend on the individual reader.
Butor's devices for introducing the heterogeneous information he has collected
"like the satin bower bird" are ingenious; he acknowledges earlier exploratory or
historical material by capitalising his source, e.g., Cook, Bougainville, Verne and
so on so that the names stand out conspicuously on the page. He links in other
historical material by allusion to the figures or incidents represented around a
map on the wall of the study in which he is ostensibly writing. Further historical
biographies of outstanding Australian figures are justified by the men or women
commemorated on Australian dollar bills of all denominations (e.g., William
Farrer (1845-1906), wheat-breeder, featured beside an ear of corn on the $2 note
(p.48) or Florey, "Howard Walter, baron (1898-) Australian pathologist, 1945
Nobel Prize for physiology and medicine with Ernst Chain and Sir Alexander
Fleming for the discovery of penicillin, who figures on the $50 note22 with all the
denominations lying in between). Apart from giving a sense of actuality, as if
the writer looked up from his table to focus, vaguely at first and then sharply
interested, on the figures surrounding the map on the wall or as if he drew the
dollar bills from his pocket to examine them closely, the main effect is to suggest
the evolution of contemporary Australia and, of course, to indicate the achievements and the values held by that society. Such biographies evoked by the bank
notes, (Banks (p. 56), Caroline Chisholm (p. 68), Greenway (p. 78), Lawson (pp.
90-1), Lawrence Hargrave (p. 134» at once indicate the achievements in science,
social concern, arts, aviation of which their country is proud. But in a more
general way they indicate the sense of independence, of national identity which
is undoubtedly one of the dominant traits of contemporary Australian thought.
One of Butor's other accesses to contemporary mores, the small ad. columns
of local newspapers, is less flattering. There are frequent references to massage
parlours of which this is representative: "nudge, nudge, wink, wink, say no more,
it's free massage week at 14 Howard Road, Beverley; AAA for any type of
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massage by new girls call at 149 Findon Road; ... " (p.40); or this from the
personal column: "business couple, both very attractive, under 30, seek attractive,
broad-minded girl for fun times, discretion assured, send photo" ... (p. 95) which
indicate a preoccupation with promiscuous sexuality, an irresponsible hedonism
that the equally frequent quotations from travel brochures offer to satisfy: "Great
Keppel Island-(for instance)-great beach, great fishing, great cruises to coral
reefs, great island walks, kisses, a great way to relax or get a suntan-a great
fun-time is waiting for you." (p. 106)
While this lotus-eating attitude may be an element and perhaps an alarmingly
preponderant one, in Australian life today, it would seem to me to be given an
over-stressed position in the accumulation of details that go to form the whole.
It is certainly shown in an even more unacceptable light by its frequent juxtaposition with aboriginal allusion whether that be accounts of past and present
treatment, tribal custom or myth.
Butor's declaration to the press at the airport (p. 66) of his interest in the
aborigines and the amount of attention he devotes to them, in anthropological
or in mythical terms, are undoubtedly representative of attitudes current today.
He adopts an unexpectedly predictable and thorough method in conveying the
information he has acquired about aboriginal customs, attitudes, art forms, in the
later stages of his book when he poses a series of many questions which elicit the
expositions that follow: for instance, "what kinds of games and music do the
Aborigines have?" he asks (p. 70); "what are the religious beliefs of the Aborigines?" (p.83); "what are Aboriginal cave paintings like?" (p. 119); "what is
the meaning of old age and death for the Aborigines?" (p.142).23 While this
material is of interest in itself, and in keeping with his own avowed concern
with Aboriginal culture it is, of course, expression of an anthropological, if not
humanitarian concern that has only manifested itself in recent years. Such concern
is not confined to a French observer naturally; it belongs to the latter stages of
the twentieth century but it is here presented as a Frenchman's view of Australia.
Thus the principal shift in public opinion is here expressed by two Frenchmen,
of different centuries. "VERNE", as Butor quotes from that writer's imaginative
account of the relations between the black and white races, "in the colony's early
days, the deportees, the colonists themselves, regarded the Blacks as wild animals.
They hunted them down and shot them, massacred them, invoking the authority
of legal experts to prove that as the Australian was outside the domain of natural
law, the murder of these wretches did not constitute a crime" (pp. 107-8). Whereas
Butor's own concern with all manifestations of aboriginal culture, while it may
have started with admiration for the artifacts he observed on his first visit, widens
to subsume all known aspects of the Stone Age culture.
It is also worth noting that appreciation of aboriginal artistic achievements
was expressed by a Frenchman, well before the current anthropological emphasis.
Andre Breton, a leading Surrealist of the second quarter of this century, drew
attention to the innate harmony of aboriginal Australian art, one among the many
"primitive" cultures so admired by the Surrealist Group. Butor again points out
their intermediate, if limited French interest in Australia when he follows Breton
in writing:
the eye that is neither forewarned, that is, not instructed about what it is
about to see, nor has its vision impaired by the Western 'manner of seeing'
with which it has been invested for centuries, has only to travel over these
Arnhem Land bark paintings to be rewarded, first, by their exemplary harmony BRETON well before it discerns the intentions that lie behind them,
it will be enraptured by the superior harmony binding together their constituent parts red. .. (pp. 100-01)
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Just how this written record of the impact of Australia on one man achieves
its own harmony must be a personal impression. As I have suggested and as
Professor Spencer has analysed in meticulous detail the component elements are
multitudinous. Calling on explorers, novelists, anonymous biographers, press
writers, collections of myths, white ghost stories, details of 'routine academic life',
part letter, part diary, part expository prose, part evocative re-creation of myth:
the ingredients seem inexhaustible. All the reader can do is bring together purely
personal impressions of a highly individual work, deliberately "incomplete" or
"unfinished", as Spencer writes (p. 173). Letters from the Antipodes cannot be
read continuously, I think; the juxtapositions of material are difficult of assimilation, the shifts of tone and feeling too abrupt. Nor is it easy to illustrate briefly.
The overall movement is so steadily onward despite the idiosyncratic punctuation
devices noted above that extraction of a characteristic passage is more than
usually deformative. This, I feel, is chiefly due to the reiterated refrain lines
which either break the thought like punctuation points: "What are you dreaming
about, Mathilde?" (p. 112); "back home at The Antipodes" (p. 109); "on the wall
of my room in college" (p. 52), etc., or serve as mesmeric links in the onward flow
of thought. The repeated phrases such as "When one of us dies" (p. 26) or "far,
far away" (pp. 104-05), the many variants on "the other side of the other end
of the vast unknown world" (p. 105) or their combination in such a phrase as
"When one of us dies and arrives at the Isle of Purelko, say the people of
Yirrkala on the other side of the other end of the world without end" ... (p.l07):
all work in an incremental fashion on the reader and transform exposition into
evocation. As one typical passage runs:
how do the Aborigines make fire? By friction or percussion. Far, far away.
By simple rotation: a hollow is made in a softwood stick or a shield or a
log; the operator twirls a hardwood stick at a rapid rate between the palms
of his hands as he moves them up and down it..... The sparks ignite a
tinder bed formed of dried grass, finely shredded bark, dead leaves, bird
feathers or animal hair red dogs of Bahloo on the back of a bark painting:
Bahloo the Moon had three snakes which were delightful and playful with
him, but terrifying for the Aborigines. He called them his dogs at the end of
the world. One night he descended to Earth and asked some Aborigines to
take his dogs across a stream; they ran away in fright. As a punishment
they have to remain dead once they are dead and cannot have monthly
rebirth like the Moon. The Aborigines kill all the snakes they can find, but
there will always be snakes because the Moon replaces them. It is portrayed
here as a Wandjina, with his three snakes separated from the group of
startled Aborigines by a stream red AAA open! open!! open!!! The Tigresses,
special opening, with a team of specially selected young ladies who will revitalize you in an atmosphere of total relaxation; ... hunters, if you want
the absolute, come along and hunt our tigresses ... if you want to enjoy a
massage with colour TV and refreshments at the other end of the world ...
(pp.62-3)
The combination of instruction, information, legend and myth with the deliberately bathetic offer of the press advertisement attains its personal vision thanks
to the stance adopted by the observer of this "other end of the world", what
Butor elsewhere calls "the other unknown side of the other end of the vast world
without end" (p. 104).
For despite the many unflattering aspects of Australian life today to which
Michel Butor draws attention (our hedonism, materialism, vulgarisation of
language for instance or its echoes of the past of America carried over into the
Australian present) (p. 50), he would seem to be drawn to the country. And that
attraction might lie at a far deeper level than his irreproachable public statement
to the press admitted when he said:
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Yes, I'd like very much to return to Australia. I like Australia very much:
it's a country I feel a great affection for. I feel that I am a pioneer in French
literature, that I'm discovering it while at the same time I want to discover
much more. If I return what would interest me most would be to get a
feeling for Australia's evolution today, especially its cultural evolution ...
(pp. vii -viii)
What I would like to suggest finally is that Australia, that terra for so long
incognita, for so long the lost Gonneville land of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, which in the age of jet travel retains its Antipodean character for a
European, offers one response to a deep and persistent human psychological need:
the need to distance oneself from the familiar and the overwhelming immediacy
of twentieth-century life if only to learn better to know oneself, to meet the
demands of contingency and survival. This approach, I think, justifies our inclusion of Tournier's Robinson discussion in a consideration of quite another land
and quite other circumstances. For Tournier sees in the Robinson story the
universal appeal of an heroic capacity to surmount the solitude which afflicts all
human beings, whether they be castaways in the Caribbean, or existentially
isolated citizens of the great capitals of today. Like the hero we must all accept
the solitude to which we have been conditioned and survive nevertheless as best
we can. Our simple survival is in itself admirable and reassuring. 24
It is precisely that solitary condition of Robinson which raises him to the
level of myth, personification of a fundamental element of human nature: as
Tournier writes:
Bien de tous les hommes, Robinson est l'un des elements constitutifs de l'ame
de l'homme occidental. C'est qu'en effet sous quelque aspect qu'on l'envisage,
il est present et vivant en chacun de nous. Son my the est a coup sUr l'un
des plus actuels et des plus vivants que nous possedions ...25
That Australia, the Antipodean continent, could qualify for the redemptive
power of separation and solitude finds some support in Butor's quotation from
Andre Breton in the penultimate page of his book. Moving out from and beyond
his expressed admiration for Aboriginal art, the Surrealist leader, almost in the
form of a prayer, hopes to rediscover his true nature at the ends of the earth; as
Butor approaches his own conclusion he writes:
What blue red panorama on the back of a bark painting: it is what Banumbirr the morning star far away sees on his nightly journey red may man,
with the difficulty he has in surviving today, here take measure of his lost
powers at the end of the world, and may he who, in the midst of general
alienation, resists his own alienation BRETON turn back on himself like
the Australian boomerang LAUTREAMONT in the second phase of its
flight red ... (p. 145)
Finally and in his own voice Butor examines the appeal this antipodean experience holds for him. Like the two other Frenchmen before him that appeal rises
from irrational need, from an intuitive apprehension of the unfamiliar. Writing
of his first and hasty visit to Sydney in 1968 he acknowledges without analysis
the immediate attraction of the strange land he now finds himself in:
It was only a first glimpse, through half-closed eyes, but I knew with certainty

that something was waiting for me in this country, a sort of vigour which
would be useful to me some day, an elixir which at some crucial point in
time would soothe my mind. At the other end. And immediately I wanted
to come back one day with a little more time. (p.125)
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But as his acquaintance grows during his subsequent visits and his later recollection of experience in France he defines more closely the mysterious quality he
felt within his first instinctive response to the land. Not only does he find himself
under unfamiliar constellations, "an entire sky" he "would have to relearn if
[he] had time" (p. 125) so that his whole world has suffered inversion; not only
is he at an extraordinary distance from his own home but also he has to come
to terms with "the internal distance of the continent". But, and to this reader
this is undoubtedly the most illuminating insight into Australian life today, Butor's
feeling of the 'spirit of the place' in Australia senses within the movement of
people in the busiest of streets, the fastest of aircraft, the all-pervading "presence
of the desert". Aware himself of "the fascination of the desert" (in Upper Egypt
and later in the American Far West) Butor distinguishes the omnipresent if
unacknowledged sense of the desert at the heart of the continent as affecting the
individual quality of Australian life; as he writes:
In the way people spoke to me, walked, dressed, looked at articles in big
stores, there was, even if they were unaware of it, the presence of the desert
. . .. the relationship between this land of immensity and the cities was
different, it was coloured differently, like a bass in music it made everything
sound differently ... (p. 125)
A remote land of solitude, of redemptive alienation, of the pervasive sense of
the desert; these recent French images of Australia are sufficiently related, I feel,
to be grouped together as different facets of a common psychological experience.
Island or island-continent, territory becomes metaphor for the human condition
today. Such an approach is a far cry from the optimistic young Ensign Mingault
who planted document and coins in a bottl~ under a tree on Dirk Hartog Island
in the name of France,26 but it meets today's need and may well have transformed
terra Australis cognita into a twentieth century myth.
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respectively) .
21. Michael Spencer's full Introduction and Afterword discusses Butor's approach, intentions
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24. Michel Tournier, Le Vent Paradet, p. 220.
25. Ibid. p. 215.
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PHILIP COLLIER

My Kitsch Childhood
A bottle of beer rested unsymbolically
on the kidney-shaped table. Several
ashtrays stood nonchalantly around
the spacious 'living room'.
A boy clutching his penis was a
whiskey dectanter. Thinking rissoles
or chops? a wife went blank
as out the back beside rose rows
a Plaster of Paris aborigine assimilated
with a gnome. Meanwhile, on the whitewood
veneer wardrobe, a green polyviscose
elephant with a stomachful of pyjamas
watched over a cute pink doll hatching
a black nylon negligee under her tu-tu
on the Queensize quilt. Everywhere
there was a pattern, of leopards
in the car, sad smiling suns in the kitchen.
spots & checks & stripes on the floors,
on the wood & vinyl settee & up the walls
the ducks flew from a nest of tables.
A teatowel depicting royalty let fall
an imitation Royal Doulton cup & saucer.
Sugar, cried mum among beaten brass &
pampas grass. Tea was over & so was
Pick-A-Box (& crack a fat! laughed dad) & so
in its checked slipper on the plastic pouffe
a foot shifted contentedly
& a man felt as happy as an ashtray.
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RORY STEELE

Batman

III

the Bush

A new road, magic, over by the creek
One man one day just bulldozed through the bush
A gash of gravel, coolon curling toes;
We skittered then and yelled through tumbled trees
So easy now, but ... it came to us at once,
Our haunted house, the roofless shack up there
Sang dread and tempted, easy now, go on.
Volleyed rocks from space lie rolled and poised
Round Darlington, and some are high as roofs;
I jumped in Batman cape off one of these,
Ballooned a moment, gravity held off,
But dirt came cannoning to make its point
Against my knees in sudden red and brown,
A buckled sack of rags beside the road.
From school we used to pass a swathe of rocks
That strewed a moonscape flat across the hill;
Creviced bones cried sadly once at me,
This place, too, taboo. An evil boy
Would take the littler girls there if he could
For who knew what, our minds uncompassed flew
To galaxies of darkness far away.
One Christmas, eighty miles or so from there,
A boy my age strayed off into the bush;
Footprints shimmered in an oven wind
And tricked the thousand searchers and their dogs,
All week a sough of adult wireless talk.
I died with him this while until they found
The gulley, less than half a day too late;
Me, I sort of grew up in a rush, alive.
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DA VrD HEADON

Naming the LandscapeLes Murray's Literary Language

Typically forthright, Les Murray declared in 1976 that language in Australia was
"up for grabs at the moment". He went on, ''I'm turning the Australian language
into a literary language".! This is just what he has done. No one in Australian
poetry (with the possible exception of Bruce Dawe), and only a handful of poets
writing in English today, is thoroughly and lovingly exploring the far recesses of
his land and language. He is so very, but not offensively, Australian.
Australia's first poets - Michael Massey Robinson, Charles Tompson, Wentworth and Baron Field, to name a few - experienced the usual colonial dilemma:
what terminology should they utilize in a new land? Inevitably, they resorted to
the language of "Home" - namely, England. And yet, as in seventeenth century
America, it wouldn't work. William Carlos Williams points out that the early
American settlers
saw birds with rusty breasts and called them robins. Thus, from the start, an
America of which they could have had no inkling drove [them] upon their
past. They retreated for warmth and reassurance to something previously
familiar. But at a cost. For what they saw were not robins.2Confronted by a similar situation, the first Australian bards found themselves
forced to respond, not to the perennial English drizzle, but to a bloody hot, rusty
sun, which just kept relentlessly pouring in on their page.3 They also encountered
a different sky.
For the best part of two centuries, Australian poets have continued to struggle
with the enormous problem of developing a localized language. With scant
success. Les Murray has clearly determined to change all that - exploring the
language in a way that accentuates the minutiae of the Australian environment
such as the idiosyncrasies of speech, as well as the light patterns, sounds and
curious silences of the landscape. More importantly, Murray is intent on exploring what he has termed "high matters".4 He does this not by way of a native
Australian high style - for Murray such a method would be unthinkable -but by
way of a kind of democratic/heraldic language, attuned to the ways and peculiarities of his people. Exploring the natural convergence of cultures in Australia
(Aboriginal and Western), Murray elevates the land, the vernacular and the
republic, in an attempt to truly establish Australia in the minds of all his countrymen. In his hands, the Australian language has become a tool for naming and
discovery, not exploitation.

*
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About a decade ago, Les Murray expressed a wish
to see Australians escaping . . . not towards the past, but towards futures
which have no existence until WE discover and settle them, for our own
good and the whole life of mankind. 5
There is a singular determination here reminiscent of Wait Whitman in his Preface
to the 1855 edition of Leaves of Grass. Like Whitman - an important figure,
incidentally, in the Australia poet's artistic province, whether he admits it or not
- Murray is unashamedly democratic, anti-colonial and assertively, often aggressively local. With confessed sponsors as thoroughly indigenous as the Coolongolook River and the red-headed fruit bat, he could hardly be otherwise. But
the poet's highly-wrought language and stance have developed to such an extent
in his six published books of poems so far that his quest, like Whitman's has
assumed universal relevance.
Murray has come a long way since his first volume of poems, The Ilex Tree
(1965), and yet a close inspection of this book reveals virtually all the elements
of the poet's maturer technique, only writ small. Like most young Australian
poets trying to establish some fertile relationship with their craft in the late Fifties
and early Sixties, Murray had to endure the oppressive atmosphere created at that
time by critics from the Academy, who wanted to curb individual exploration.
A. D. Hope, for example, ridiculed Whitman, Poe, Eliot and Pound, and sought a
return to eighteenth-century refinement: James McAuley, too, labelled poetry
over the last one hundred and fifty years "an immense detour" - presumably
away from the true road of high literature, and in accordance with his own interpretation of the great English tradition. 6
Despite the prevailing climate, several poems in The Ilex Tree established a
new and exciting voice in Australian poetry. They provide useful signposts to
the poet's later, unmistakably individual style. Response to sounds will be so
important. In "Privacy" the poet remembers
in dim July,
In the indifferent, ah, but dancing rain,
The spiced fantastic winter on the roof.
If you've slept in a house with a corrugated iron covering, through drizzle,
thunderstorm or hail, you'll better understand the roof music that made the
winter "fantastic". Silences, too, absorb the young poet, especially in the "Noonday Axeman"_ In his preface to Adam Lindsay Gordon's Sea Spray and Smoke
Drift (1876), Marcus Clarke expressed the feeling of most early settlers in outback Australia when he used Poe's phrase, "Weird Melancholy", to depict the
dominant note of Australian scenery. For Murray, though, the passing of time has
witnessed a change. The large spaces have become inhabited. For some Australians, finding themselves at home on the land, the perennial and eerie silence that
Clarke identified now provides comfort and assurance. Murray dwells on this
theme in "Noonday Axeman", proposing its central relevance to Australian social
history. In his first volume of poetry, Murray had already begun to identify what
he regarded as the enduring rhythms of Australian life, and history. We sweep
effortlessly from the past, to the individual axeman in the present, to the future:

Axe-fall, echo and silence. It will be centuries
Before many men are truly at home in this country,
And yet, there have always been some, in each generation,
There have always been some who could live in the presence of silence.
The poem "Driving through sawmill towns", also in The Ilex Tree, explores
another of Murray's recurring motifs: the peculiar character and significance of
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light in Australia (something that recent North American film reviewers have
correctly identified as the great boon of Australian cinematography). The poet
specifies the "jammed midday brilliance" and the "dim dazzling blades" of a
mill's winch. Further, cognizant of the profundity of distance in the southern
continent, he observes that
As night comes down, the houses watch each other:
A light going out in a window here has meaning.
In "Beside the Highway", one of the finest poems in The Ilex Tree, Murray for
the first time makes creative use of rural dialect, with the six white children
piddling on the asphalt, and Mad Tess, the poem's central character and symbol,
expressing her indignation at the "flash cars".
Vernacular speech, then, along with the varying shades of southern light, sound
and silence - all become luminous features of Murray's later work. In a poem
from his fourth book, Lunch and Counter Lunch (1974), he vows to "improve"
his "silence" and
listen to lives.
Those who would listen
have always been the RepUblic.
("Cycling in the Lake Country")
Murray's progression as a poet testifies to an observer grown keener and more
alert. He displays a more steadily penetrating ear and eye. But, it should be
mentioned, he never includes vernacular for the purpose of exploiting his subject.
We never laugh at a character, because of his speech, but with him. Murray has
often publicly expressed his deep resentment of the "cheap Ocker-baitings and
Edna Everage shows".7 He posits the integrity of the idiom, its potential as a
creative resource, and the integrity of his canvas of characters. Typically, the poem
"Folklore", in Lunch & Counter Lunch, moves quickly from situational humour
to more serious bush musings:
What are the sights of our town?
Well, there is that skeleton they hang
some nights in the bar of the Rest
and everyone laughing in whispers
the barmaid broke down one time, laughing.
The cord goes up through the ceiling
to the undersprings of the big
white bed in the Honeymoon Suite
and when those bones even jiggle
there's cheers (and a donnybrook once)
and when they joggle, there's Whooping
and folk stalking out in emotions
and when they dance - hoo, when they dance!
he knows every tune on the honeymoon
flute, does the hollow-hipped fellow.
There are a few, mind, who drink on
straight through it all. Steady drinkers.
Up over the pub there's the sky
full of stars, as I have reflected
outside, while guiding the course of my
thoughts. Some say there's a larger
cord goes on up there, but I doubt it
I mean
but then I'm no dancer.
Besides that, there's meatworks and mines.
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Other poems such as "The Bush" and "Escaping Out There" work in a similar
way, utilizing the riches of the local vernacular, but it is in his two most recent
books, Ethnic Radio (1977) and the novel in sonnets The Boys Who Stole the
Funeral (1980), that the poet produces new dimensions in his use of speech. In
these books, language and character subtly merge. Out of the mouths of absolutely ordinary people come the larger, more enduring truths of nations. The
poem "Visiting Anzac in the Year of Metrication" illustrates the point. Contemplating the participation of Australian soldiers in World War I, in particular the
Gallipoli debacle, the poet eulogizes:
When hard-case jokes and frantic help
poured content into noble sieves
that human lives cannot keep filled
it was the day of turning round,
when, firing, wags might turn around
and yell How's that? and in a push
a hundred jokers might turn round
and sprawl, and leap. Towns died of that
and the bush went underground:
the nation stalled in elegy
with a Day for massing through the streets
in pub time, wearing rosemary.
I suspect the reference to the cry "How's that" or should it be, "Howzat!" comes from the poet's reading of the book The Broken Years, by the Australian
historian Bill Gammage. Apparently the Australians at Gallipoli had been game
to the end (despite the fact that 7,594 of their number lay dead on the Turkish
ridges). When evacuating the Gallipoli peninsula, some of them played a game of
cricket on the area ominously called Shell Green, "just to let [the Turks] see we
were quite [un]concerned . . . and when shells whistled by we pretended to
field them".8 Murray commemorates one aspect of (white) Australian mythology
in this unassuming heroism. A certain defiant comaraderie. Sonnet 43, in the
Boys Who Stole the Funeral, taps a similar area in the poet's larger scheme of
Australian things:
After that, on the mountain, they meet Cousin Wayne
planting peas up there in the ferny basalt tilth.
He has come across for a yarn, having stopped his tractor
and, rolling tobacco, winks once about last night.
Drily spoken, burnt black - he may be Aboriginal Wayne talks like a man who has elected not
to join his generation. Too homeless an idea,
no tradition in it. Mysteriously, rather, he tells
a story of two sleeper cutters out on the Breakaway:
They were always rowing. They were bellering and cooeeing one day
then old Roan comes to me, with his wedges in his hand:
That's not right, Wayne, is it? A child with a mother and a father,
he can't be a bastard? They're often the worst, I tell him,
the real bad bastards. Well shit, I never knew that The Anzacs, Cousin Wayne with his bush logic and instincts for survival in a
changing world - their values underlie the country's certainties. They are an
integral part of its uniqueness. Murray locates these values, in part, through their
speech. A poem entitled "Platypus", from The Weatherboard Cathedral (1969) 74
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on the surface at least dealing with the duck-billed Australian mammal of that
name - seems more closely relevant to a host of subjects in his later books:
Hold the thought of him
Kindly to your skin.
It is good to have him in our country,
Unique, beneath our thoughts
To nurture difference.
Changless beneath our thought
And its disjunctions.
The poet prizes uniqueness, permanence, resilience and, perhaps most of all,
eccentricity.
Murray's more intense focus, in his later books, on the light and sounds peculiar to the Australian continent indicates a poet in firm control of his subject and
craft. I could cite numerous examples of the attention he gives to light, in the
context of place, but none would surpass the rhapsodic heights of the last two
sections of "The Bulahdelah-Taree Holiday Song Cycle", Murray's stunning testament to, and celebration of Australian culture - or, should I say, all three cultures: Aboriginal, urban and rural. 9 The whole area around Taree, just north of
Sydney, is, by the poem's end, unobtrusively placed into a universal context:
of the universe. White and Aboriginal ways of life converge beneath the predominant symbol of the night sky in the south: the Southern Cross. The thirteen-part
song-cycle sequence is Murray's tour-de-force thus far as a writer. Line-lengths
simply spill over with material, in a manner suggestive of Whitman. The last lines
of the poem serve as well as any to illustrate the point:
People recover the starlight, hitching north,
travelling north beyond the seasons, into that country
of the Communes, and of the Banana:
the Flying Horse, the Rescued Girl, and the Bull,
burning steadily above that country.
Now the New Moon is low down in the west, that remote
direction of the Cattlemen,
and of the Saleyards, the place of steep clouds, and
of the Rodeo;
the New Moon who has poured out her rain, the moon of
the Planting-times.
People go outside and look at the stars, and at the
melon-rind moon.
the Scorpion going down into the mountains, over there
towards Waukivory, sinking into the tree-line,
in the time of the Rockmelons, and of the Holiday ...
the Cross is rising on his elbow, above the glow of the
horizon;
carrying a small star in his pocket, he reclines there
brilliantly,
above the Alum Mountain, and the lakes threaded on the
Myall River, and above the Holiday.
Equally impressive are Murray's achievements with sound, in his most recent
poetry. He can now propose the distinctive regional cadences of an Australian
scene as either background or the principal subject. One of the first poems in
Ethnic Radio, "The Returnees", elaborates on the unique environmental acoustics:
... a lifelong sound
on everything, that low fly-humming
melismatic untedious endless
note that a drone-pipe-plus-chants ...
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cicadas were in it, and that Gothic
towering of crystals in the trees,
Jock Neilson cutting a distant log
Apparently cattle are in it, too (see the section entitled "Walking to a Cattle
Place", in Poems Against Economics (1972), where the poet cleverly uses onomatopoeia to realize certain conclusions). And powerlines are in it, and water tanks.
Another poem in Ethnic Radio, "Rainwater Tank", virtually recreates the symphony of its subject. The musical drops establish a magical presence as we
focus on
the tank, roof-water drinker.
The downpipe stares drought into it.
Briefly the kitchen tap turns on
then off. But the tank says Debit, Debit.
Murray's most significant contribution to Australian verse so far as a poet,
though, undoubtedly resides in that verse in which he clearly recognizes his true
mission as a poet in a relatively young land. Emerson and Whitman, remember,
agreed that in a New World the poet has to assume the crucial role of namer,
sayer and seer. Whitman, in his 1855 preface elaborated: "If [the greatest Poet]
breathes into anything that was before thought small it dilates with the grandeur
and life of the universe".lO As namer, Murray has continued to celebrate and
commemorate the seemingly unimportant as he steadily works his way around and
through the continent. He gets colours, for example, just right. A case in point is
the last stanza of his first major poem, "The Fire Autumn", a poem in which he
discovered, in his own words, "a whole new mode of writing. The track opened
from five foot to twelve foot wide":
With gold of emergence, with claret, cerise, liquid
green,
Faint blues fat with powder, new leaves clustered thick
down the length
Of charcoal-stiff bark. Brush water is licking stones
clean.
The tracks of birds glitter. Blunt mountains steer
towards noon
And all down December, black thaw will be riding the
streams.
For this also is order. This is a farther season
In the ancient of rocks, the paradise of far eons
And I am asking the dead to wait, with forgiveness,
The innocent planets are grinding their keepers to
gold.
Like a distant coast beyond shimmer, too still for
cloud,
The trees of my forests and breakaway mountains are
feathering
Murray gives the same scrupulous attention to the varieties of flora and fauna.
Part VII of "Toward the Imminent Days" has the scene set by its opening line,
"Dog roses, wild clematis, indigo" (the last, a native pea-flower which has no
English name). In the same section "the cornplanter" (a species of owl in Australia) appears, who sings when it's time to plant corn. The seasons, too, the
poet accurately places in a southern setting:
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Watching from the barn the seedlight and nearly-all-down
currents of a spring day, I see the only lines bearing
consistent strain are the straight ones: fence, house corner,
outermost furrows. The drifts of grass coming and canes
are whorled and sod-bunching, are issuant, with dusts.
The wind-lap outlines of lagoons are pollen-concurred
and the light rising out of them stretches in figments and wings.
The ambient day-tides contain every mouldering and oil
that the bush would need to come back right this day,
not suddenly, but all down the farm slopes, the polished shell barks
flaking, leaves noon-thin, with shale stones and orchids at foot
and the creek a hung gallery again, and the bee trees unrobbed.
By sundown it is dense dusk, all the tracks closing in.
I go into the earth near the hay shed for thousands of years.
('Thinking about Aboriginal Land
Rights, I Visit the Farm I Will Not Inherit")
Again, the seminal "Bulahdelah-Taree Holiday Song Cycle" best illustrates Murray
as namer-section 8, too long to quote, in particular.
In the role of namer, Murray encourages individual words to fly, to take on a
life of their own - they are at once resonant and pregnant with deeper intent.
Many poem titles give a clue to their heraldic content - such as "Birds in their
Title Work Freeholds of Straw", "The Broad Bean Sermon", "The Fire Autumn",
"The Flying-fox Dreaming", 'The Presentiment" and "The Powerline Incarnation". These poems proclaim sacred Australian rituals. Casual meetings and
observances, in Murray's sympathetic hands, become the lasting ceremonies and
cornerstones of the culture. See, for example, the "Dedication, written Last: For
the Vernacular Republic":
I am seeing this: two men are sitting on a pole
they have dug a hole for and will, after dinner, raise
I think for wires. Water boils in a prune tin.
Bees hum their shift in unthinning mists of white
hursaria hlossom, under the noon of wattles.
The men eat hig meat sandwiches out of a styrofoam
hox with a handle. One is overheard saying:
drought that year. Yes. Like trying to farm the road.
The first man, if asked, would say I'm one of the
Mitchells.
The other would gaze for a while, dried leaves in his palm,
and looking up, with pain and suhtle amusement,
say I'm one of the Mitchells. Of the pair, one has
been rich
but never stopped wearing his oil-stained felt hat.
Nearly everything
they say is ritual. Sometimes the scene is an avenue.

This heraldic language, of so much celebration and commemoration, can at
times take us with the poet into undreamed of realms. In an early poem - from
The Weatherboard Cathedral - Murray asserted that "This country is my mind",
and later referred to "the Quest that summons all true men".l1 Subsequent books
communicate the most dramatic moments of the search. Murray assumes the role
of seer at those times when his poetry suddenly shifts from reality to personal
vision - revealing the fertile landscapes of the poet's mind. He senses that place
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can have positive forces of renewal for the individual. Transcendence may even
be possible. This position closely parallels that of Americans such as Rothenberg,
Dorn, Snyder, Pound, and of course, Whitman. Section III of "Toward the Imminent Days" makes the climactic leap. Shamanist language depicts the journey:
Singing All living are wild in the imminent days
I walk into furrows end-on and they rise through my
flesh
Burying worlds of me. It is the clumsiest dancing
This walking skewways over worm-ocean that heaps
Between skid and crumble with lumped stones in ambush
for feet
But it marches with seed and steadiness, knowing the
land.
As the dogs set out from the house, minute, black,
running.
I am striding on over the fact that it is the earth
That holds our mark longest, that soil dug never
returns
To primal coherence. Dead men in the fathoms of fields
Sustain without effort millennial dark columns
And to their suspension, the crystal centuries come . . .
In sequences like this, we alert to a poet concerned not just to get his subject
right but to fully test the capacity of his linguistic resources. It is certainly not
too far-fetched to suggest that Australian poets in years to come may well talk of
their country's poetry post-Murray, just as most contemporary American poets
gratefully pay their dues to father Whitman.
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1. Robert Gray, "An Interview with Les Murray", Quadrant, XX, No. 12 (December 1976),
72.
2. William Carlos Williams, Selected Essays of William Carlos Williams (1954; rpt. New
York: New Directions, 1969), p. 134.
3. The sun metaphor is not mine. It stuck in my mind when I heard Les Murray use it in
an address he gave to an in-service teaching seminar at North Sydney in late 1978.
4. Gray, p. 72.
5. Thomas W. Shapcott, ed., Australian Poetry Now (Melbourne: Sun Books, 1970), p.74.
6. See, for example, A. D. Hope, "Standards in Australian Literature", Current Affairs
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JULIAN CROFT

Letter to his son for his 11th birthday
during an absence in China
In farmers' land, damp with Summer
reading, of course, Li Po, I think of you
at "Pamplemousse", rind shrunk in Winter.
Here the mulberry is green and the girls work
steaming cocoons in the silk factory,
the rain softens the earth and the three sleeps
of the seasons draw out the Summer crops.
I have been travelling the rivers of the earth this year
from source to mouth to explain the starred frost
in the night light on your window, the silver paddocks
of lost forest where the moon once moved in black shadows.
There is no one here who can feel the westerly press down
in Autumn, the sheets crack on the line, the empty foot step
in kitchen and bedroom on ice bound mornings.
Alone in a mosquito net, white fall of rain
splashing in bamboo and pine, I think of you
growing like the silkworm into emptiness
wrapped in the self shrouds of mood and language.
In night rains so near the Yangtze tears mean little.
I turn with the sweat of my dreams, throw off the sheet
and try to forget the need to be close to you.
Morning, a bird calls in drips of water.
So far away, days and journeys never come to an end,
sons and fathers never meet at the same river landing
but at dawn on the mid-year turning between ice and heat
I can write as Li Po did in the kingdom of Wu
to a far country out of love and pain, out of China
where the mulberry fruits and the future lies curled in its cocoon.
(Anwhei province, June 1982)
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RORY STEELE

Rock Fight at Maralunga Di Lerici
We were killing lizards with our slingshots
Fausto five, me four and Vito two
Splatter slivers of grey and green quicksilver
On the rockface among the prickly pears.
There's a shout "Come on quick, a gang from town!"
And five small boys run up in full alarm.
"Nascondi la fionda", hide the slingshot,
Says Vito, "we'll do better chucking rocks."
They challenged, we choose weapons, which is easy
On a dirt road thick with powdered dust
Countless stones the size of children's fists.
They have slope and numbers in their favour
Quickly force us back to the pinegrove park
And the first shots rain through flimsy cover,
Gathered, hurled back up for both sides see
There are no rocks on the sand-and-needle floor.
"The churchyard!" then a fifty metre gallop
Down steps to a stucco barricade
Walling in a small and sullen chapel;
Soon heaven showers missiles to this sanctum,
One passes by my face as I peer upwards,
For the moment we're quite safe, but well trapped.
Fausto, Vito, several of us jump down
Through the olive orchard hidden at the side,
Creep in the lee of retaining terrace walls
Up through the trees to the road by the pines.
They've seen us too soon! No, too late for them
Now they're attacked from two directions,
One casualty each, thirty near misses;
But the end comes fast: "Curse you, wretches!"
It's Fausto's father, "Rocks in my house!
Will you kill someone!" He chases the foe;
Like wind in the olives our gang melts away.
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BOOKS
Nigel Krauth (Ed.), New Guinea Images in
Australian Literature, Univ., of Queensland
Press (Portable Australian Authors), St. Lucia,
1982, pp. 279.
In a period when a number of important
Australian writers (Robert Drewe, Randolph
Stow, Chris Koch, Blanche D'Alpuget) are exploring in their fiction the connections between
Australia and Australia's near northern neighbours, it seems an appropriate moment to reexamine the kind of attitudes which have in
the past been reflected in Australian literature
about this region to the north. Nigel Krauth's
New Guinea Images in Australian Literature
thus appears at a propitious moment when even
the most insular Oz Lit experts are looking
abroad.
Krauth's introduction to this volume provides a useful overview of past attitudes. He
traces the changes which have occurred in Australia's awareness of New Guinea since the
19th century. The early romantic view of New
Guinea was of a Heaven or a Hell, a place
which provided "a testing- ground for the
strength of Australian character". The Second
World War saw a "metamorphosis of Australian national myths during the trauma of jungle
campaigns", when for the first time Australians
were brought face to face with the harsh realities of New Guinea geography and climate.
And in the third phase of approaching national
independence Australia showed an "apprehensiveness about its responsibility for the emergent self-government for Papua New Guinea"
while listening to prophecies of doom and disaster. Krauth's informative (but rather too
brief) introduction ends with a summary and
a justification of the contents of his volume:
The works in this collection represent more
than a century of Australian literature.
They reveal a gradual process of crosscultural understanding on the part of the
Aus.tr~lians, fro.m the earlier writings, which
exhIbIt a total Ignorance of the New Guineans and their land, to the latest, which
show the results of hard-won knowledge. In
the process, literature itself (and especially
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short fiction) was used as both employer
and interpreter in Australia's attempts to
make contact with the only totally foreign
culture towards which it professed political
or moral responsibility. These works are
witness to the great difficulties which Australians experienced in overcoming their
own cultural prejudices and limitations, especially during the years when "White Australia" attitudes at home contrasted ironically with Australia's colonial policies
abroad. The literature also reflects the resources of imagination and commitment
which enabled Australians to criticize and
reorient themselves in each crucial phase of
the history of their presence in New
Guinea.
The perceptiveness of the introduction and
of the short discussions which preface each author would seem to guarantee the book's success. And in a way it is successful in that it
brings together a diversity of known and lesser
known writers where only the point of similarity is a common focus on the subject of New
Guinea. The writers included (to mention only
some of the better known) start with Marcus
Clarke, Hume Nisbet, Louis Becke, Ion Idriess,
through Vance Palmer, George Johnston,
David Campbell, and come up to date with
Randolph Stow, Judith Wright, Barry Oakely,
etc. There are a number of surprises: the
sheer number of Australian writers who have
had some contact with the country, a fine story
by Errol Flynn, a prettry terrible romance by
Marcus Clarke, some brilliant 1960's poetry
from the trio Stow, Wright and Geoffrey Lehmann, and at the very end of the volume an
eminently readable story from the (for me)
generally unreadable John Kolia.
But despite the interest and contemporary
relevance the book only partly succeeds, and
the fault lies with the materials rather than
with the idea or with the editor whose comments are interesting and reliable. A good deal
of the material included in the first half or so
of the book is dull. Granted its historical interest it is nevertheless stuff for the specialist
rather than for the ordinary reader and perhaps out to warn us of certain dangers, peculiar to literary research and anthologizing, of
perpetuating in the name of historical interest
what time might more wisely consign to oblivion. These stories of high romance in a New
Guinea setting say heaps about Australian attitudes of the period, but (allowing our curiosity
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about the great number of writers who wrote
about New Guinea) one or two examples of
this sort might have sufficed. There is a lack
of variety in the early part of the volume
which, coupled with the extreme brevity of the
individual pieces, makes sustained reading difficult. And although the quality of the materials
improves (especially with an injection of realism around the time of the Second World
War), there still remains a rather serious problem of discontinuity which one expects to find
in a reference work rather than an anthology.
Part of the trouble would seem to be a thinness of suitable materials, at least to give variety. In addition, there is a difficulty to be overcome in making a selection which will at the
same time exemplify a particular writer's method and serve to illustrate a historical analysis;
moreover some of the early pieces seem to lack
the kind of depth needed to support, or give
clear meaning to, the editor's prefatory remarks.
Part of the difficulty is attributable to the
book's self-imposed limitations in dealing with
only "literary" examples, and then with only
"Australian" ones. Lively documentary material in the form of letter or memoir is debatably
preferable to dull "literaure". The experience
of indigenous writers like Russell Soaba and
John Kassaipwalova is debatably more interesting than that of most of the early Australian
romanticists, or even of a naturalised Papua
New Guinean such as John Kolia. This may
be rather idle speCUlation on my part, but does
reflect my own dissatisfaction with the book. I
am not sure who will buy it. I wish it success.
But I would not be unduly worried by its absence from my own shelves.
RON SHEPHERD

David Malouf, Fly Away Peter, London:
Chatto and Windus, 1982. 134 pp., $9.95.
David Malouf: Child's Play, London: Chatto
and Windus, 1982. 216 pp., $12.95.
In 1982 David Malouf published two short
novels, Child's Play and Fly Away Peter, the
former perhaps best briefly described as a
study of the mind and method of an Italian
terrorist, the latter a significant contribution to
that tradition of Australian novels of the Great
War which includes such pieces as Roger Mc82

Donald's 1915 and Frederick Manning's masterpiece, The Middle Parts of Fortune (once
Her Privates We). Although a far shorter and,
in many respects, a slighter piece, Fly A way
Peter will perhaps remind its readers more of
the Manning than the McDonald, not only because it deals with the experience of an Australian on the Western Front, but also for its
lyricism and its clear attempt both to locate
the events it describes on the scale of mankind's spiritual experience and to make of itself
an image of that scale.
This latter, of course, is a Dantescan undertaking. Comparison of the trenches with the
bolges of the Inferno has always been available
to those who write or read of the Great War,
and Malouf may be said to go even further in
hinting of a Paradiso in the Queensland bird
sanctuary from which his heroes come. And
yet, in its movement from their isolation in
that sanctuary to the cruel community of Flanders in 1917, Fly Away Peter resembles at last
not so much a set of metaphors for diverse
states of the human spirit as a tour of the
human mind, collective and individual: we feel
that it is not alternatives that are set before us
in the book's dramatically contrasting settings,
but complementary and interdependent parts,
the author bringing them to us more concerned
for a fullness, a roundness of vision, than for
the comfort of those who receive it.
Unlike Dante, that is to say, Malouf is or seems - more concerned to get the vision
than the instructions right, as if the one might
naturally predicate the other: there is in this
book, as in An Imaginary Life and Child's
Play, an intense calm that is more the concentration of the artist (the photographer?) than
the conviction of the dogmatist or the catalepsy of the shellshocked soldier. At one point,
a party working on new fortifications discover
the skeleton of a mammoth and the trenches
become for a moment an archaeological dig;
at another the trench network seems the ruins
of that great city from which several of its
muddy ditches have drawn their names (Hyde
Park Corner, Piccadilly, the Strand): Malouf,
it would appear, is less interested in the war as
such than he is in the metaphor with which it
can provide him, less concerned to present the
horror of that experience than he is to identify
its place amongst human experiences, and the
effect is ultimately less Dantescan than reminiscent of such poems of Thomas Hardy as "At
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Castle Boterel," where one man's condition is
placed in perspective by the landscape and the
vast chronicle of prehistory that can be read
therein. If the nature of the experience of the
naive colonial going to that European war
limits greatly the possibilities open to those
who would write about it - if the plot and
many of the incidents of Malouf's book resemble, sometimes uncomfortably, those of 1915,
the movie Gallipoli, and poems of Owen and
Rosenberg - it is this calm, this roundness,
this sense that the war itself, for all its horror,
is somehow accommodated in a wider vision of
time and human experience, that gives to Fly
Away Peter its distinctive character.
In Child's Play, a very different, very similar novel the mastery of which ensures that it
dramatically eclipses the short s tor i e s
("Eustace" and "The Prowler") with which it
is bound, a terrorist studies with what might
seem a disproportionate fascination the life and
work of the man he is to kill: one could say,
with some attention to one of the underlying
metaphors, that he devours him. The man who
will become his victim is a famous author, "a
rare national treasure and the last great figure
of the age, a surviving witness to its many
splendours and the long procession of its
woes." We are presented with precis of some
of his most famous works: the moving account, in his first published story, of a visitation received at the time of his brother's death
at the front; the gist of his book on the Roman
drains, a response to an invitation in the 'thirties "to contribute to the birthday honours of
the regime's favourite historian"; a poignant
summary of his "Letter to a Son," written a
year after that boy's tragic death. Child's Play
is narrated by the terrorist himself, and
throughout it there is, therefore, an important
question in the reader's mind as to the extent
of the narrator's self-knowledge, as to his reliability as narrator, no small part of which must
concern the objectivity of his choice and account of the great author's works. How much
do the works chosen reflect the terrorist's own
preoccupations? The question, once admitted,
prefaces further and more important questions
as to the nature of the text itself. How reliable, for example, is our impression that the
book - the set of books within the book becomes an arrangement of self-reflecting devices, of metaphors for itself, and so a remarkable instance of what is currently termed
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metafiction? How intentional, on Malouf's part,
is the ultimate solipsism of this kind of construction? Is the in-volved nature of the book
itself an ironic mirror to the isolation of its
two principals - the terrorist, studying all day
in silence in a secret workshop of the organization and returning at night to his cell-like
room in a dark, labyrinthine palazzo, and the
author, four hundred kilometers away, writing
all day his famous labyrinthine sentences in the
same room in which he sleeps, divorced almost
entirely from commerce with the world?
Is Child's Play really a book about books,
about texts and the interaction within them of
authors and readers, the reader here the terrorist, the author the author really, and the eventual assassination in some wayan assassination
of the writer? Or is it, on the other hand, and
despite the possibly unreliable terrorist/narrator's warning against such simplistic psychology, an obliquely-Freudian enactment of the
son's need to assassinate the father? Are such
constructions ultimately combined at some
deeper level in a modern vegetation-rite, the
assassination of an Adonis/corn-god/tribal
chieftain in an attempt to ensure continued
fertility, abundance of crops? Is Malouf writing, in fact, of society's need, in the interest of
its own health, to embody and even to nurture
the forces of its own annihilation? The Great
Author himself speaks often enough of his own
"anti-works," and is not something very similar implied in the large, governing metaphors
of Fly Away Peter, in which civilization, figured early in the book as the "monstrous cage"
of a flying machine, "crossed and criss-crossed
with piano wire," attempts to imitate the flight
of birds, and in which the vast and infernal
labyrinth of the Western Front is seen as a
dark modern negative of a picture from the
hero's childhood, of ant-like labourers swarming over and about great blocks of stone,
forced to relinquish life and freedom in the
construction of the pyramids?
All of these things are present in Child's
Play; a number of them are present in Fly
Away Peter, and were latent in An Imaginary
Life: these are not simple books, and yet, significantly, they are written with a disarming
simplicity; their language and their force are
poetic, their narratives aiming at once to represent clearly and tangibly the objects it
moves amongst, and to turn them - as symbols, as metaphors - to wider purposes, a use
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that is both direct and ironic, that has both
great presence and a strong yearning to be or
to evoke something else. As Malouf seeks in
his works and their characters a wholeness of
life, so he seeks a wholeness in the language,
in the voice which expresses it. It is an aim I
find succinctly expressed in two lines from a
poem by Czeslaw Milosz:
My voice always lacked fullness, I would
like to render a different thanksgiving,
And generously, without irony which is
the glory of slaves.
("Not This Way")
David Malouf seeks fullness of voice; not
totally without irony, which is one of his tools,
but with a knowledge that it is irony, and, at a
time when its use by those who would speak
their minds is optional rather than mandatory,
only irony, only one of the tools.
To the unsuspecting, such a statement might
seem to make too much of what is, after all,
but one aspect of the writer's technique. But
Malouf, as does Milosz, asks his readers to see
it as something more, a process of abstraction
at once necessary and threatening to all our
negotiations with ourselves, with others, and
with the earth which sustains us. It is, I would
suggest, far more than coincidence that the
Ovid of An Imaginary Life should have been
exiled, as Peter Pierce has already remarked, l
for the uses to which he turned his sense of
irony, and that the Great Author of Child's
Play should have earned his status as victim
through "a lifetime's devotion" to the same.
If irony is the glory of slaves, then the necessity of irony might be taken to register a condition of slavery, and the ability to write what
one wishes without irony to correspond to a
condition of liberty. In a state where others
are saying openly what the ironist is saying
through irony, it could be argued that the irony
itself is not necessitated. It might even be suggested that, persisting in circumstances that do
not necessitate it, the unquestioned habit of
irony unwittingly creates one of the preconditions for oppression or weakens a society's
ability to resist its onset. Although Child's
Play offers no clear and final reasons for the
Author's assassination, it may be that in the
terrorist's mind it is culpable that, given the
opportunity of open criticism of Mussolini's
regime, he should have resorted to the Roman
drains - culpable that, in recording the history
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and moral dilemmas of over half a century,
his style should have always been one that
"takes account of the contradictions and holds
them in precarious balance," extending thus a
tacit tolerance toward the evils of the period.
It is as if his habit of irony, like his face, contains subtle signs "of a secret complicity with
the forces of disintegration," runs the risk "of
a special sort of corruption, corruption of the
moral."
It may be, in any case, that beneath such
notions, as beneath my own use of the lines
from Milosz, there are several others, about
atrophy (a characteristic constriction of the
throat rendering less likely the full-voiced
shout when it is needed), about the interdependence of habits of language and habits of
perception, about The Boy Who Cried "Wolf."

This, all this, is not to say that the persistence of irony where it is not necessitated is
unequivocably undesirable. In An Imaginary
Life a skein of ironies of which he may have
been unaware has given Ovid unsuspected foreknowledge of those subtle, yet astonishing
transformations which come upon him at the
end of the book, and it might be argued that
a sense of irony has in this case served his
evolution. It might, in a different vein, be
argued that the maintenance of a tradition of
irony through a period of comparative liberty
the better prepares a society to withstand or
guard against a condition of slavery. Arguments for and against irony in several of its
forms may be woven from and about Malouf's
books, and although, to judge from his plots
alone, he would seem, like his terrorist, to
make irony his mark, and to argue, in his preoccupation with events (the realization, at the
conclusion of Child's Play, of an assassination
ironically foretold in one of the author's works;
the communion, at the conclusion of An Imaginary Life, with the Child who had hitherto
been only a product of Ovid's imagination)
and with the naming of things (of birds in
the sanctuary at the opening of Fly Away
Peter; of men at its conclusion in the trenches),
for a dramatic and non-ironic rapprochmellt of
language and the world, he is ultimately less
concerned with a condemnation of irony and a
return to a speech, to paraphrase John Synge,
as crisp as a ripe apple, than he is to examine
the nature and rhythms of their interaction.
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Treating irony, at last, as but one symptom
of a wider problem, Malouf's books evince a
concern for the reintegration of a world of
which the mind and body have somehow become estranged - a world in the human perception of which intellectual faculties have
hypertrophied and there has come about a kind
of dissociation of sensibilities. Man's knowledge of the world has become - like that,
perhap~, of the Great Author himself abstracted, has gone too long untested by and in
those things it is a knowledge of, and to maintain their strength its users must, like Antaeus,
touch ground. While it is, I would argue, no
less in their shape and in the remarkable limpidity of a style that eschews abstractions, that
seeks instead to ground its ideas in objects and
actions, than it is in their subject matter, in
each of his new novels, as in An Imaginary
Life, Malouf attempts this kind of testing,
writes with such a respect and care for things
as might, if more widely practised, pave the
way for a more general fullness of voice, a
wider reinheritance of the world.
These books are important; there is far more
to be said of them than I have touched upon,
and I have no reservations in saying that each
in its own way matches the achievement of
their extraordinary predecessor. Concerned for
the state of man, not merely of Australians,
for the state of language as such, and not
merely of the author's own, it may be that they
signal a further stage in the maturation of
Australian fiction, and, influential as I think
they may become, will soon be indispensable
to one's understanding of it.
DAVID BROOKS
NOTE
I. "David Malouf's Fiction", Meanjin 4/1982, p. 529.

Elizabeth Jolley, Mr Scobie's Riddle. Penguin
Books: Ringwood. Victoria. Paperback, $4.95.
A well known joke argues that there are
three essential ingredients necessary for successful fiction: sex, to attract the interest; suspense, to maintain it; and a sense of deity to
give it all meaning. By that definition the ideal
short story - in this case a fourth ingredient
being brevity - would be: "My God! I'm
pregnant! I wonder who done it?" Elizabeth
Jolley's most recent novel, Mr Scobie's Riddle,
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has those three ingredients, and its length is
just right.
In Jolley those ingredients are unstable ones;
they change during the narrative, and so do the
proportions of them. Patient Fred Privett
seems mainly a dirty octogenarian who pats
girls's thighs and stares at their legs, but then
he comes up with the bright idea of placing an
ad in the deli window to sell his body, cash
in advance. Nursing aids Frankie and Robyn
are promiscuous bisexuals who smoke dope
and rock to the worst music ever recorded "Come On Come On/You Tum Me On/Tip
Me Flip Me/Flip Me Tip/Huh Huh Huh/Yair
Yair Rocka Hoola Yair Yair Yair". Yes,
Frankie gets pregnant. Frances, as she is
known by that time, even gets married. But,
no, the child is not by Horace Biggs, her husband, but by his friend, Hartley, Mr Scobie's
nephew. That all relates to God, through Mr
Scobie's riddle.
The main characters in this novel are not
what they at first appear to be. Miss Heather
Hailey, an alcoholic with at least incipient lesbian tendencies, soi-disant author whose novel
has been rejected 42 times, has accepted institutionalization for the past 10 years because of
her fear of scandal. Something happened in
Bayreuth between her and one of her pupils at
White Cranes, a private school she ran for
girls. At the same time she is also a very intelligent woman, understanding literature and
music in Latin, Italian, French and German.
Horace said Ille terrarum mihi praeter omnes
angulus ridet, and Miss Hailey knows it really
means that "No cosy spot on earth caresses me
more", or "the word killeth but the spirit
giveth life". Martin Scobie can match that ably
with Fremd bin ich eingezogen/fremd zieh' ich
wieder aus. Perhaps 60 years ago he was
caught in a compromising situation with one of
his female piano students. Though innocent, he
was dismissed, and the incident remains proud
and painful flesh in his memory. Miss Hailey
possibly comes to love him, but he does not
spare much time in thought for her.
Matron Hyacinth Price runs St Christopher
and St Jude, a shabby nursing home where she
is defrauding the old and the frail, the unconscious and the unwilling, of their money and
assets. She has done it to Hailey, her school
friend. She has even done it to her raving brother, Iris, (Lt Col. retired) Price. And now she
is trying to do it to Mr Martin Scobie. She has
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the help of another schoolfriend, Felicity Simmonds, now her housekeeper. In the background lurks Mr Rawlings, a gentleman on the
lam. Married to Felicity Simmonds before his
bigamy he also married Matron Price. Is it
more blessed to give than to receive?
At the bottom of the system there is a shady
character who corresponds with Matron Price
by means of benign and maddening notes:
"Room 3 Mother vioded also Mrs Murphy,
Mrs Renfrew and Mrs Tomkins. Nothing abnormal to report." She complains about having
nothing but menthol camphor and Epsom Salts
with which to treat the patients. She bemoans
the difficulty of a night nurse who has to wash
the floor and bedclothes, peel the vegetables,
boil the beetroots and bathe Mrs Tomkins who
complains about not being able to get a hot
bath but who also refuses to take one when it
is drawn. Meanwhile, Mr Rob and Mr Boxer
come to visit every evening, to see her and her
centenarian mother (Mrs Morgan) who is a
patient; the milkman comes to visit at 4 a.m.,
Miss Hailey returns from poetry readings about
that time; and many of the aged patients occasionally engage in water fights and routinely
engage Iris Price in card games. "All Pats.
play cards in dinette Lt Col. brighten up but
loose bad". Rob Shady and Boxer Morgan get
free room and board along with medicinal
doses of brandy, compliments of Night Sister
M. Shady (unregistered).
Matron Price is trying to skim from the top
of a bucket that is leaking at the bottom. As in
M* A *S*H, the harder the system works, the
less it accomplishes. People like the social worker, Miss Rosemary Whyte, and the medical
man, Dr Risley, are unthinking agents of evil.
They go along with the system which tries to
keep people in an enforced state of non-unhappiness, the former feeling idealistic and making
a small living, the latter feeling nothing and
making a big one. Matron Price would not admit that she is "evil", not even "bad", even
though she forges uncooperative or dying patients' signatures with Mrs Rawlings. She has
a "sluggish conscience", which once prompted
her with the thought that "it's God's work"
but now thinks wistfully of a Hyacinth Price
who might have walked bra-less in yellow
slacks and a tank top, raising money for kidneys and hearts, and who now ought to join
the march against nuclear war. "'I do my bit,'
Matron Price reasoned with herself. 'I mean, I
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employ people. I employ girls to wash up instead of having machines. And look where it
gets me!'" There is no great profit in her
fraud. The harder she struggles joylessly to
keep her patients alive and minimally healthy,
the more she looks like some sombre saint, just
as Night Nurse Shady looks like a happy,
idiotic one.
It is probably worth noting that Nurse Shady
is educable in some ways. She can be taught
to spell "void" and "lose". In this respect the
book is like One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest.
The patients can learn. Everyone can, by themselves or from others. Epistemologically, a riddle is probably less interesting for its answer
than for the way a person works it out.
Randall Murphy was one kind of Christfigure, a rollicking one who inspired his flocks
to wholesome, obscene fun. Martin Scobie is
more like God the Father, puritan-style. His
earnest goodness gets tiresome, and his endless
quoting from the Bible sometimes leads us to
agree with Matron Price - "Oh never mind
about Jesus just now ... He's been dead for
years, dear". It might be Hartley who is the
Son, whose mother Martin Scobie adored,
wishing that she had never married so he could
have continued living with her idyllically, and
then wishing that she had never died. Hartley is
good-natured womanizer and petty criminal
who drops in and out of Scobie's life at the
most opportune times, that is, when Matron
Price is trying to get Scobie to sign for her.
Perhaps the best thing Scobie does is to write
from Psalm 139 instead of signing his name,
concluding with Blake's "Where Mercy Love
and Pity Dwell,/There God is dwelling too".
Soon after, he dies.
Hartley drops into Miss Hailey's life at an
equally opportune time. Toward the end of
the novel he has founded a commune on
Scobie's land, to which Frankie invited Miss
Hailey to be godmother to her daughter and to
live with them all. Hailey is sorely tempted,
remembering that Scobie told of the hill behind the house where he never went: she will
go there, she thinks. But she thinks again instead she will write an idyll for her novel;
she will write a dozen poems before breakfast,
one of them a pastoral dirge. Her booming
voice will mimic all the stored horns from Beethoven's Eroica, not real peace and freedom,
like white cranes know, but the sounds of
peace and freedom . . . She will not go to
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where Hartley has pitched his three tents at the
foot of the hill, but to still another place
where it is good and where there should be
three tabernacles.
Messrs Privett and Scobie are dead by that
time and so is Miss N unne who fell and killed
herself when she kicked the bucket that Matron
Price trips over every day. The men will be
replaced by Messrs White, Strange and Ward.
The Night Sister's Report notes: "Lt Col. I.
Price lose baa but enjoy himself and Mrs Morgan". It goes on: "Matron Mother I mean
Mrs Morgan says even if St Christopher and
St Jude is not yours any more you can still be
matron as we shall need one". Price and Shady,
ambiguous patron saints of these travellers,
these hopeless causes, will carryon as all of the
inmates seek that place where there is mercy,
love and pity.
Elizabeth Jolley's novel itself is a bit of a
riddle and like its characters is deceptive. The
chronology is disjointed, the manic letters lose
their punch, the jokes fade. Sometimes the
chaos of the lives even seems to be the principle of ogranization of the novel. But those
appearances dissolve and then we see some distance along the dark path which no fowl
knows and which the vulture's eye has not
seen. The novel has flaws, but they are greatly
overshadowed by Jolley's complex sensitivity
and great moral erudition.
BRIAN DIBBLE

Gregory Tillett, The Elder Brother: A Biography of Charles Webster Leadbetter, London,
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1982, xii + 337
pages. (All quotations are from this work unless otherwise stated).
In an important article entitled 'T. S. Eliot,
Charles Williams, and the Sense of the Occult'
published nearly thirty years ago David W.
Evans drew attention to the elements of Theosophy or 'Esoteric Buddhism' in The Waste
Land and to Eliot's debt to A. E. Waite, the
occultist author and proponent of Esoteric
Christianity. Writing in Accent in 1954 he invited readers to remember that 'Theosophy was
as prevalent in the early part of this century
as Existentialism ... a few years ago'.
The reminder is salutary: Existentialism as a
vogue and cult, with a distinctive style in cosWESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1983

tume, hair and music as well as ideology, has
evaporated in its turn as completely as Theosophy before it, its once fashionable uniforms
of thought and appearance replaced by those
of Punk Rockers, Orange People and similar
cultists.
The Theosophical Society, founded in 1875,
reached its peak in the mid-I920s. Sydney by
that time was a leading Theosophical centre,
having not only the largest Lodge in the world
(900 members) but its own Theosophical radiostation with the call-sign 2GB, for Giordano
Bruno. A building complex, the Star Amphitheatre, was begun in Balmoral in 1923 to celebrate the advent of Krishnamurti, the Theosophical Messiah whose followers were organised
into the world-wide Order of the Star in the
East. Its many rooms included a Co- Masonic
Temple and a Liberal-Catholic chapel; it was
built 'in Grecian style, overlooking the waters
of Sydney Harbour, and some local people declared it had been built to enable the faithful
to observe Krishna enter Sydney in triumph by
walking across the waters through the Harbour.
... For devout Theosophists desiring to live in
close proximity to this esoteric structure, the
nearby flats "Stella Maris", owned by a member of the OSE, were available'.
The flourishing state of these well-organised
Theosophical and para-Theosophical ventures
was due largely to 'Bishop' C. W. Leadbeater,
who had settled in Sydney soon after the outbreak of war in August, 1914. Born in 1854
in the English cotton-mill town of Stockport,
Leadbeater was the son of a book-keeper who
died in 1862. Nothing is known of his early
life until he took Anglican orders in 1879 under the patronage of an uncle by marriage who
was an eminent churchman and Fellow of
Queen's College, Oxford. Leadbeater later
claimed that he was born in 1847, spent his
adventurous early years in Brazil, and entered
Queen's College, Oxford, in 1865: characteristic falsehoods unquestioningly accepted by the
Theosophical faithful.
Like many of his contemporaries Leadbeater
became deeply interested in Spiritualism circa
1880, and like the young W. B. Yeats was converted to Theosophy by reading A. P. Sinnett's
sensational account of Mme. Blavatsky's shoddy 'miracles', The Occult World, in 1883. He
travelled to India with Blavatsky herself in
1884, renounced his Christianity, and returned
to England in 1889. On Blavatsky's death in
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1891 Annie Besant became de facto leader of
the Theosophical Society; Leadbeater's very
close working relationship with her after 1894
enabled him to achieve great power within the
world-wide Theosophical movement, and his
description as Besant's 'astral Svengali' seems
entirely justified.
Leadbeater became a best-selling author and
spell-binding lecturer. Following a highly successful lecture-tour of the United States in
1904-5 he lectured in Australian cities, including Perth, in 1905. Although his occult empirebuilding was considerably set back in 1906 by
accusations of homosexual practices with
young boys, he was reinstated in the Theosophical Society in 1908. His proclamation of
Krishnamurti as the new Messiah in 1909 led
to the foundation of the Order of the Star in
the East in 1911. Returning to Australia on a
further lecture-tour in 1914 he chose Sydney
as home and as permanent base for his occult
empire; Australia and the west coast of America he saw as the birth-place of a new evolutionary sub-race which 'was to be characterized
by the development of the intuitive faculties,
and the emergence of a co-operative and fraternal spirit'.
Leadbeater died in Perth on February 29th,
1934. As a contribution to the Australian war
effort between 1914 and 1918 he had 'patrolled
the battlefields in his astral body, accompanied
by a troup of "invisible helpers" assisting the
recently dead'. During the Great Depression
he recommended that 'those unemployed by
day should devote themselves to helping the
newly dead enter the astral world. The angels
had previously been responsible for this but
they had other work to do, and would be
grateful for the assistance'. These two anecdotes from many in Mr. Tillett's biography are
however capped by his description of the European activities of James Wedgwood, Leadbeater's close associate and fellow 'Bishop' of
the Liberal Catholic church in Australia, after
scandal had forced the former to resign from
the Theosophical Society and associated bodies
in 1922:
H~ engaged in a wide .range of sexual purSUitS and was able to mdulge his tastes for
you~g men without the necessity of concealing them from Theosophical associates.
He also acquired an addiction to cocaine
which he used in quantity, and which h~
also 'pushed' amongst the young men whose
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companionship he sought .... When he finally returned to England he was obliged to
smuggle in his supplies of cocaine concealed
in a specially constructed compartment in
the head of his crozier.
James Wedgwood, descendant of the original
Josiah, died insane in 1951, apparently of
homosexually-contracted syphilis.
Leadbeater throughout his career faced public scandals and police investigations because
of alleged homosexual activities; he was, according to Sydney newspapers such as the
Daily Telegraph, 'a swish bish with the boys'.
Perhaps 'sexual magic' with occult purposes
was involved in these activities; perhaps 'sexual
magic' was merely an occult guise for mundane
sexual pleasure. Leadbeater's career as a whole,
however, was evidently dedicated to a broader
and more sinister worldly pleasure: the exercise of power over his fellow men and women.
'He was a man of many interests, many obsessions, and all focused, essentially, on himself. In everything in which he participated, he
was the centre of attention, authority, and
power'. This central aspect of Leadbeater's
career is not given overt analysis by Mr.
Tillett, but his book suggests strongly that a
major attraction of occultist movements is the
opportunities which they provide for those who
are eager to dominate others, and for their
necessary counterparts who are only too eager
to be dominated.
The history of such organizations as the
Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn and the
Theosophical Society is not one of their members' spiritual enlightenment, but of ceaseless
schism, faction-fights, and struggles for power
by rival prophets. These prophets, often of
humble origin, display a marked fondness for
accumulating grandiose-sounding titles and degrees: 'Dr.' Besant, F.T.S. (Fellow of the
Theosophical Society) becomes 'President of
the World University'; 'Bishop' Leadbeater becomes 'Administrator General of the Universal
Co-Masonic Order in Australia'.
They claim to derive their authority via
'astral communication' with 'Secret Chiefs' or
'Masters' who are said to constitute the Inner
Government of the World, and in whose name
they demand total obedience to themselves: 'In
the occult world', writes Leadbeater revealingly, 'we do what we are told'. The faithful display a disturbing eagerness to prostrate themWESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1983

selves both mentally and physically before
these figures of authority: the awe-struck London Theosophists cluster round Blavatsky,
'some kissing her hand, several kneeling before
her, and two or three weeping hysterically'.
Such prophets exercise control via an 'Inner
Group' or 'Esoteric Section' (even, if necessary,
an Inner Group within an Esoteric Section)
which the rank-and-file are both excluded from
and encouraged to aspire to. Thus Krishnamurti's 'Yellow Shawl Group' quickly acquired
an Inner Group known as the Purple Order
'because its members wore purple shawls and
purple sashes, and round their necks a silver
badge on a purple ribbon'. This quotation epitomizes the occultist mania for rank, degree,
hiearchy, and their external trappings, while
Mr. Tillett's note points to something equally
revealing: that the regalia was extremely expensive, and affordable only by the wealthy.
The Theosophical Society began as 'a secret
society for the upper middle-class'. In its heyday it attracted numerous extremely wealthy
supporters who subsidised the rise from obscurity to power, and presumably prosperity,
of such occult gurus as Besant and Leadbeater.
As Mr. Tillett points out, Theosophical doctrines have been extremely important in the
development of Early Modern 'abstract' painting. One may add that they have also had a
demonstrable and profound influence on the
writing and thought of such Early Modern
writers as Joyce, Eliot, Pound and Lawrence,
as well as W. B. Yeats. Leadbeater, whose volumes such as Thought-Forms (l90l) remain in
print and are widely read today, is clearly a
major figure in the occult revivals which have
twice swept Western European cultures in the
past hundred years.
Mr. Tillett is a former post-graduate student
of the University of Western Australia who is
currently working on a doctorate in Religious
Studies at the University of Sydney. He displays an extremely thorough grasp of a dauntingly complex and controversial field of study,
and has clearly carried out a great deal of original and much-needed research. Writing with
commendable poise and wit, he succeeds in
organizing a large body of potentially bewildering material into a consistently clear and
readable narrative. His work is an important
contribution to our knowledge and understanding of a major aspect of twentieth-century
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thought to which most scholarly historians of
Early Modern art and literature stilI prefer to
turn a blind eye.

TOM GIBBONS

Nicholas Hasluck, The Hand that Feeds You:
a Satiric Nightmare. Fremantle Arts Centre
Press, 1982. 202 pp., illus. with photographs by
the author. $10.50.
It is a daunting prospect to write a review of

a satire which includes three splendidly parodic
reviews of itself. But all satirists know that
Grub Street is not so easily intimidated, and
therefore the reader of this review is referred
to pp. 179-182 of Nicholas Hasluck's latest
book, The Hand that Feeds You. There will
be found a review on bibliographical details,
one on symbol and myth and a waspish opinion on the subject of authors writing their own
alternative reviews. This then leaves me free
to discuss the book in terms of its subtitle, "a
satiric nightmare."
The setting of The Hand that Feeds You is
contemporary Australia, turned inexplicably into a republic, to which the central character,
Dee, returns after a long absence. That all is
not well in Australia becomes immediately
clear on his arrival at Sydney airport. As a
part of the journey, his plane is taxied around
the runways for a further three hours to give
everyone a chance of being a pilot. The republic, as Dee discovers, is run on three basic principles: "Everything must be equal. The public
interest is equal to the total of all self-interests.
Any self-interest is equal to the public interest." p. 46. A moment of reflection will show
that what follows from this is a socialistic welfare state exploited with all the entrepreneurial
flair of capitalistic rapacity, which indeed is the
case in this republic:
"Elections aren't fought on issues any longer.
Haven't been for years. Everyone is agreed
about what ought to happen. The only difference is that the Middle Central Party has
to go through the motions of being all in
favour of private enterprise while the Central Middle Party has to go through the
motions of being in favour of state control.
But the result's the same. The money comes
from the government." p. 56.
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The name of the game in this not so very unfamiliar Australian scene is tax avoidance and
subsidy hunting, and to pay for it all, national
assets like Sydney Harbour Bridge and Tasmania are being sold off. By the end of the
book we learn that the republic is applying to
the Third World Bank for assistance.
As an expose of the kind of self-interest
which bedevils Australian political and social
life this satire is highly recommended. Nick
Hasluck possesses in abundance two gifts essential for successful satire, fertility of invention
and a Rabelaisian linguistic energy. Lists are
a standard technique of exuberant satire, and
everywhere in the novel lists are spawned out
of the obsessions of paranoia and the need to
survive in a world no longer making sense:
'Everyone is on the take. I'll get to you
somehow: the yachting subsidy, the jogging
bounty, the silicon chip exemption tax, the
outer suburb zone allowance, the inner city
rental grant.' He snapped his fingers. 'The
All Care programme. The Surfer's Paradise
holiday loading. The Cradle to Grave welfare warrant. I'll find a way. I'll plant
rumours at the Social Opportunities Board.
I'll break you.' (p. 13)
The threat is made by the Interrupted Man,
whose paranoia about being constantly interrupted does not prevent him from erupting at
the most unlikely moments.
Another standard technique of satire is to
employ a narrative point of view which itself
provides a contrast with the fictive world of
the satire. In this way the reader should constantly be reminded of the standards by which
he ought to be judging that world, and because
the narrative point of view remains with Dee,
the rather naive outsider, we are drawn with
him more and more helplessly into the selfgenerating absurdities of the republic. In
theory, therefore, the "nightmare" should deepen for the reader as it does for the central
character, but this was not my experience. For
instance, Dee becomes involved in a quest to
find the mysterious Meynard, father of the republic, who, he hopes, will be a voice of sanity
in the wilderness. But just at the point where
Dee has literally and metaphorically dug himself into a hole, the book turns metafictive
and then the P.R.O. man turns up magically at
the hole to send Dee on his way again. The
rope on which satirists must perform their deli90

cate balancing act between fantasy and satire is
slippery indeed, and in this particular case, I
was more beguiled by the fantasy than overwhelmed by the satire.
Neither the naively weak Dee, Meynard, nor
anyone else in the novel is able to articulate
the positive standards or the sense of anger
and outrage necessary to make the book live
completely up to its sub-title. The horror of
nightmare generally derives from claustrophobia and an overwhelming sense of helplessness.
It is the satirist's task both to make his reader
look at this heart of darkness and to keep him
distanced enough to make him feel an impulse
towards positive action or the clarification of
his values. These are classical demands, perhaps rendered all but valueless by satire's inability, ever since the beginning of the nineteenth century, to appeal to well-defined standards in its audience. There are exceptions-the
analysis of the nature of power in Animal
Farm springs to mind - but overall, the increasing tendency of critics to class satire as
fantasy reflects what has happened to satire.
The Hand that Feeds You is exuberantly
funny, and it may cause a shiver about where
democracy as we now know it is taking us.
But as Swift once pointed out, satire is a mirror in which you spot everyone's face except
your own, and it is too easy to keep our individual faces out of most contemporary satiric
mirrors.
JAN PRITCHARD

POETRY IN DARK TIMES
David Brooks, The Cold Front. Sydney, Hale &
Iremonger, 1983.
Andrew Burke, On the Tip of My Tongue.
Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 1983.
Philip Martin, A Flag for the Wind. Melbourne, Longman Cheshire, 1982.
Robyn Rowland, Filigree in Blond. Melbourne,
Longman Cheshire, 1982.
Andrew Sant, The Caught Sky. Sydney, Angus
& Roberston, 1982.
Josie Stainsby, Love Laughing Among the
Trees. Melbourne, Longman Cheshire, 1982.
It was Heidegger who, characteristically,
asked the question: What are poets for, especially in a time like ours? At least three of the
books reviewed here support the answer he
gave, which was that poetry recalls us to the
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sources, to that deep point of the self, a point
of awareness of the world in all its vastness
and complexity and of the self not merely open
to but part of it.
Philip Martin is perhaps most clearly concerned with the recovery of this archaic Knowledge. The concluding sequence "STRAVA:
Poems on Atilla and the Huns", for instance,
places us outside our own civilization and moment of history in a way which, paradoxically,
also places us at their crucial point.
Here is the City,
Squared and measured space; how dim it
grows,
The wind is broken here, civilisation
Tramples grass under stone. There is a life
Beyond: in the near-dark, still
The immensity of the plain, the horsemen
circling.
From here the other poems move out, searching backwards for some new architecture of
the world and of consciousness in which the
ghosts built into its foundation begin to make
their presence felt, enlarging the significance of
simple gestures and places. In a sense this enlargement affects the poet also making him
something of a shaman, "the prince who unifies/ a world of gliding shadows without
home." But in another sense it makes for a
profound humility: what is at issue here is not
the self and its responses but the "world that
glimmers one foot under language", the larger
energies of the larger living body which is the
world. If, as Heidegger said, ours is a destitute
time because the gods are dead for us, no longer gather people and things into themselves
unequivocally, gathering and disposing of the
world and of history within their radiance,
Martin's poetry matters because it points towards the possibilities of restoration. Rilke is
a considerable presence here as his beautifully
understated "Towards Emmaus" suggests. But
the high point of the book is the series of
translations of the work of the Swedish poet
Lars Gustaffson. In this case translation becomes transfusion: Gustaffson's poetry gives
Martin access not only to the continuities of
time and place his other poems point to, usually with a sense of loss, but also to the unity
of sense and spirit which is both source and
goal of his work. In other poems this search
for unity exposes him to the temptations of
romantic rhetoric, to phrases like "those long
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sorrows from which I emerge". But in the
Gustaffson sequence self and world, language
and experience are fused, the poems poised like
the leaf on the air he describes in another
poem, "Cambridge Autumn Zen", swimming
on the wind
"[Come] to rest on the stream
that never rests".
In this sequence his mastery of sound and
rhythm matches the precision and understatement of image he inherits from the original.
Martin is a poet, then, with a strange affinity
for the frontier, for the cold countries on the
edge of civilization, for the uncanny, for what
is only half heard and understood. But his
preference for feminine endings and delicately
modulated cadences makes this homelessness
strangely peaceful, as if he were content to live
apart from a more richly peopled culture in
order to commune with more primal modes of
existence. For Martin the history which matters is the history of the psyche and its story
cannot be comprehended, much less explained,
by studying its present situation:
We speak, and what we say knows more
than we do,
We think, and what we thought runs on
before us,
As if that thought knew something we
didn't know.
We are left in suspension, with a knowledge
which is no knowledge, "only the knowledge/I
have communed, have been communed with".
David Brooks, a younger poet than Martin,
is also concerned with this kind of knowledge.
But the sense of present loss is stronger. Here
dream does not become a world of its own but
has become embodied, wrestles with flesh and
blood and makes the physical world more, not
less, itself, more familiar in that its intensities
and intimacies are revealed, rather than more
strange. The sort of expansion which Martin's
poetry offers is the sort that life restrains and
prudence checks but Brooks is preoccupied
with love and the failure of love, with history
and the pain of history, with the solitude which
comes from the loss of community. His work,
that is, has a dialectical and personal quality,
an energy which Martin's lacks. His concern
with inner space is not an end in itself but
the other side of his concern for the external
world, an external world more vigorous, sen91

suous and testing than Martin's. The struggle
is not so much to transform the world as to
embrace it, to love it in the fullest, most physical sense, to press to an ecstatic bodiliness
which is its own kind of revelation. So there
is at times here the power of savagery, not just
words about it - the last poem, "The Swineflower", is a kind of myth, expressing the destructions and transfigurations of appetite.
Where Martin, for all his fascination with the
barbaric, remains essentially civilised and rational, Brooks's poetry belongs in a more primal
mode where mind and body are no longer separate but fused in a new intensity - which
paradoxically offers a new form of control, the
control exerted by the image itself. So the emphasis moves away from the self to the image
which in turn brings about a new interpretation
of the self, placing it in the world thus enabling
it to see and respond yet not succumb, as Martin sometimes does, to what is mysteriously
seen or heard. This control is reflected in his
language which is almost wholly symbolic, registering within itself the identity of life and
power it describes and thus rescuing them from
meanginglessness. The "primitive pact with
pure feeling", the basis of all poetry is honoured here as inner and outer perspectives combine:
It is all there: moments

rear in the emptiness,
light is wrung from their dying.
So while there is a sense of loss in this poetry
- the world of commonsense cannot be regained but neither do his Magi reach the end
of their journey - the loss is also gain, the
other side of the joy which arises out of a large
and sensuous trust in the order of things,
standing
at my own blood's gate
and talking down the scenes of its
wandering.
This trust releases him from the cramp of self
on the one hand, and on the other, from the
need to perform for an audience - the need
which inhibits so many contemporary poets.
Like Martin, Brooks draws on the world of
other poets, notably Rilke, Milosz and Kinnell
but, unusually in a young poet, the echoes of
their work are evocative and enriching rather
than merely derivative. So the archetypes he
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draws on - fire, water, birds, the seasons and
the weather generally - are somehow intensely personal yet also transpersonal, products of
a "negative capability" which lets these images
act on one another, generating a sense of universal energy and of ancient mysteries and rituals. At the same time the occasions of his
poems are quite specific and local. Whether it
is actual, the South coast of New South Wales,
or imaginary - Imperial China, Renaissance
Rome or Warsaw in 1943-the poet gives himself wholly to the specifics of place and time,
ready to endure their pain as well as joy. At
times, it is true, this attentiveness can seem
forced and the will to transform the world anticipates the power to do so - Brooks is not
as patient or as humble with his gift as Martin.
But in general this is a remarkable first book
which contests the destitution of our times. Alchemy is at work, the old fires rekindle the
ancient sense of trust
that nothing is wasted
that nothing in the long, hot tumult of the
swine
is sordid,
not even the hunger I died for.
Andrew Sanl's poetry is of a different kind.
Where Brooks and Martin press towards revelation, ignoring detailed description to focus on
the single intense and expansive image, Sanl's
poems honour the appearances. They work
their way step by step, creating a world that is
immediately recognizable and specific, a world
of old houses, shabby genteel people, of sewing
machines and milkbars, of blackberries and
boys fishing for eels. What is rendered is sharp
and poignant but its force comes from the resistance it offers to the transformation the poet
wills for it - hence the tendency to conclude
a poem with a sudden, explosive image. As a
result, despite the sharpness of observation and
clarity of description, there is a feeling here of
something forced, of an underlying defencelessness which has the poet at bay before his
material. The world remains itself, shapes the
response instead of being shaped by it. This is
clearest in the language which remains strangely literal, the words counters for thought, imitating a reality which lies somehow beyond
them. So the poems are at best mirrors, reflecting a sense of division, a sudden fierce joy and a
long anxiety before the pressure of nature and
of history. The distant view, as if through a winWESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1983

dow, prevails, and seeing begins and ends in an
incomprehension which nevertheless also refuses to surrender the struggle for comprehension. The social and political awareness which
pervades them suggests a writer who might find
his true force as a short story writer or
novelist.
Robyn Rowland and Josie Stainsby also fail
to master their world, though both of them
offer clear and compassionate images, in both
cases of women and their work. Rowland, it is
true, attempts to draw on myth but rather by
personal effort and by dwelling on circumstantial detail and individual memory than by invoking the primal images and cadences. True,
there is much to be thankful for in this moderation - the will to myth has been responsible for some very bad verse - and Rowland's
intelligence, coolness of tone and detachment
make for some perceptive comments on the
situation of being a woman and a poet.
Stainsby, too, comments on this situation,
though with less sense of control and fluency,
but the point, of course, is to change it or at
least to transform it in language. The danger
in both volumes is that this pressure to transformation evaporates into mere self-expression,
or worse, to work off in words feelings not
fully realised, evident at least in the titles of
these two books.
Andrew Burke's poetry is another matter.
For him, it seems, the primitive life is a luxury
we can no longer afford, though poems like
"Flight Log" in which he pays tribute to the
aboriginal power of the land and his general
preoccupation with dreams of fertility and with
magic indicates its fascination for him. Instead,
he concentrates on his craft, on making a
poem, shaping the way it falls on the page as
well as on the tongue and ear, and on the
games he can play with words, establishing a
mastery which expresses itself in a lightheartedness which disguises the pas~ion and the pain
of the struggle. In comparison with poets
like Martin and Brooks this victory over words
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may not seem very significant. But if the Symbolists are right and poetry is the expression of
the human spirit in search of its own proper
form, then Burke is closer to the goal than
poets who focus on mere self-expression. True
his language is metanomic rather than metaphorical so that self and world remain divided
- the guilt somehow stands for a relationship
in "Quilt", for instance, and is not fused with
it as it should be. Nonetheless there is an objectivity here which makes for a sense of largeness and takes us into a strange, surreal country where rocks speak, words become presences
and the
Earth turns silly-as-a top
unblinking.
The apparent playfulness here is deceptive.
This is a poet capable of wonder and of joy of
mastery of his medium. Sometimes comedy
can be more telling than light seriousness.
To conclude, poetry matters because of the
alternatives it offers, a new mode of language
and thus a new world or, better, a new hypothesis which entails a redefinition of good and
evil, evil being seen as non-acceptance, exclusion Of others, other people or physical experiences and good as a wide hospitality to all
experience. In a world in which "all that is
solid melts into air", into mere abstraction, then
poetry which restores us to the world and to
our bodily place in it, to darkness and fire, to
ghosts and memories and singing tongues and
jokes and puns and riddles, may be more important than we think. The poet then is the
"cult man", as David Jones saw him; standing
"alone in Pellan's land; more precariously than
he knows he guards the signal the pontifex
among his house treasures . . . he can fetch
things new and old . . . this man, so late in
time, curiously surviving, shows courtesy to the
objects when he moves among, handles or puts
aside the name-bearing instruments."l
VERONICA BRADY
1. David Jones, The Allathemata. London, 1952, 50.
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ASAL 83
"New Connections in
Australian Literature"
The Association for the Study of Australian Literature will hold a major conference in Perth from 22 - 26 August 1983. The theme of the conference, "New
Connections in Australian Literature" has attracted many offers of fascinating
papers by well known writers and academics which break new ground in Australian literary studies. Christina Stead and A. D. Hope, patrons of ASAL, are
expected to attend. A highlight of the programme is an evening with London-based
Australian writer Clive James. Drama and poetry will be emphasised at this conference: Barry Oakley, Bruce Dawe and David Williamson are expected to attend.

ASAL 83 will be a big event. Registration for the Conference is $35. Part-time
registration (for attendance on a daily basis) is also possible at $10 per day.

Inquiries should be sent to:
The Secretary
Centre for Studies in Australian Literature
The University of Western Australia
NEDLANDS, W.A. 6009.
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LITERARY PRIZES
ACLALS (EUROPE) SHORT STORY COMPETITION
The European branch of ACLALS invites entries for its short story competition.
Persons eligible are citizens of Commonwealth countries other than Britain
(nationals of other countries living in Britain are eligible).
The prize money is 3,000 Danish kroner and there is an entry fee of 30 kroner.
Three copies of each entry must be submitted and the organizers reserve the right
to publish any entry in K unapipi, the journal of the association.
Closing date for entries is 1 November 1983, and results will be announced in
the Winter 1983 issue of K unapipi.
Entries should be sent to The Chairperson, ACLA LS (Europe), Department of
English, University of Aarhus, 8000 Aarhus C, Denmark.
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